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The Legislative Council, which i5 composed of
six Senators, six Representatives, plus the Speaker of
the House and the Majority Leader of the Senate, serves
as a continuing research agency for the legislature
through the maintenance of a trained staff. Between
sessions, research activities are concentrated on the
study of relatively broad problems formally proposed
by legislators, and the publication and d~stribution
of factual reports to aid in t~eir solution.
During the sessions, the emphasis is on supplying legislators, on individual request, with personal
memoranda, providing them with information needed to
handle their own legislative problems. Reports and
memoranda both give pertinent data in the form of
facts, figures, arguments, and alternatives.
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l'n Members of the Forty-ninth Colorado General Assembly:
In accordance with House Joint Re~olution No. 1033,
passed by the First Regular Session of the Forty-eighth
i Pneral Assembly, and Senate Joint Resolution Nos. 8 and
21, passed by the Second Regular Session of that GenPr~l
Aqsembly, the Legislative Council submits for your
l,01 1-:ideration the accompanying report pertaining to Legi ~l~tive Procedures and Space Needs in the State Capitol
r...ompl ex.
Leqislative Council

to conduct the study reported its findings and recommen-

dations to the Legislative Council on December 11, 1972.
and the Council accepted the report at that time for
transmission to members of the Forty-ninth General Assembly.
Respectfully submitted,

/ s/ R~presentative C. P. (Doc) Lamb
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Representative C. P. (Doc) Lamb
Chairman
Colorado Legislative Council
Room 46, State Capitol
Denver, Colorado
80203

Dear Mr. Chairman:
You r Committee appointed t o study Legi slati ve Procedures and Spa ce Needs in the State
Capito l Compl ex submits the accompanyinq report
and recommendations.
The Committee's repo rt indicates that there
is a need for action by the General Assembly in
several are as; it is hoped t hat such action will
occur as soon a s possible.

Respectfully submitted,

/ s/ Representative Harold McCormick
Chairman. Committe e on
Legislative Procedures
HMcC/mp

V

FOREVORD

House Joint Resolution No. 1033, 1971 Regular Session,
directed the Legislative Council to continue during ~the 1971-72
biennium the study begun in 1966 concerning legislative
processes and procedures in Colorado. Senate Joint Resolution
Nos. 8 and 21, 1972 Regular Session, added two new subject
areas to the Committee's agenda for the 1972 interim: namely,
concerning the improvement of basic census data and concerning
the review of state and city plans for the Capitol ComplexCivic Center area. The membership of the Committee appointed
to carry out the assignment consisted of:
Rep. Harold McCo:nnick
Chainnan
Sen. Ted Strickland
Vice Chai:anan
Sen. Joe Calabrese
Sen. Allen Dines
Sen. George Jackson
Sen. Sam Taylor

Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Tilman Bishop
Harrie Hart
Tony Mullen
Kay Munson
Ralph Porter

During the course of its 1972 interim work, a Subcommittee on Space was appointed. The members of the Subcommittee were:
Rep. Harold McCo:nnick

Sen. Allen Dines
Sen. Ted Strickland

Valuable assistance was given to the Committee by Mrs.
Comfort Shaw, Secretary of the Senate; Mrs. Lorraine Lombardi,
Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives; and Mr. Jim
Wilson, Mrs. Becky Lennahan, and Mr. Mike Risner of the Legislative Drafting Office. Mr. Dennis Jakubowski, Senior Research Assistant of the Legislative Council, had primary
responsibility for the staff work and the preparation of this
report under the direction of Mr. Rich Levengood, Senior
Analyst.

Lyle C. Kyle
Director

December, 1972
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SUMMARY OF OOMMITTEE REOOMMENDATIONS
In accordance with House Joint Resolution No. 1033,
passed by the first Regular Session of the 48th General
Assembly, the Conaittee on Legislative Procedures appointed
pursuant thereto submits the recooaendations contained in this
report for implementation by the 1973 Session of the General
Assembly. Also, as a result of action taken by the General
Assembly during the 1972 Session, two new subject areas were
added to the agenda of the Committee for the 1972 interim;
namely, S.J.R. No. 8 conceming the improvement of basic census data and S.J.R. No. 21 conceming the review of state and
city plans for the capitol complex-civic center area.
1972 Recommendations
The recommendations made by the Committee on Legislative Procedures are in the following areas:
I.

II.

Space needs for state agencies within the State
Capitol Complex Perimeter:
A.

IDlDlediate sp~ce needs of certain agencies
housed in the Capitol Building.

B.

Long-range space needs of the Legislative
and Judicial Departments.

C.

Office Building

o.

Ad Hoc Committee on the State Capitol Complex and the Denver Civic Center;

ac-.

Capital Construction Procedu::r.es;

III.

Revision of constitutional articles affecting
the legislature;

IV.

Citizen's Conference on Colorado Legislature;

v.
VI.
VII.

"Colorado Sunshine Act of 1972";
"A Model Act Relating to Interference with the
Legislative Process"; and

Other recommendations:

A.

!~proving basic census data.

B. Air condition the Capitol Building.

I.

C.

Review of Legislative Audit Cooaittee letter conceming legislative administrative
operations.

D.

Continuation of the Coaittee on Legislative
Procedures for the 1973-74 biennium.

Space Need:i_for State Agencies within the State Capitol
Co■plex

A.

Pe

■eter

1-ediate Capitol Building space needs.

l.

The Committee recommends th t th ADP facility
presently located in the basement of the Capitol Building be relocated in the basement of
the American Legion Building as soon as possible. Several members of the Committee met
with the Govemor and it was deter■ ined that
approximately $20,000 in planning money for
the relocation is available. The Committee
further recommends that the General Asse■bly
pass a supplemental appropriation amounting to
an estiaated $250,000 for the necessary remodelling, thereby facilitating the move by"
the su111mer of 1973.

2.

Based on the recommendation that the ADP facil-

ity in the Capitol Building be moved to the
basement of the American Legion Building, the
Committee recommends the following te■porary
uses of the vacated ADP space:
( a)

Aisle portion

Cafeteria

(b)

North portion

Legislative Council

(c)

South portion
Setvices.

Committee on Legal

3.

The Committee recommends that the staff of the
State Auditor vacate the space presently occupied on the first floor of the Capitol Building
and find suitable rental space in the Capitol
ar~a as soon as possible. The State Audi tor and
his secretary would continue to occupy an office on the first floor.

4.

The Committee reco11111ends that office space be
provided for the Lieutenant Govemor on the
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first floor of the Capitol Building, rather
than on the second floor as at present.

B.

C.

5.

The Committee recommends that the minority
leadership of both houses utilize the area
vacated by the Lieutenant Govemor OR the
second floor for individual office space.

6.

The Committee reco11111ends that the majority
leaderahip of both houses have individual
offices on the second floor of the Capitol
Building by using present majority leadership
office space and the space that would be vacated by the minority leadership.

7.

Based upon the eventual move of the Judicial
Department from the space it occupies on the
second and third floors of the Capitol Building, the Committee recommends that the vacated
space be reserved for use by the legislature;
namely, suites of offices provided for legislators. Each suite would contain individual
offices for three legislators and an area for
a secretary, an administrative asaistant, and
an intern who would be serving the three legislators. The Colorado Division of Public Works
would be requested to formulate plans for the
legislative office suites.

Long-range space needs of the Legislative and Judicial Departments.
1.

The Committee recoomend& the construction of a
Judicial Department Building.

2.

The ColllDlittee recommends that a supplemental
appropriation be made at the start of the 1973
Legislative Session for program planning for
the long-range apace needs of the Legislative
and Judicial Dep•rtaents.

Office Building "C".
The Committee recommends Bill A which would appropriate $15,000 for program planning money for the
construction of an office building to house the
Department of Labor and Employment and other state
agencies in need of space. The physical planning
and construction costs would be met through the
use of anticipation warrants sold to state agencies and aaortized through rental fees collected
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either through annual state appropriations to agencies or, in the case of the Department of Labor and
Employment, reimbursements from the U.S. Department
of Labor. Five additional lots to be used for
parking would be acquired by issuing Capitol Parking Anticipation Warrants.
D.

Ad Hoc Committee on the State Capitol Complex and
the Denver Civic Center.
The Committee expresses their appreciation to the
Ad Hoc Committee on the State Capitol Complex and
the Denver Civic Center for their work.
The Committee recommends that the preliminary report of
the Ad Hoc Committee be accepted and included in
the Committee's final report and be transmitted to
the legislature. No other recommendation is made
at this time or until the Ad Hoc Committee's final
report is submitted.

II.

Capital Construction Procedures

The Committee recommends Bill B which establishes a
procedure calling for every state department or state agency
to require that their design architect or engineer provide
cost estimates of total construction costs at each step of
physical planning in order to give the state greater cost control throughout the entire physical planning stage. Under the
bill, the architect's estimated total cost of the project must
be 85 percent of the appropriation at the schematic design
stage; 90 percent of the appropriation at the design development stage; and 95 percent of the appropriation when final
working drawings and specifications are prepared. It is kno~n
that the cost estimate for •a capital constructi on p roject is
most likely to rise as more detail is drawn into the plans ith
each phrsical planning step; therefore. the cost cushion procedure n the bill is recommended in order to limit this known
cost escalation. With the use of cost estimate contingencies
in the various steps of physical planning. it is hoped the
number of projects that receive bids over their appropriations
would be decreased; however, the Committee also hopes to alleviate the problems that occur when a bid is greater than the
appropriation with the establishment of a Capital Const.ruction
Emergency Fund.
According to Bill B. whenever the lowest responsible
bid received for a capital construction pi:oject is in excess
of the amount appropriated for the project, the Govemor may
direct the Controller and the State Treasurer to transfer an
amount from the Capital Construction Emergency Fund to the
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I

r

project. This aaount is not to exceed 10 percent of the
amount appropriated for the project.
The Colllftittee reco-enda an initial appropriation of
$500,000 for the fund. Any monies that are appropriated for
a capital const?Uction project which are not co-itted or expended by the time of completion of the project will revert
to the fund. Also, all sales 1ax refunds occurring in connection with a capital construction project are to be deposited
in the fund. Monies appropriated to the fund by the General
Assembly (as may be needed to carry out the purposes of this
~ill) will not revert at the end of any fiscal year but will
remain available until expended or until disposition of it is
provided for by law.
III.

Revision of Constitutional Articles Affecting the Legi1-

lature

The eo-ittee in 1972 again recoanends the revision of
the constitutional articles affecting the legislature. The
eo-ittee in 1971 recomaended both tecbnical and substantive
changes to those articles: however, the revision as ellbodied
in H.C.R. No. 1001 introduced in the 1972 Session was postponed indefinitely by the House Rules Committee. (See page4~)
IV.

Citizen's Conference on Colorado Legislature

At its November 28, 1972 meeting, the Board of Directors
of the Citizen's Conference on the Colorado Legislature adopted
a resolution containing nine recormnendations pertaining to
needed changes in the Colorado legislative process. The recommcndationa are preliminary to the principal report
CCCL.
The Committee recorrmends that six of those items be ncluded as
part of the Committee's 1972 final report. Also. there are
Committee comments on the remaining three items.

br

A.

The following six items are recommended for inclusion in the reporta
1.

•the Colorado General Assembly be asked to
amend its procedures to require a 11iniau■ of
two legislative days notice of the agendas for
co■mittee meetings and hearings.

2.

•The Colorado General Assembly be asked to
amend its procedures to require that all
committee roll call votes be recorded and
made public.
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B.

v.

3.

"The Colorado General Assembly be asked to
amend its procedures to require parallel Standing Committees in each House.

4.

"The Colorado House of Representatives be asked
to amend its procedures to permit a majority of
the members of any committee to require the
Chainnan to place any committee bill before the
committee for consideration within a reasonable
period of time.

5.

"The Colorado House of Representatives be asked
to amend its procedures of the Rules Committee
to provide that all bills referred to the Rules
Committee be referred for action by the House
of Representatives in an orderly manner and i n
any event within the session of the legislature
in which such bill was referred to the Rules
Committee.

6.

"That the Colorado General Assembly be asked to
refer to the people a constitutional amendment
relieving the Lieutenant Governor of any l egi slative responsibilities."

The following three items were not recommended by
the Committee:
1.

"The Colorado General Assembly be asked to provide adequate facilities for all essential legislative purposes.

2.

"The Colorado General Assembly be asked to
amend its procedures to provide for more representative and responsive legislative participation in the budget process.

3.

•The Colorado General Assembly be asked to
amend its procedure to require the use of an
electric roll call recorder in each house."

•Colorado Sunshine Act of 1972•

The voters of the State of Colorado adopted the "Colorado Sunshine Act of 1972" at the General Election held on
November 7, 1972.
A number of questions and problems were raised concerning the Act by many interested parties. Therefore, the Committee recommended the submission of a letter to the Attorney
General for his opinion. (See page 101)
-6-

VI.

"t
Model Act Relating
t ve Process"

to Interference with the Legisla-

The Committee recommends "A Model Act Relating to Interference with the Legislative Process". The draft of the
Model Act was prepared by the Committee on Le9islative Security of the National Legislative Conference. (See page 107.)
VII.

Other Recommendations
A.

The Committee reconnends that a letter be sent to
the United States ~ensus Bureau in Washington, n.c.
by the Legislative Council outlining possible improvements in the gathering of basic census data.
The Committee also recommends that Legislative
Council staff comment on some possible improvements
since the staff worked directly with the basic census material during the 1972 reapportionment in
Colorado.

B.

Air condition the Capitol Building.
The Committee recommends Bill C that ~uld appropriate $635,950 to air condition the following areas
of the Capitol Building:

c.

1.

The House of Representatives chamber;

2.

The Senate chamber;

3.

The House committee rooms;

4.

The Senate committee rooms;

5.

The office of the Lieutenant Govemor;

6.

The offices on each side of the House of Representatives chamber; and

7.

The offices between the House of Representatives
chamber and the Senate chamber.

Review of Legislative Audit Committee letter.
1.

The Committee recommends that the legislative
inventory procedure remain the same with the exception of having better follow-up inventories
by the Legislative Council. Also, copies of the
inventories should be sent to the Secretary of
the Senate and the Chief Clerk of the House of
Representatives.
-7-

D.

2.

To make the procedure unifoxm for signing expenses among legislative seI.Vice agencies, the
Committee recoa:aends Bill D which pemits the
Chairman of the Legislative Audit Co11111ittee to
sign expense and payroll vouchers for all expenses incurred by th& Office of the State
Auditor, except that any voucher may be signed
by the State Auditor if it does not exceed one
thousand dollars.
The Colllllittee also recommends that the Chairman of the Joint Budget
Committee sign all expense vouchers of that Committee.

3.

The Co11mittee recommends in Bill E that the
majority leader of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives are to grant
prior approval for payment of expenses for members of the General Assembly. There are certain situations excepted.

4.

The Committee recommends Bill F which clarifies
the procedure for approval of legislative contracts.

5.

The Committee recormnends that each member of the
General Assembly be entitled to a telephone
credit card for use in connection with his official duties during his teno of office. This
authorization would be contained in a new joint
rule. (See Resolution A)

It is reconaended that the General Assembly reconstitute the Committee on Legislative Procedures for
the 1973-74 biennium.
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Forty-ninth General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO

BILL A

A BILL FOR AN ACT
1

CONCERNING AN OFFIO:: BUILDING TO ACCOM-ODATE TiiE SPACE
1HE DEPAITTME.t'-IT

3

APPROPRIATIOi~ TIIEREFOR.

4

s

lie it enacted

OF

LABOR AND E fPLOYHENT,

2

Article 1

SECTION 1.

of

7

FOLLO\.IHG 1-;u; ~l:LTIONS to rca<l:

1963,

as

chapter

is

Statutes

9

0f

MAKIN(, W.

1?r_ the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

6

8

/\ND

NEEDS

amended,

134,

amended BY THE ADDITION Of TIIl.

Program planni.11[) document.

134-1-5.

Colorado ncvise<l

(1)

The department of

a<ll1inistratio11 shall develop a program nlanning document

which

lU

.shall analyze the needs of the department of lahor and emplovment

11

and all

12

translate

13

requirements

14

be located in the capitol area on the blod. .situated hetween east

15

thirteenth and east fourteenth avenues and between Broadwav and

16

Lincoln streets in the city and col.D1.ty of Denver.

17

(2)

or part
the

of every <livisjon thereof,

respective
as

functional

and which will

re9Uirements

into

space

well as detenninc the cost of a new building to

Upon developrunent of the program planning document, the

18

program

shall

be

subject

to

the

review and approval of the

19

governor.

20

of administration shall cause a physical planning program

21

established and an architectural design contract to he initiated.

If and ,-,hen the program is so approved, the department

Caprtal lefter.\ indicate new matnial to he added ta exiwinir statute.
Dashes through the wordJ indicate deletions from existing ,ttatwe.
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to

be

134-1-6.

1

Physical planning and construction.

To obtain

2

funds for physical planning and for construction of the

3

<lescriLc<l

4

be issued anticipation warrants from tir.ic to time

5

such

6

anticipation W-jrrants shall l>car interest fron <late

7

until

8

anticipation warrants which arc to be oblis~ated for

9

construction of

10

huilding

in section 134-1-5, th<' :;tat<.' treasurer shall cnuse to

physical

planni.Itg

redeemed

and

and

paid.

construction.

The

needed

:i.c;

All

of

of

for
snid

issuance

amotmt of funds ohtafocd from
desi~ and

the office building shall he in accordance with

program planning approved pursuant to section 134-1-5.

11

134-1-7.

Anticipation warrants.

to be

12

caused

13

available

for

14

agencies,

with au

15

coJTJnensurate

16

administrators

17

respective authority to direct an<l prescribe the

18

their funds.

19

warrants shall be through the establishment of a

20

building "C"

21

treasurer from which said anticipation warrants and all

22

due

23

shall be collected from all occupants of said huil<lin~ pavahle to

24

anJ deposited in the said amortization account which shall be

25

a

26

building and the acquisition of land therefor within a reasonable

27

period not exceeding the life of said buil<ling.

thereon

level

issued by

the

The anticipation warrnnts

purchase by

with

state

state

treasurer

ar,encies

shall

and

onlv he

'1U.'lsi-statc

appropriate redemption schedule ancl interest
the

of

sai<l

rcsponsibi li ties
agencies

The method of

calculated

to

the

redemption

amortization account

shall be

m

of

in

-10-

investr.1c11t

exercise

of

of

their

investmf'nts

of

the anticipation
state

office

the of ficc of the state

rcdeened and paid.

return or

the

interest

A fair rental value

arnort1ze

the

at

cost of such

Preference shall

1

he given to the department of lnhor and cmplovment for adeouate

2

quarters

.5

li:1vc l,cc11 fu1 ly rcu<.'Cmc<l :m<l pa 1d.

4

in said builtlinr. until :ill of the anticipntion ,ra.rrants

SEGfION 2.
of

6

administration

7

so 1,uch thereof as may be necessary,

8

planning doOJIOOnt required by section 134-l·S, C.R.S. 1963.

9
10

11

SECTION 3.

construction

fWld

to

the

depart:Jnent

0f

the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000), or
to

develop

the

pr ogram

l.:ffectivc date.

This act shall take effect Julv

Safety clause,

The general

1, 1973.

SECTION 4.

12

fin<ls ,

13

the i.lllnediate preservation of

l

TI1erc h hcrelw anrronriat<'d r•ut

S

the

capital

Appropriation.

<letennines,

and

assemblv hercbv

declares that this act is ncccssnrv for

the puhlic

ufctv.

-11-

peace,

health,

and
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BILL B

A BILL FOR AN ACT
l

C0NCERNING

·n!E

FINANCING OF CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION PRO.TECTS,

2

MAKING

3

00:RGENCY RJND.

4

s

Be

AN

it enacted

~

APPROPRIATION

Article

3 of chapter

6

Statutes

7

rnLLOWJN(; NFW SECTIONS to read:

8
9

3-3-18.

phase.

TO TIIF. CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

the 11Cneral Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1.
1963,

i\'ID

as

amended,

is

3,

Colorado Revised

amended RY TIIT: ADDITION OF TIIE

C::ipital construction project~ -

physical planning

Every state department or agency proposing a capital

10

construction project shall maintain, and shall require its design

11

architect or enRineer to maintain, a fifteen percent contingency

12

in the estimate of the cost of construction calculated at the

13

schematic design stage.

14

estimate shall be maintained at the design development stage.

15

five percent contingency in such estimate shall

16

when final working drawinP,S and specifications are prepared.

17

3-3-19.

A ten percent contingency

in such
A

be maintained

Capital construction emergency ftD1d.

18

general assembly declares that the purpose of this section is

19

create a

20

needed

21

construction

to

capital construction emergency ftmd which will provide

flexibility

in the award of contracts for

projects,

capital

in order that construction may be

-13-

1

cOJ1111Cnced as promptly as possible and at mini1"13l cost to the

2

state.
(2)

3

.

There is hereby established in the treasury of the

4

state of Colorado the "capital constn1ction emergency ftmd",

5

referred to in this section as the "ftmd". Whenever the 1~-est

6

responsible hid received for a capital construction project is in

7

excess of the amotmt appropriated for the project, the governor

8

may direct the state controller and the state treasurer to

9

transfer an amount, not to exceed ten percent of the amount

10

appropriated for the project, from the ft.md to increase the

11

appropriation for the capital construction project in onlcr that

12

the contract my he awarded and the project carmenced without the

13

need for an additional appropriation.

14

(3J

Any moneys appropriated for a capital construction

15

project which are not comnitted or expended by the time of

16

canpletion of the project shall revert to the ft.md.

17
18

(4)

All sales tax refll'lds occurrinr. in connection with a

capital construction project shall be deposited in the ftmd.

19

(5)

TilC r,eneral asserrbly shall annually appropriate to

the

20

ftmd

21

this section. ~t>neys appropriated to the ftmd shall not revert

22

at the end of any fiscal year but shall remain available until

23

expended or until disposition thereof is othetwise provided for

24

by law.

such moneys as may be needed to carry out the ~•rposes of

25

SECTIOO 2. Appropriation. There is hereby appropriated out

26

of any moneys in the state treasury not othetwise appropriated,

27

to the capital construction emergency fund,

-1._

the stnn of five

thouc;and dollars

lumdred

2

with the provisions of section 3-3-19, C.R.S. 1963.

3

appropriated by this section shall become availahle upon passaPe

4

of this act.

S

SECTION 3.

($500,000),

to be used in accordance

1

Safety clause.

determines,

The

general

The moneys

assembly

herehy

and declares that this act is necessary for

6

finds,

7

the hnmediate preservation of

8

safety.

the

-15-

public peace,

health,

and

IJX) t-rl. 73 0104/1

BILL C
A BI LL FOR AN ACT
1
2

3

or

'1AK1NG A CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION APPROPRIATION TO IBE ))[:PJ\RTMENT
ArMINISTMTION FOR aRTArn AIR CONIHTIONING rnnn:crs.
Be it enacted

£l.

SECTION 1.

4

the

the r.cneral Assembly of the State of Colorado:
Appropriation.

capital

There is hereby appropriated out

fWld to the department of

S

of

6

administration the sum of six hoonred thirty-five thousand nine

7

hlDldred fifty

8

TI1e sum of three hundred forty-four thousand dollars

9

for

the

construction

dollars

($635,950),

to be nllocated as follo~~=
($344,000)

purchase and installation of a one thousand-ton chiller

10

to be installed in the power plant to furnish

11

the existing chilled water

12

ninety-one thousand nine lumdred fifty dollars ($291,950) to

13

condition

14

representatives chamber, the senate chamher, the offices on each

15

side

16

cOJIJlli ttee rooms (third floor), the offices between the

17

representatives

18

representatives c00111ittce rooms.

19

lines;

chilled water

to

and the sum of two hlDldrcd
air

the office of the lieutenant governor, the house of

of the house of representatives chamber,

SECTION 2.

the

senate

house

of

chamber and the senate chamber, and the house of

Safety clause.

20

finds,

dctennines,

21

the ui:uoochatc preservation of

22

safety.

TI1e

general

assembly hereby

and declares that this act is necessary for
the µ.iblic

-17-

peace,

health,

and
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BILL D

A BILL roR AN ACT
1
2

3
4
5
6

mNCERNING TilE

PAYMENT

OF EXPENSES Of LEGISLATIVE

SERVICE

AGENCIES.
Be it enacted

~

SECTirn 1.

the c;eneral Assembly of the State of Colorado:
3-21-3,

Colorado Revised Statutes 1963, as

amended, is mnended BY TIIF: ADDITION OF A NEW SUBSECTION to read:
3-21-3.

Duties of state auditor.

(4)

All

expenses

7

incurred by the office of the state auditor,

8

and expenses of employees, shall be paid upon vouchers signed by

9

the chairman of the conmittec and drawn on ftmds appropriated for

including s::tlaries

10

legislative expenses and allocated to the office of the

11

auditor,

12

which does not exceed one thousand dollars may he signed by the

13

state auditor.

14
15
16

except

SECTION 2.

state

that any payroll voucher or any other voucher

63-2-21,

Colorado Revised Statutes 1963 (1969

Supp.), is amended to read:
63-2-21. Expenses - voud1ers.

All expenses incurred by the

17

committee, includinp, salaries and expenses of employees, shall he

18

paid upon vouchers signed by the chairman er-the-staff-~il'eeter

19

and drawn on ftmds

20

expenses and allocated to the joint budget cormtittee.

21

SECTIOi~ 3.

appropriated generally for

Safety clause.

-19-

111e general

ler,islative

assembly hereby

1

finds,

dctennines,

and declares that tl1is act is necessary for

2

the immediate preservation of the public peace, heal th,

3

s~fety.

-20-

and
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BILLE

A BILL FOR~ ACT

1

CONCERNING TIIE PAYMrNf OF LEGISLATIVE EXPENSES.

2

Be it enacted

3
4

~

the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. 63-2-7 (7), Colorado Revised Statutes 1963 (1971
Supp.), is REPFALED AND RCT.:NACTED, WITII AMENillf.NI'S, to read:

S

63-2-7.

Compensation of members.

(7) (a)

Before incurring

6

any expense for which reimbursement may be claimed,

7

those incurred under subsection (4) (c) and subsection (5) (b),

8

(c),

9

representatives shall obtain the approval of the speaker of the

10

house of representatives and a senator shall obtain the approval

11

of the majority leader of the senate. \'ouchcrs for the payment

12

of such expenses of members of the house of representatives shall

13

be approved by the speaker of the house of representatives,

14

vouchers

15

approved by the majority lcacler of the senate.

and

(d)

for

of this

section,

other than

a member of the house of

and

the payment of such expenses of senators shall be

16

(b) The director of research of the legislative council

17

shall approve payroll vouchers and vouchers for per die!n payments

18

incurred in connection with attendance by members of both houses

19

at meetings of the legislative council, the comnittee on legal

20

services,

21

comnittee,

the joint budget coJTl!\ittee,
the corrmission on

-21-

the legislative awit

interstate

cooperation,

the

1

comnission on LD1ifonn state laws, a corranittcc of any such agency,

2

or any interim ccmni,t tcc authorized by law, by joint resolution,

3

or by resolution of c·ither house.

4

(c)

Prior approval of expenses incurre<l by members of both

S

houses

6

regional organization in which Colorado officially participates

7

shall not be required.

8

(cl)

in connection with the activities of any national or

The state contrqllcr shall <lraw warrants upon such
I

9
10
11

J

vouchers for the payment of expenses as specified in this
section.
SECTION 2. Safety clause.
dctennines,

The general

assenbly hereby

12

finds,

and declares that this act is necessary for

13

the il11nediate preservation of the public peace, health, and

14

safety.

-22-
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BILL F

A BILL roR /\N ACT
1

(X)NCERNINr, COf\.?fRACTS OF TI IE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTI1Et-rf.

2

Be it enacted~ the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
Article 2 of chapter 63, Colorado Revised

SECTION 1.

3
4

Statutes 1963, as amended, is amended BY Till:. ADDITION OP A NB~

S

SECTION to read:
63-2-32.

6

Legislative department contracts - approval.

(1)

7

/lny

contract to which the house of representatives or the senate

8

is a party shall be approved by the speaker of the house of

9

representatives or the majority leader of the senate, as the case

10

may be.

11

parties to the same contract, both the speaker of the house of

12

representatives and the majority leader of the senate shall

13

approve the contract.

14

collllcil, the legislative drafting office, the office of revisor

15

of statutes, the joint budget corrmittec, the office of the state

16

auditor,

17

commission on uniform state laws is a party shall be approved by

18

the chairman or vice-chainnan of the governing caranittee of such

19

agency, as the case may be.

20
21

(2)

\~tencver the house of representatives and the senate arc

Any contract to which the legislative

the canmission on interstate cooperation, or

the

The attorney general shall approve all legislative

department contracts as to fom.

-23-

The controller shall approve

1

such contracts in accordance with section 3-3-2 C.R.S. 1963.

2

Nhenever any such contract concerns automated data processing

3

operations or equipment, the contract shall be submitted to the

4

executive director of the dcpartJOOnt of administration or his

S

designec,

6

thereof are canpatible with existing or planned hardware and

7

software systems. The state purchasing agent shall also approve

8

such contract and shall maintain a registry and

9

legislative dcpal"tlrent contracts

who shall approve the contract if the provisions

file

of

in the same manner as such

10

registry and file are maintained for contracts of the executive

11

departr.1ent.

12

SECTION 2.

Safety clause.

detennines,

The general

assembly hereby

13

finds,

and declares that this act is necessary for

14

the immediate preservation of the public peace,

15

safety.

-24-

health,

and
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RESOWTION A

HCJJSE ~JOINT RF..SOUTT'ION t-0.
1

Be It Resolved by tJ1e llousc of Representatives of the Forty-

2

ninth r.encral As5embly of the

3

concurrinr. herein:

4
S
6

State of Colorndo,

the Senate

That the Joint Rules of the llousc of Represcntative5 and the
Scnnte are amended BY TI{E ADDITION OF A Nf.W .JOHIT RIJLE to read:
JOI'IT RlllJ: NO. 27

7

Each merrber of the general

8

telephone credit card for use jn connection with his official

9

duties durinr, his tenn of office.

assent>ly

-25-

shall be entitled to a

Space Needs for State A~enciea Within the
State Capitol Coap ex Perimeter
As part of the 1972 interim work of the Committee on
Legislative Procedure&, considerable attention was directed
toward resolving both the irmnediate and long-range space needs
of legislative, judicial, and executive agencies located within the State Capitol Complex Perimeter. The Committee made
reco11111endations in the following four areas concerning the
space needs for those agencies:

1.

l.

Immediate space needs of certain agencies
housed in the capitol Building;

2.

Long-range space needs of the Legislative
and Judicial Departments;

3.

Long-range space needs of Executive agencies
through the construction of Office Building •o•; and

4.

Ad Hoc Cotulllittee on the State Capitol Complex and the Denver Civic Center.

Imraidiate S~ace Need~ of Certain Agencies Housed in the
Cap to 1 Bui ding

Initial Committee attention was directed at the space
needs of the automated data processing (ADP) lacility located
in the basement of the Capitol Building. Members of the Committee believe that if the ADP center were to be relocated in
a facility outside the building, projected space needs of
that agency could be met; at the same time, the vacated ADP
space in the Capitol may be the first step of a solution of
the space needs of other agencies occupying the Capitol.
Relocate ADP in the basement of the American Le9ion
Buildin
The Committee recommends that the ADP facility
present y located in the basement of the Capitol Building be
relocated in the basement of the American Legion Building as
soon as possible. Several members of the Committee met with
the Governor in September, 1972, and it was determined that
the necessary $20,000 for planning the relocation is available. As a result, planning should be completed by the start
of the 1973 Session of the General Assembly. At that time,
the Committee further recommends that the General Asseid>ly
pass a supplemental appropriation aoounting to an estimated
$250,000 for the necessary remodelling. It is probable that
the move can be completed towards the end of the summer of
1973, if the General Assembly takes the recommended action
early in the 1973 Session.

.
1
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Approximately 24,000 square feet of space will be necessary to house ADP by 1975, according to a study conducted
in 1967 by Space Utilization Analysis, Inc. (S.U.A.) of Beverly Hills, CaJ.ifomia.
Also, according to S.U.A., the space requireaent for
ADP is expected to rise to appnximately 34,000 square feet
by 1995. Presently, however, ADP occupies about 16,000square
feet in three locations. Approximately 7,100 square feet is
occupied by ADP in the Capitol Building for machine space.
In the basement of the American Legion Building, there
is nearly 10 ,900 square feet allowable to the ADP operation
for machine space. As additional space is requirod for the
computer center, it is planned to expand underground into the
basement of the hereinafter recommended Office &lilding •c-.
Subcommittee on Space. The appointment of a Subcommitt~e on Space composed of Representative McConnick and Senators
Strickland and Dines was the second step t~ken by the Committee in evaluating the space needs of the agencies occupying
the Capitol Building. The Subcommittee initially centered its
attention on determining the most advantageous use of t he
7 , 100 square feet that would be available when ADP vacates the
Capitol basement. Its second responsibility was to recommend
solutions to the increasing legislative and j udicial space
problem.

In its deliberations, the Subcommittee took into account
the space needs of the three branches of government in the
Capitol Building. Existing space available to the Judicial
Department in the Capitol Building is 22, 891 square feet, with
another 4,520 square feet in the State Social Se:rvices Building for a total of 27,411 square feet. But it was estimated
by S.U.A. that needs of that Department will be approximately
47,000 square feet by 1975, alone, which would ri se to 56 , 000
square feet by 1995. It is the belief of some Col'IDlittee members that the S.U.A. projected needs for the Judicial Oepa.J;tment were probably underestimated since S.U.A. in mak:lng its
projection did not take into account the state takeover of the
court system in 1970.
Also in its deliberations, the Subcommittee looked at
the future space requirements of the Legislative Department.
Envisioned by meinbers of the Subcommittee was the possibility
of providing sufficient office space for legislators and
staff assistants.within the Capitol .Building. S.U.A. did not
project legislative office space needs, but space needs of
legislative s exvice agencies were taken into account in the
S .U .A. st~dy.
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However, the Executive agencies of the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Attomey General, Treasurer and Secretary of
State occupy 22,125 square feet in the Capitol, and the S.U.A.
study estimated that those agencies would need 31,000 square
feet by 1970.
Sub$ommittee on SpfCe reco11111endations. In view of
these considerations, the Subcommittee took the further step
of mBking additional space utilization recommendations for
areas of the Capitol Building other than the space occupied by
ADP; namely, recommendations are made to provide individual
offices for all the leadership of both political parties and
to provide suites of offices for legislators. These additional recommendations are directed at what the Subcommittee believes to be the most preferable arrangement for meeting rapidly expanding space needs of the legislature, both on an
immediate and a long-range basis.
The full Committee on Legislative Procedures adopted
and recommends herewith the following report of the Subcommittee on Space concerning space utilization in the Capitol Building:

"l) Based on the Committee's recommendation that the
ADP facility in the Capitol Building be moved to the basement
of the American Legion Building, the Subcommittee recommends
the following temporary use of the vacated ADP space:
a)

Aisle portion

Cafeteria

b)

North portion

Legislative Council

c)

South portion

Committee on Legal Services.

"2) The Subcommittee recommends that the staff of the
State Audi tor vacate the space present! y occupied on the first
floor of the Capitol Building and find suitable rental space
in the Capitol area as soon as possible. The State Auditor and
his secretary would continue to occupy an office on the first
floor,.
••3) The Subcommittee recommends that office space be
provided for the Lieutenant Governor on the first floor of the
Capitol Building rather than on the second floor as at present.

"4) The Subcommittee recollllllends that the minority
leadership of both houses utilize the area vacated by the
Lieutenant Governor on the second floor for individual office
space.
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5) The Subc:ommi-1:tee recommends that the majority
leadership of bo ➔:h hol,ses have individ~Jc1l offices on the second floor of -r,he Capit.CJl BLlildlng by us5.ng pres~nt 01~jority
leadership of:ficl ~pc.:c~ and the sp~ce that would !:,e vacated
by the mino:ri ty !.eaderr,hip.
11

"6)

.Based upor, the eventual move of the Judicial De-

partment from 1.he spc1ce- it occupies on th,a second and third
floors ci the GapitoJ. Bullcling, the Subcommittse :r.ecommends
that tt:e vacated space be :reserved fox:: use by the legislature;
namely, SUJ.tei> o·f offices provided -£01: legislo1tors.. Each
suite would contain ind~.vidual of fl.ces for three l-99isl2-tors
and an area for c s~cretary, an adtiin5.strative assistant, and
an intE'm who would be serving the three legisJ.atorso The
Colorado Oivlsion of Public Wor.xs would be requeetetl to formulate pl~ns for the legisletive office s~ites~

Proposed use of ADP sp~.

It ~as noted that the pro-

posed use of the ADP vacated space snou). a be c:. t~mporary solution. Thcn-e is a pos~ibili ty thc>t the.re ma:, be a declining
need for the cafe teri.r. if there is rninimal use of the Capl tol
Building by ".he Judicial and Execv.ti•,e Dep:artm~ni.:s. The remaining n~eds most likely can ha met through frlcilities in
other near.by bldJ.dings. Therefore, it appears that in the
long-run the c.ente1· ~lsle of the west rlng of ·i:h~ b~sement
could be used for a joint lihrar)· by the L29al Serrices Offices and the Legisla·U.ve Cc>tmciJ. ~

Proposed leaae~ship offices. An iDlllsdiate solution for
the space needs of t he leadership in t.he Capitol Building as
proposed by the Committee i..,ould .reqttira th~ completion of
several steps. J.t is initially recomme"lded that the staff of
the State Auditor be moved to suitable rantal sp~ce in the

Capitol area at th~ earliest possible date. It iii SiJggest~d
that suffic:tent rental space may be available by the .lpring
of 1973 a·i:. 1390 Logan St.re~to Wlth the audit staff removed,

the Lieutenant Governor can occupy space on the first floor
of the Capitol Building, thereby freeing space on the second
floor for use 'by t he minority leadership for individual offices. The last domino WO\.\ld fall into place m th the m~jori ty
leadership occupying the space vacated by the minority leadership.
~ s c d S"Ji·ter; of of fices for legislator~o

The pro-

posal for long-run legislative space through the construction
of suites of offices for legislators is dependent upon meeting the long-run space needs of the Judicial Department with
an eventual move int.o its own facility.
Sufficient sp.:ice may be available to construct suites
of offices fo:r legislators on the second and third floors of
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the Capitol Building if the third floor of the Supreme Court
chamber is floored over along with flooring over the center
wells on the third floor. It would also probably be necessary to double deck the Supreme Court Library on the second
floor. It may be possible to avoid double decking the library if the Secretary of State is ever moved from the Capitol Building, thereby opening up an alternative source of
legislative office space.
2.

Long-Range Space Needs of the Legislative and Judicial
Departments

In view of the Committee's recommendations on legislative suites of offices, Committee members believe that the
construction of a Judicial Department Building represents the
first step in solving the longer-ranged Legislative and Judicial Department space needs. It is well known, for example,
that the Judicial Department has been in need of space for
some time. Less clear are the ultimate space needs of the Legislative Department. Therefore, in order to expedite the construction of a Judicial Department Building and help determine
the future needs of the General Assembly, the Committee recommends that a supplemental appropriation be made at the start
of the 1973 Legislative Session for program planning the future space needs of the Legislative and Judicial Departments.
Committee members believe that a supplemental appropriation passed in the early part of the 1973 Session is the approach to be taken in order to construct a Judicial Department Building at the earliest possible date. It is estimated
that program planning may take from two to three months to
complete. If planning is started early in 1973 through timely
passage of a supplemental appropriation, the General Assembly
would conceiv-ably be able to include an aepropriation for
physical planning money in the 1973 Long Bill, which is estimated to require an approximate $200,000 appropriation. By
following this course in the 1973 Session, it is also conveivable that construction of a Judicial Department Building may
colTlllence in 1974 if construction money is included in the
1974 Long Bill.
3.

Office Building "C"

An example of the space problems facing state agencies
located within the Capitol Complex is the amount of rental
space those agencies occupr• It is estimated that by 1975,
235,803 net square feet wi l be rented
such agencies at an
approximate annual cost of $914,630. Th s would be an in-

br
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CAPITOL-REI..\7.:":'.iJ AGENCIES OCCUPYI:•:1; RENTED SPACE
PRESEt-.7 RENTALS AN!:l PROJECTED 197 5 MINIMCM REQUIRE-rEm-+

Building or Agency
Columbine Building
? :b lic Utilities COtllIIlission
Cosmetology Board
Barber Eoard
Natural Resowrces
Crimlnal Justice
Department of Health
Dept. of Labor & Employment
Employment
Labor

Present Rented Seace
Annual
Net
Rental
.§_g. Ft.

Minimum Rented Seace Reguirement b~ 1975
Increase i.n
Increase in
Net
Annual Rentar.,._
Net Sg. Ft.
Sg. Ft .

15,141
1,158
760
28,067
3,718
3,145
51,989

15,578
1,484
1,057
39,191

3,718
3,145

437
326
297
11,124

--

$

2,185.00
1,630.00
1,485.00
55,620.00

$218,007.48

27,746
28,101
55,847

222,735.96

50,000
43,422

22,254
15,321

111,270.00
76,605 . 00

l,

Department of Education

10,965

39,024.00

23,645

12,680

63,400.00

I

rd5
Archives Division (reco
storage)

22,000

10,560.72

40,943

18,943

56,829.00

552
1,529
545

302
675

1,510.00
3,375.00

~

Dept. of Regulatory Agencies
Basic Sciences
Medical Examiners
Civil Rights

250
854
545
1,649

5,153.25

Dept. of Personnel

2,700

9,450.00

4,714

2,014

10,070 . 00

Public Defender

s, 680

22,719 . 95

6,280

600

__i 000. 00

150,830

$527,651.36

84,973

$386,979 • 00

235,803

Present Rented Space
Minimum Additional Rented Space Required b; 1975,
as itemized on preceding page
Minimum Total Rented Space Requirement by L975

Annual Rental for Present Rented Space
Minimum Annual Rental for Additional Rente·l Space
Required by 1975

150,830 square feet
84,973 square feet
#235,803 square feet

$527,651.36
386,979.00

Minimum Total Annual Rental for Rented Spa-:e in 1975

$914,630.36

Projected 1975 direct annual cost for main:enance
and operation of state office building ;pace to
provide 336,860 gross square feet {#·235 803 net
square feet, assignable office space)@ $1.00 psf

$336,860 . 00

(This does not include amortization or any depreciation costs)

*Source:

Colorado Division of Public Works, AUguat, 1972.

,..1975 rental figured at $5.00 per sq. ft., except for Archives Records
Storage at $3.00 per sq. ft.

crease of 84,973 net square feet from the 150,830 net square
feet rented presently , and a $386 , 979 cost increase over the
$527,651 present rental cost. Table I points out the present
and 1975 estimated rental requirer11ents in terms of square
footage and cost for the capitol related agencies. It appears
necessary that additional atate"o'!ll'led facilities in the near
future should be constrocted to meet these needs. The alternative is to continue to expand the current program of renting
private office space t o meet space needs.
lannin for Office Buildin
ev ate part o t e space pro em,
e
Bill A which would appropriate $15,000
for program planning money for the construction of an office
building to house the Department of Labor and Employment and
other state agencies in need of space. The building would be
located in the block occupied by the American Legion Building
which would remain in use and serve as a low-rise entrance to
the new building. Estimated cost is $5.5 million for a
173,000 square foot building o Five additional lots to be used
for parking wou l d be pu r chased on the southeast comer of the
block, pursuant to S.J. R. No. 14 (1971 Session) establishing
the Capitol Complex Perimeter. Based upon the assessor's1970
market value, the cost of acquiring the five additional blocks
is estimat ed at $135,266.
Source of funding. There are three steps involved in a
capital construction project. They are: one, program planning; two, physical planning; and, three, actual constroction.
It is now necessary to go through the annual approriation
process to receive funds to complete each step. However, in
a departure from set practice, the recommended bill provides
that monies needed for Office Buil ding •c• to complete the
last two steps -- physical planning and actual construction
-- would be met through the use of anticipation warrants sold
to state agencies and amortized through rental fees collected
either through annual state appropriations to agencies, or,
in the case of the Department of Labor and Employment, reimbursements from the u. s. Department of Labor. Similarly, the
purchase of the five additional lots could be accomplished by
issuing Capitol Parking Anticipation Warrants.
With the bypassing of the appropriation process through
the issuance of anticipation warrants, the process of constnaction could be accelerated. It is believed that it is important to complete the project as soon as possible to help
alleviate the long-range space problem of the Department of
Labor and Employment and the immediate space problems faced
by some pf the state agencies in rented quarters.
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The use of anticipa~ion warrants is a more rapid method because once the program plan is completed, which may take
about four months, the warrants can be issued immediately to
cover the physical planning and construction phases of the
project. On the other hand, there may be considerable delay
in going through the appropriation process in the case of Office Building "C" because it is possible that the program
plan will be completed after adjournment of the 1973 Session
of the General Assembly, thereby delaying physical planning
until 1974 and start of construction until 1975.
Use of the buildint and some alleviation of the s~ace
problem. At the outset,he principal occupant of the 15,000
net square foot Office Building "C" would be the Department of
Labor and Employment. The Department would occupy about
100,000 net square feet with other state agencies renting the
remaining 35,000 net square feet in the building. It is estimated that such other agencies could occupy the building from
10 to 15 years before the space needs of the Department of
Labor and Employment would require them to move.
The Department of Labor and Employment presently occupies 56,000 net square feet of rental space at an annual rent
of $225,000, and it is estimated that the Department's 1975
rental requirement may be 93,000 net square feet at an approximate annual cost of $410,000, which would amount to an increase of $185,000 in annual rental costs. Office Building
"C" would eliminate the need for rental space for the Department.
Presently, all capitol related state agencies, excluding the Department of Labor and Employment, rent 95,000 net
square feet at an annual cost of $300,000; however, by 1975,
it is believed that these agencies will be renting about
142,000 net square feet at an approximate annual rental of
$500,000 which is an estimated increase of approximately
$200,000. At the outset, other state agencies would occupy
about 35,000 net square feet of Office Building •c• at an estimated annual rental of $140,000 or $4 per square foot. The
rental rate includes all services. Since the rental rate for
the building is approximately 80 percent of the coD1Dercial
rate, it is thought that the savings to the state would be
about $35,000.
Basement for ADP expansion. As previously mentioned
in this report, it will be necessary for ADP to eventually expand beyond the basement of the American Legion Building, and
the expansion can be accomplished by underground connections
to the basement of Office Building 11 c•. Projections of ADP
need would be part of the program planning for Office Building

"~.
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4.

Ad Hoc Committee on the State Capitol Complex and the
Denver Civic Center

Pursuant to S.J.R. No, 21 (1972 Session) the Ad Hoc
Com11ittee on the State Capitol Complex and the Denver Civic
Center was created to review state and city plans for the capitol complex-civic center area. Y S.J.R. No. 21 requested
the Executive Director of the Department of Local Affair~ to
invite interested parties (legislators, public officials,
private groups) to attend the meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee.
As participants in the review, the resolution specificallr
mentioned the Office of the Mayor of Denver, the Denver C ty
Council, the Denver Planning Board, the Denver Planning Office,
the Legislative Council, and the Colorado Division of Public
Works. These groups are requested to make appropriate recommendations to the General Assembly and to the Denver City
Council. At the Legislative Council's direction, the Committee on Legislative Procedures was used as the vehicle to com•
nrunicate with the General Assembly,
PreliminafY report of the Ad Hoc Committee. Mr, Hugh
Weed, Executive Director of the Department of Local Affairs,
presented the preliminary report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
the State Capitol Complex and the Denver Civic Center to the
Legislative Procedures Committee, A final report containing
the Ad Hoc Committee's recommendations for the capitol complexcivic center area will not be completed until January, 1973.
The preliminary report is a review of three alternative plans
designating locations of future state buildings. This review
waa undertaken by the Denver Planning Office at the request of
the Ad Hoc Committee, None of three altemative plans were
recommended; they were only transmitted to the Committee on
Legislative Procedures by the Ad Hoc Committee for consideration in its final report.
The Ad Hoc Committee studied the various plans for the
capitol complex-civic center area on the basis of what are the
most appropriate sites for the construction of future state
facilities. The most prominently discussed facilities were
the Supreme Court Building, the Museum, and future executive
office buildings.
It was during the course of discussions as to where such
future state facilities may be located that the Ad Hoc Committee requested the Denver Planning Office to review two alter•

!7 Initial

steps are being taken to place the Capitol ComplexCivic Center area on the Natio~al Register of Historic Places
kept by the Nation~! Parks Service. This would designate
the structures in the area as being of local importance,
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natives, A and B. In the process of this requested review,
the Denver Planning Office drafted and recommended their own
Alternative C for the most appropriate locations for future
state facilities. A description of the alternatives follow.
Alternative A. Alternative A contains the state desi9nated Capitol Complex Perimeter (S.J.R. No. 14, 1971 Session).
S.J.R. No. 14 provides:
For the 1970 to 1980 period, the capitol
complex perimeter shall not be extended beyond
the two-block area immediately east of the capitol building bounded by Colfax and fourteenth
avenues on the north and south and by Pennsylvania and Grant streets on the east and west; the
southern perimeter be extended to include the
two blocks bounded by Grant and Lincoln streets
on the east and west, and east thirteenth and
fourteenth avenues on the south and north; lots
9 and 10 in block 28 (the Boar•s Head Restaurant
at 1544 Lincoln street); and lots 21 through 25
in block 25 (the southeast comer lots of the
block bounded by Broadway and Lincoln streets,
thirteenth and fourteenth avenues).
for the 1980 to 1995 period, the capitol
complex perimeter be extended to include but
shall not exceed the two-block area bounded by
Grant and Lincoln streets on the east and west,
and by east twelfth and thirteenth avenues on
the north and south, exclusive of lots 7 through
20 (the Westem Fann Bureau Life Insurance Company at 1200 Lincoln street).
The Denver Planning Office reviewed the State Capitol
Complex Perimeter on the basis of proposed building sites
proposed by the Colorado Division of Public Works. Most specifically considered were the location of the Supreme Court
Building east of the Capitol Building on the block bounded by
Logan and Pennsylvania Streets and 14th and Colfax Avenues,
and possible locations of executive office buildings· on stateowned land between 13th and 14th Avenues, Sherman and Broadway Streets. The State Museum would expand within the block
where it is presently located.
Alternative B. Alternative B was proposed by the Civic
Center Association. Basically, Alternative B calls for the
location of the Supreme Court Building at 20th Avenue and
Sherman Street and for the location of two state office buildings, the first on the west side of Grant Street between 17th
and 18th Avenues and the second on the west side of Grant
Street between 19th and 20th Avenues. There were various alternatives proposed for the site of the State Museum Building.
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Altemative c. Alternative C was drafted by the Denver
Planning Office anait suggests a location of the Supreme
Court Building on the block bounded by Broadway and Lincoln
Streets and Colfax and 16th Avenues. It proposes that the
State Museum Building can possibly share the block with the
Supreme Court Building. According to Alternative C, state
office buildings may be constructed on existing state-owned
property. The Planning Office recommended this site plan as
more suitable than either Alternative A or B.
Criteria for judging sites. There were nine basic criteria established by the Denver Planning Office to evaluate
each of the three alternatives. The nine criteria are:

l)

The effect of state development on area
housing;

2)

The effect of state development on private
development;

3)

The proximity of proposed state development
to mass transit;

4)

The amount of open space provided or encouraged by proposed state development;

5)

The general impact on the neighborhood of
state development, including its affect on
future redevelopment or increased deterioration;

6)

The traffic impact of state development;

7)

The urban design and aesthetics of such development;

8)

9)

The functional relationships of such development to existing state facilities; and

The land costs associated with the develop-

ment.

Rec~mmendation of the Committee on Legislative Procedures.
Com11ittee expresses their appreciation to the
Ad Hoc Committee on the State Capitol Complex and the Denver
Civic Center for their \10rk. The Committee recommends that
the preliminary report of the Ad Hoc Committee be accepted
and included in the Committee's final report and be transmitted to the legislature. No other recommendation is made at
this time or until the Ad Hoc Committee's final report is submitted. This preliminary report is in Appendix A.

re
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Capital Construction Procedures
It was brought to the attention of the Committee during
its deliberations on space and construction of state facilities that there are delays in capital construction projects at
times if the bid is greater than the appropriation. When construction of a project finally does commence, the ultimate
cost is usually higher. Some flexibility in the capital construction procedure may lessen such delays and, therefore,
prevent increases in costs of projects.
Presently, if a bid is in excess of the appropriation,
there are several courses which the state may pursue: (1) the
architects and the engineers can redesign the project in order
to meet the appropriation; (2) in some cases, it is necessary
to request a supplemental legislative appropriation; or (3)
negotiate non-substantive items to get the bid and appropriation into line, i.e., delete such items as carpeting, paneling,
etc. out of the project. If a project is redesigned it may
be delayed for as much as six months. A supplemental appropriation causes a delay because of the appropriation process
itself. But there may be little delay or none at all if incidental items are negotiated out of the plans.
Even though there is a possibility for the greatest delay with a supplemental appropriation, it does have an advantage over the other two courses since it leaves the program
plan intact. Through redesign and negotiation, elements of
the program plan must be removed in order to reduce costs.
However, the time factor may some times outweigh the advantage
of completing the full program plan at one time. It is possible to add the cut out items at a later date.
To alleviate this situation, the Committee reconmends
Bill B which does two things.
One, in order to lessen the
possibility of an architect's plans attracting bids larger
than the monies available for a project, contingencies in cost
estimates at the various steps of the physical planning phase
by the architect are required. Two, if . there are projects
where the use of contingencies did not prevent such bids from
being higher than the appropriation, a Capital Construction
Emergency Fund is established which would raise the amount of
monies available for a project to cover such difference.
C.Ontingency in Cost Estimates During Physical Planning
There are three stages to a capital constructi~n project: (1) program planning; (2) physical planning; and (3)
actual construction. In the physical planning stage there are
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several steps undertaken by the architect. The first step is
schematic design wherein the architect gives the basic shape
and fo.nn to a building based upon the program; namely, floor
plans and the facade of the building. The second step in
physical planning undertaken by the architect is design development where such things as lighting, heating, and plumbing are drawn into plans of the building. The third and final
step completed by the architect in the physical planning stage
is the final drawings and specifications which is the detailed
plan of the building. It is the latter plan that the bid of
the contractor is based.
Depending upon what type of building is desired, the
physical planning stage may take from several months to more
than a year to complete.
The architect is able to estimate the final cost of the
entire building as each step of the physical planning is completed. Of course, the cost estimates are ~ore accurate as
each step is finished. Presently, in Colorado, the architect
is not required to give such final constxuction cost estimates
as each step is completed; a cost estimate is only given by
the architect when the final plans are completed.
In order to give the state greater cost control throughout the entire physical planning stage, Bill B would require
cost estimates by the architect at eacn step of planning.
According to Bill B, the estimate of the project costs
to be given by the architect at each step of physical planning
are lower than the appropriation for the purpose of providing
a cost cushion up to the final completion of the physical
plans. It is known that the cost estimate ia most likely to
rise as more detail is drawn into the plans with each step,
therefore, such a cost cushion at each physical planning step
would limit this known cost escalation. At the completion of
the schematic design step, the architect's estimate of the
total cost of the project must be 85 percent or less than the
appropriation. If the estimate is larger, the state agency
or department for whom the plans are being done must require
the architect to redraw the plans to reduce the eventual cost
of the building. The architect's cost estimate at the end of
the design development step must be within 90 percent of the
appropriation or the architect would be required to redraw.
The estimated cost of total construction must be within 95
percent of the appropriation as the final drawings and specifications are completed.
With greater awa-reness of costs through the physical
planning stage and the architect cushioning his cost estimates,
the likelihood of making an error by overestimating the cost
of the project is reduced.
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Under this procedure, time can be saved because a cost
overrun can be detected before the final drawings and specifications are completed. An architect is required to redesign
if his plans would generate a bid higher than the appropriation.
Operation of Capital Construction Emergency Fund
Bill B would also create a Capital Construction Emergency Fund in the Treasury of the State of Colorado. The bill
provides that whenever the lowest responsible bid received for
a capital construction project is in excess of the amount
appropriated for the project, the Governor may direct the Controller and the State Treasurer to transfer an amount from the
Capital Construction Emergency Fund to the project. The amount
transferred is not to exceed 10 percent of the amount appropriated for the project.
With the use of cost estimate contingencies in the various steps of physical planning, it is hoped that the use of
the fund would be at a minimum. However, there may be instances where the fund may be needed, and it is believed that
delays in capital construction projects in those instances may
be alleviated with the establishment of such a fund. The
Capital Construction Emergency Fund through the process of
raising the amount of monies availabl e for a project can eliminate delays by actually having available sufficient funds to
meet a bid price ; a project can be negotiated rather than having it redesigned or having t o seek a supplemental appropriation. Likewi se , it may also allow for fewer incidental items
to be negotiat ed out of the proj ect .
Appropriation
The Committee recommends an initial appropriation of
$500,000 for the fund under Bill 8 . Any monies that are appropriated for a capital constructi on project which are not committed or expended by the time of completion of the project
will revert to the fund. Also, all sales tax refunds in connection with a capital construction project are to be deposited in the fund. Monies appropriated to the fund by the
General Assemblr (as may be needed to carry out the purposes
of this bill) w 11 not revert to the General Fund at the end
of a fiscal year as is the normal budgetary practice in Colorado, but will remain in the Emergency Fund until expended or
until another disposition of it is provided for by law.
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According to the Colorado Division of Public Works, a
study of the bids received on 19 projects during the past three
years, excluding the highest bids above the monies available
and the lowest bids below the monies available, showed that the
fund would have collected approximately $1,053,000 ($784,000
from low bids and $269,000 from sales tax refunds) and would
have expended $1.393,000 to make more base bid awards possible.
Therefore, over the past three years the General Assembly
would have been required to appropriate to the fund $340,000
more than there would have been collected, or an annual average of $113,000. But it is believed that the additional money
appropriated to the fund would be mor-9 than offset by the
advantages that would accrue as exemplified in the following
paragraphs.
Examples of Need for Fund
The survey of the Colorado Division of Public Works indicates tha.t s~veral projects unde:-t aken ciur.inq the three
years between 1969 and 1972 . may have benef .. i..ed if a Capital
Construction Emergency Fund had been i.n effect. The possible
effect of cost estimate contingen~ies was not taken irto account.
For example, the boilerplant at the Unive:r.slty of Northem Colorado was delayed for seven month~ because the project had to be redesigned so the bid price would meet the May,
1970 appropriation. The initial bid was received in March,
1971 and the second bid reflecting the redesigned plans was
received in October, 1971. If the fund had been in existence
at that time, the delay may have been avojded because "lith
more monies available, negotiation could have taken place
rather than redesign.

The General Assembly appropriated $272,160 for the boiler plant, but the base bid received in March, 1971 was-f39:it',278
which was $122,118 or 44.9 percent over the monies av.a~lalile.
The project was redesigned and a new second bid of $1~0,3V6
was received in October, 1971. The second bid wa•s lower lfocau se the redesigned plans provided for the sepn~te put:'C'hase
of the boilers. Even though the added 10 perc.en1> sti1SJ. would
have not been sufficient to implement the COffltp:llet'e plan as
designed under the March, 1971 bid, it still lll'By·Have ~~en
possible to negotiate the plans for the pnllj'erl:tl to tne point
when construction could have begun seven monttirr- eariie,r.
The Arts Building at Colorado S"la1tte Uhi 1reTsity is a
second project that may have benefited iif such a fund would
have been in existence at the time eC iitls ,construction., After
bids were awarded in April, 1972. ht wa,,.s fbtmd ~ecessary to

negotiate some of the incidental items out of the plans; however, if the fund had been established by that time, it would
have been possible to delete fewer items through negotiation.
The appropriation of March, 1971, was $256,200 and the bid of
April, 1972, was $287,727, which amounts to $31,527 or 12.3
percent difference between bid and appropriation. A 10 percent increase ($25,620) would have raised the level of monies
avail~le to meet the project cost to $281,820 which would
have been $5,907 short of the base bid. The overall project,
therefore, would have benefited since the plans could have
been negotiated downward by only 2.3 percent rather than 12.3
percent.
A third project that would have probably benefited from
a Capital Construction Emergency Fund was the Administration
Building at Southern Colorado State College. A bid of
$1,203,000 was received in April, 1970; however, the bid was
$39,697 or 3.4 percent over the $1,163,303 appropriation of
December, 1969. To match the appropriation with the bid, it
was necessary to receive an advance on the sales tax refunds.
In addition, the architect was requested to defer receipt of
his fee. The use of these means to avoid delay and negotiation of plans could ha.ve been averted if the Capital Construction Emergency Fund had been in existence. The bid was only
3.4 percent over the monies available for the project which
could have been easily made up by the 10 percent transfer limit as provided by the emergency fund.
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Revision of Articles IVA v, x and XII
of the Constitution: odern 1zatlon
of the Legislative Department
Commencing in 1968, the Committee on Legislative Procedures undertook a review of the Legislative Article (Article
V) of the Constitution to modernize, streamline, and make substantive changes. The Committee in 1971 renewed these efforts
and recommended a revision of 38 of the 50 sections in Article
V. Also, several sections in Articles IV, X, and XII which
related to the Legislative Department were revised.
The Committee recommendation concerning the revision of
the Legislative Article was embodied in H.C.R. 1001 introduced
in the 1972 Session; however, the concurrent resolution was
ultimately postponed indefinitely by the House Rules Committee.
'

The Committee in 1972 again recommends the revision of
the constitutional articles affecting the legislature. The
only attempt to change the 1971 recommendation was to draft
some clarifying language to Article V, Section 1, concerning
the wording of initiated and referred measures. It was hoped
that appropriate language could be drafted to eliminate the
situation when a ''yes" vote meant "no" on an issue, e.g. Initiated Amendment No. 8 pertaining to the funding of the 1976
Winter Olympics . However, the issue was not resolved by the
Committee.
The amendments the Committee recommends are divided into categories -- 1) those affecting the legislative process;
and 2) technical or modernizing amendments. The major aspects
of the amendment are summarized below, followed by the complete
text of the revision and explanatory comments.

Summary of Recommendations Affecting Legislative Process
(1) Special sessions called by legislature. Sessions
may be initiated either upon request of two-thirds of members
of both houses, 2.!: upon request of presiding officers and a
majority of members (Section 7, Article V).
(2) Even year session restrictions removed. The General Assembly could, by statute, remove the subject-matter
restrictions in even-year sessions (Section 7, Article V).
(3) Lieutenant Governor -- Order of Succession
President Pro Tempore. Taken together, the effects of amend•
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ments to Sections 14 and 15, Article IV, and Section 10, Article V, vary according to the circumstances described below:
(a) The Senate could elect its presiding
officer when provided by law, in which event
both the Lieutenant Govemor would be removed
from the Senate and the Office of President
Pro Tempore would be abolished.
The line of
gubematorial succession \"IOUld be in the following order: Lieutenant Govemor; President of
the Senate; Speaker.
(b} If the Senate did not elect its presiding officer, the President'"Pro Tempore would
be retained, but, even in this event, would no
longer be in the line of gubematorial succession. In fact, no Senator would be in line.
Succession would be limited to Lieutenant Governor, then Speaker.
(4) Bill sitning. Members ~ould no longer be requird
to be present to wi ness bill signing (Section 26, Article V).
(5} Holdover Senators' salaries. All Senators would
receive salary increases at the same time as House members,
i.e., at the start of a new General Assembly (Sections 6, 9,
and 30, Article V).
(6) Conflict of interest. Language was inserted in
Section 43, Article V, to pennlt (and require) a holdover
Senator to vote on a bill raising his salary for the next
General Assembly. On inquiry by the Committee, the Attorney
General believed this provision desirable to eliminate all
doubt as to whether withdrawal of the prohibition on salary
increases for holdover Senators permitted them to vote their
own salary increases.
(7) Appropriation bills. The introduction of more
than one appropriation bill would be sanctioned (Section 32,
Article V).
(8} Accept apfiintrnents to office.
The amendment
would allow (and requre) legislators to resign from office
in order to accept appointments to other state offices (Section 8, Article V).
(9) Unifonn effective date on bills. The amendment
would allow the establishment of a uniform effective date for
bills (Section 19, Article V).
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(10) Legislative redistrictint. Section 48 of Article
was amended to provide that reappor ionment shall be completed no later than the regular session immediately following
the official census, including the publication of enumeration
district and block statistics. This is intended to clarify
some of the recent confusion on these matters.
V

Examples of Technical or Modernizing Amendments
(1) Eight-hour day. Section 25a of Article V directs
the General Assembly to prescribe by law an eight hour day
for persons working underground, in smelters or in blast furnaces, and those working in ore reduction works. The Committee recommends that this section be repealed since both state
and federal statutes and regulations are now more inclusive;
therefore, the Committee believes that the provision should
no longer be retained in the Constitution.
(2) Power to change venue. Section 37 of Article V
provides that the power to change venue in civil and criminal
cases shall rest with the courts. The Committee recommends
the repeal since the Supreme Court has this power under Article VI, Section 21, as amended in 1966, and, therefore, has
no objection to the repeal of Section 37.
(3) Writing-off uncollectable debts. Section 38 of
Arti cle V prohibits the General Assembly to exchange or r elease financial obligations or liabilities. The Committee
recommends that it be amended to allow writing-off old, uncollectable debts. The Legislative Audit Committee also recommended that this section be amended.
(4) Financial reyorting eractices. Updating language
was inserted in Artic!eV, Section 16, pertaining to financial reporting practices followed by the State of Colorado,
particularly the report of the State Treasurer. The most
notable change involves the content of the Treasurer's report
to the Governor. The amendment would eliminate the current
requirement to list the number and amount of every warrant
paid, now numbering about 1,500,000 warrants each year. The
amendment would also authorize the use of checks to pay state
obligations; currently warrants must be issued to dispurse
state monies which is administratively cumbersome and costly.
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approval
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rejection,
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constitution of the state of Colorado, to wit:

ARTICLE IV
l

! eel ion 14 of art iclc JV of

2

statr of r.olorm1o i s runc-ndc<l to rend:

~

!,cctlon 14.

tho const I tut ion of the

l.iC't1tcn:111t•rovc-mor pre5Jtlent of 5ennte .

4

IJNU.SS cmn.mW~I. l'ROVIIJJ.f) BY

S

shall

6

when the senate is equally <livic.k<l .

7

i:,,ire11ekl'lel'lt·-er··~i ..~Halifit11tif'll'l••fre~--11"y--e11H,e--ef· - tke

8

lieHtel'IMt·r.f'lven1erJ·-er••whtl'l·- ke--~kall-kf'lld-tke-effiee-ef

9

r,everl'ler,·tkel'l·tke- rre~tdel'lt-rre-telll]"ere·ef-ttte-9eP1ate-9kall

10

r,erfeF111-tke·etttie9-ef··tke··lieMteP11111t-~even1erl• •'lffltil-•tke

11

vaea11ey·i'l•fillee-er-tkt-fli9~htlity·re~evel'I,

he

prc-si<lent of

L.AW,

the

the sennte . a"l'I

licutennnt·rovernor

In.

shall vote only

IP1·e11~e-f'lf-tkf'•ll""'"'e'

Comment: Section 14 would allow the Lieutenant Governor to remain as presiding officer of the Senate until otherwise provided by law.
Some Corranittee members believe,that in view of the
adoption of Amendment No. 1 by the electorate in 1968, providing for the joint election of the Governor and Lieutenant
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Governor, the Lieutenant Governor should no longer preside
over the Senate. The Senate could more fully assert its power as a legislative body if this member of the executive
branch was removed as its presiding officer.
The Senate itself should choose its own presiding officer as does the House, it is believed. Further, the Senate
majority party could more effectively handle the matters of
that body. Presently, for e xample, the Lieutenant Governor
is denied entrance to caucus meetings, and, thus, he is unable to enter the decision making proce s s; yet, he is able to
assign bills to committees. The change would be more responsive to the will of the majority.
Article IV, Section 15 1 and Article V, Section 10, page
66., , also concern the presiding officer of the Senate.
;,cct.ion
2

15

of

nr tlclc

IV of the con,;tituUon o f the

state o( rolora<lo is W'cmlc<l to read:

3
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,~hn

to
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rnR

,t
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S

office , Oil 11n, dcnth , rc5irnntion , nh:;cncc from

(>

inpcnclun<'nl

7
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8
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9
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In
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I
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i,r-
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stntc ,

l 11f 1111mH"-l'lt .. ~el'll'lll'le rl

the-
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or t he <:cnntc, rr,.· te,..rere1 I r

10

1:1.1 n1.11 l\Y -nir 11111111.ns 1111 11ror, unt i 1 <:11ch

11

of either the rovcrnr:ir or lie11tenn11t-r,nvcrnor he r emoved , or

12

the

13

of the scn:ifr 1.1.1.Crl ll IIY

14

t1f -the - 11l.ove-11111"etl-e111-1"e!IJ ~k11H-heef'll"e TIU. PRFS1111 NT CW 'lln'

15

su:.o\TI. IS incnp:ihlc of p<.'rforminr, the dutic<: of 11 11· ~ovcr nor

lo

mR

17

(",(M.10011 sh:111 drvol vc llpon the spcnl<c r of the hou~e .

v:ic:mcy b<' flllccl.

ANY

di s11w1 I If icntl on

1111tl- t f• t ke II' TIil.Pi:
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111:\ll11RS Till Pinr:, OR ff f,-,r--1111y
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Comment: The substantive amendments to this section
should be viewed in light of the changes made to Section 14
of Article IV, i.e., if the Senate elected its own presiding
officer (President of the Senate) as provided by Section 14,
the order of succession to the governorship would be: 1)
Lieutenant Governor; 2) President of the Senate; and 3)
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Speaker of the House. However, if the Senate does not elect
its own presiding officer, the order of succession would be
Lieutenant Governor and Speaker and no Senator would be in
the line of gubernatorial succession; thus, the Senator holding the Office of President Pro Tempore would be removed from
the line of gubernatorial succession. Indeed, as provided by
Section 10 of Article V, the Office of President Pro Tempore
would be abolished if the Senate elected its own President.

1

Section H> of articl e IV of

2

state

of

Colorado

3

AfJJ_'.NlMNTS, to r ead:

4

Section HI,
shall

is

the constitution of the

Rr.Pl:AI,rn /\ND nn-NACTT:11,

WTTII
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The

S

treasurer

krep nccurntc account of nll moneys cc,min~

6

into his custody, ancl at the end of cnch qu.lrter of

the

7

fiscal

and

8

tu\dcr oath , the ai;r.regatc ano,.mt of rioncys in hIs

!l

i.hcrc

year shall report

to the governor , in

t he credit of each fund or nccount.

11

such report shal l he deemed perjury.
The general
safekeeping,

m.,nar.cmcnt,

14

custody of the

15

provisions,

16

cases be held rcsponsihle ther efor.

treasurer,

the

Swcarint falsely t o nny

nsscrnhly 111.'.lY provide hy

13

17

01~ tody,

such moneys arc kept or deposited, and the amC'IUnt to

10

12

t.Tit I np

an<l
hut,

l:lw for

the

investment of mcmeys in the
notwithstandin~

treasurer and hls

1\1\y

such

sureties shall In all

No moneys shall he dishursed hy the

treasurer unless

18

authorized hy

19

substantiated by vouchers sir,ncd and approved in the manner

20

prescribed by law.

law,

and any amount disbursed

sh:ill he

21

i-eetieft-•l&,--Aeeetfflt·Me-rer,ert-ef-~~ftey,,--Afl-see~1111t

22

shftll·'be·kert-ey-tke~effieer,-ef--tke--exeelittve•·eersrt!l'leftl

23

SHe·•ef--sll·rMklie-ift,tltMtieft,-ef-tke-,tste,•ef-sll•111eftey,

24

reeeiveft-ky·tkeM-,everftlly-fre111-sll-,eMne,,•Me--fer--every

25
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26

seversl1y 1 -Md-a-sePii•Ml'IHftl-rerert-tkereef-sksll-~e-~ade-te

27

tke•teveffler;•HAeer-estk,

Comment: The purpose of the amendments to Article IV,
Section 16 is to update required financial reporting practices followed by the State of Colorado. The most notable
change involves the content of the report of the State Treasurer to the Governor, eliminating the requirement to list
the number and amount of every warrant paid, now numbering
about 1,500,000 warrants each year. The amendment would permit use of checks in payment of state obligations , as well as
warrants.
Organizationally, the amendments to Section 16 are as
follows: 1) The present language of Article IV, Section 16
was struck since it is now obsolete; 2) Article X, Section 12,
with amendments, was moved to Section 16; and 3) Article V,
Section 33, with some modernizing changes, is also included
in Section 16.
It was believed that both Section 12 and Section 33 more
properly belong in the Executive Article rather than the Revenue and Legislative Articles, respectively.
Present Lan ua e -- Article IV Section 16. The present
language o Artie e IV, Section
,
eginning line 21) which
would be struck, calls for all officers of the executive
department to make a report of all the fees received by them
for services performed. Also, they have to report how the
money was disbursed by them. This provision was necessary at
the time the Constitution of Colorado was originally adopted,
since many offices of state government collected fees and a
reporting procedure for such collections was desirable. Fees
are no longer collected by state officers and reference to
them should be deleted.
Article X, Section 12. The present language of Article
X, Section 12 requires the State Treasurer to report to the
Governor at the end of each quarter the amount of money in his
hands as credited to every fund and the place where such funds
are kept. The report is to include the number and amount of
every warrant received and paid during that quarter. Section
12 requires this report to be published by the Governor in at
least one newspaper at the seat of government.
A detailed list was last published in 1958 and it covered
84 pages of print.
It is believed that this reporting process is unnecessary
and is certainly costly and administratively cumbersome. For
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example, during the past year, the State Treasurer paid approximately 1,500,000 warrants. This number is considerably
larger than the writers of the Constitution could have envisioned in 1876. Further, it is costly for the state to expend
a great amount of money to publish such a detailed list as
presently required.
In order to correct this situation, a modern version of
Section 12, as incorporated into Article IV, Section 16 was
drafted which would require the Treasurer to report to the
Governor at the end of each quarter the aggrefate amount o~
all moneys coming into his custody (lines 4-1 ). Thus, this
new wording only eliminates the present detailed reporting
system, not the report itself. The requirement that the ~overnor publish this report has been eliminated. But the General Assembly may provide by law " ••• for the safekeeping,
management, and investment of moneys in the c~stody of t~e
treasurer ••• " (lines 12-14), as presently provided in Article
X, Section 12.
The word "warrant" has been eliminated from the Constitution with this amendment. The actual issuance of warrants
is also a costly and an administratively time-consuming procedure. By eliminating the word warrant from Article 10,
Section 12, as incorporated in Section 16, the General Assembly may provide by law for a less complicated procedure, i.e.,
issuance of checks.
other modernizing changes in Section 12, includes the use
of the words "all moneys coming into his custody" (lines 5-6)
rather than "amount of all moneys in his "hands"; and the
General Assembly may provide by law for the investment of
state moneys in the custody of the treasurer. (lines 12-14.)
Article v, Section 33. The language of Article V, Section 33, as incorporated in Section 16 is included in lines
17-20. In addition to the elimination of the word warrant
from the present language of Section 33, the word ''disbursed"
has been substituted for the word "appropriations": all moneys
are dispersed though some are not appropriated in the usual
sense, e.g., Old Age Pension Fund is a continuing appropriation pursuant to Article XXIV of the Constitution.
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1
2

Section 17 of article JV of the constitution of the
state of Colorado 1s repealed.

3

Seetieft•lt,--F~eeHt4ve-eff~eer~-te•ffl!lke-rerertT·---TI,e

4

eff;eer,--ef--tke--e~eeHtive--der11rtfflent--a]'lf{-ef-11ll-rtt"lie

s

~~stitHtiefts-ef-tke-statel·-skalli••at--lea,t--twenty--d11ys

6

rteeedinr.--e11ek--retHl11r--,e,sien--ef-tke-r.ener11l-asse~hlyl

7

fflake-fttll-Mtt-e!'ffl)'llete-re~rts--ef--tkeir··ftetiffflS•-te--tke

B

ieve1'1\er1 --wke--skall--trM'n'lit--tke--,f!J'le•·te-·tke-ie"er11l

9

11ssl"l'lbly,

Comment: Article IV, Section 17, which requires the
officers of the executive department and of public institutions to make reports to the Governor for transmission to the
General Assembly, should be repealed. If this section requires a separate report by each executive department or agency, it has been consistently ignored; moreover, there are existing statutory requirements for annual reports by the State
Controller, through the Governor, on "the operations of all
agencies in the executive branch" (section 3-3-17 and 132-1-4,
C.R.S. 1963 (1965 Supp.)) and on numerous specific programs.
1
2

Section Zl of article JV of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is repealed.

3

Seetien--2l,---F.leeted--11ttditer--ef-state-·-rewer,-Md

4

dHties,-----Tke-11Mrtiter-ef-st11te--eleetea--at--tke--iefter11l

S

eleetieft•·tft··l962--,kall--hel~-his-effiee-Ml\til-tke-seee"d

6

THesday-ef-JMMary-ef-l9~1,--ln-e11se-ef-a--vaeMey--in--the

7

effiee--rrier-te-s11id-d11te,·SMeh-vaeMey-,kall-ee-filled-ey

8

the-ievemerT·-The-rrevisiefts-ef-this•Mleft~nt-·shall--net

9

aHeet- -the· -ri,wet's· -Md- -dMHe!!- -ef- -sMek•11Mdi ter-ef-state

10

dMri"t•his-teTI!'l·ef-effiee;-eHt·tkere11fter-sttek··rewers--w

11

dHties--as--rreserieed--ey-this·een,titMtien-Md-ey-statHte

12

l11w,-w·net-by-this-11J11end!M-nt-sreeifieally-trMsferred--te

1~

ether··-state--effieers1 --skall-·develve··ttren--sMeh·-state

14

effieer,-as-the·te"eral-as,ew,ely-fflay·rreseriee,

....

Comment: Article DI, Section 21, contains provisions
which relate solely to the transition from an elected auditor
of state to the present system of an appointed auditor. This
section should be repealed because it is outdates.
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ARTICLE V
Article V, Section l was divided into nine subsections.
1'ect ion l of article V of the constitution of the stnte

1

2

of Colorado is amended to re.id:
Section

3

1.

l.c1;l!-lntivc power

lnitintivc

4

referendum.

s

vested in the

6

house of representatives, both to he elected hy the

7

but

8

l m,s an<l nmen,.lments to the constitution

!J

r eject

the

(1) ·11ie lcr.i,;lntlve power of the state shnll be

people

the

an<l

~encrol asc;en,hly con.c;istlnr. of a sennte nn<l
people,

reserve to themselves the power to propose

snmc nt

the

and

to cnnct or

polls inrlependcnt of the ~cncral

10

assemhly , nn<l also reserve power

11

approve or reject at the polls any act , OR /\NY itC'ffl , section

12

or part of any act of the general nssemhly.

at

their own option

to

Comment: The words "or any" (line 11) were inserted to
clarify the fact that, "any item of any aot 11 is subject to
the initiative and r eferendum.
1

(2)

The

first power herehy reserved by the people is

Z

the ini tiat ivc, and at least cir ht per cent of

3

ve ten

4

pr opose nny measure by petition,

5

shall

6

Initiative petitions for state l cr,islntion and amcncbncnts t o

7

tho constitution , IN Sl.X:11 ro~ AS HAY BC PRESCRtru:n PUll<illAm'

8

m

9

of state at least four months bef ore the GtNr.RAL election at

10

the

} !'r.l'l l

RI.GISTtRED QIALIFJrn Ll,l:CT'ORS shnll he reriu!red t o

include the

full

nnd every such petiti on

text of the measure so proposed.

LAW, shnll be addr essed to and filc<l with the

secretary

which they arc t o be voted upon .

Comment: The words "registered qualified electors" in
line 3 (also in subsection (3) of this section) were substituted for the words "legal voters". The 1969 Committee on
Legislative Procedures recommended the words •qualified electors• be substituted for •legal voters• in order to confom
with similar wording in other provisions in the Constitution,
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e.g. Article VII, Sections 2, 6, and 10, and Article XIV,
Section (1) (b).
S.C.R. No. 7, drafted in 1970, used the
tenn "registered qualified electors".

The fo:nn of the initiated petition may be prescribed pursuant to law (lines 7-8 -- also in subsection (3)) to remove
the necessity of having such details as found in subsection
(6) of this section. As explained in more detail under subsection (9), the word "may" was used rather than "shall" in
order to guarantee the right of the electorate to the initiative and referendum in the event the General Assembly prescribed no form the petition should take.
The type of election at which initiated petitions would
be voted upon was clarified by the dete:nnination that it would
be a "general election" . Under the present Constitution, it
appears, an initiated petition could be considered at any
"election".
Elections for an initiated referendum is to be held at
"biennial regular g~neral elections" (lines 23-24, subsection
(3} of this section).
(3)

second

The

power

it m.1y be

2

rcfcrcnrl1.n, am!

3

nrce<;sary

4

p<'ncc , health or safety , and arpropriatlon<; for the

s

nn<l

6

i,1"'lth1tir111~ IIIPAATIIJNfS ()r ~TATU f/J\'1.R?IO},'f ,

7

act,

8

asscml>ly, dthcr by a petition sir,nc<l hy five

!I

t he

for

the

m.1intennnce

OR

/INY

immcdinte

of

the

section

ltr.11l--vr1teT!1

orJc-r(.'(1 1

exec-pt :t<;

prc<;ervat ion

is
to

the
law~

the r-1hl le

of

supf'C'rt

der11l"t"'e11t--l'!f--~t11tt•-11P1il--,t11te

or J>.1rt

of

ar.ninst

a.ny

.tn)' act of the r,cnc-ral
per

cent

of

t}J/11,lr:II ll [Lr.CTOP$ or hy the

IU.f.l~Tl'rJll

10

general nsscllihly.

Rcfe r cndUl'1 petitions, I N SlOI FO~I A.C:. ~IAY

11

L.L l'RL<',CR !HLll r,JR.~ I/INT TO L/1\\', ._hn 11

12

filed

13

ofter the

14

a,,t111'hlyr-th11t--r11,!1ttl-the-._,iH PASSAC:r: OF nn. ACT on which

15

the rcfcrcn<IUTI is dcrn.1ndcd.

16

petition

17

OR 110: St:CTtOO OR

18

FILING OF A ru:r:ERENIU1 PETITION ar,ainst any it~, section or

he

addrcs<;cc\

to

nnd

wi th the secretory of stntc not rnr,re thnn ninety dnys
fil'lft l-11d,t1>11"11~l'lt-cf-the-"le~~ ;,.l'I_ -ef- -the- -rel'lCl"ftl

The

fili nr.

of n

refcrcndun

SIIALL SIJSPLNil OR Sf/lY TllE m:r:LCTIVD.:J~t,S OF

rMT nn . JU.OF
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u

herehy Tt'served

UITTIL

/lrPP.OVlll,

nn,
e.trr

ACT
TI!E

19

part of any act

20

from hccominr. operative . 11ic veto power of the governor

21

shall not extc-nd

22

the people.

23

people of the

24

j!Cncral election , Md all such measur es shall become the l aw

25

or a part of the constitution , when approved by a majority

26

of the votes cast thereon, and not otherwi Sf', and shnll take

Z7

effect

28

of the vote thereon by proclamation of the' s:overnor, hut not

29

l ater thnn thirty clays after the vote hns hcen canvao;o;('<I ,

from

J\11

shall not delay the rcm.1inder of the net

to measures initintcd hy, or referred to

erections on mcnsures

r<'frrrcd

to

the

stnte shall be held at the hienninl rer,ular

nn<l after the <late of the official dC'clnrntlon

Comment: The lan~uage in line 6 coincides with the "Administrative Organization Act of 1968".
The amendments in line 14 would mean that the referred
petitions must be filed with the Secretary of State within
ninety days after the passage of the act rather than ninety
days after the final adjournment of the session of the General Assembly that passed t~e act.
Under the present Constitution, the operation of any
section or part of any act shall not be delayed even though
some other section or part of that act is the subject of a
referred petition. The amendment to this subsection clarifies
this area by adding that the effectiveness of any act or section of any act affected by a referred petition is suspended
until the question has been settled by the electorate. (lines
16-18.)
l

(4)

This section ,;hnll not he constnicd to depr ive the

2

~cneral nsscmhly of the t'irkt mhl:R to enact ,

3

NOJ\1)

REPrAL ,

OR

any mcao;ure .

Comment: This wording is only in the referendum paragraph of the present Constitution, and to make it clear that
it applies to both initiative and referendum, it was made an
individual subsection. Also, it states that the General Assembly has the 11 power," rather than the "right, 11 to "repeal
or amend" any measure in addition to "enacting" any measure.
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l

(S)

The whole number of votes cast for

seerettiry--ef

2

st1tt"

3

general flffif:RNATORIJ\L election last preceding the fil inr. of

4

any petition for tho initiative or rcferendun shall be

s

basis

6

necessary to-,ir,ft

OOVTinNOR

,'IND LJI1JJT:NANT-OOV'ERNOR at

on whlch the number of

the

rc~lar

the

lettil--veters SIGlt\Tt.JRES

rn such petition shall he coLD1ted ,

Comment: ttGovernor and Lieutenant Governor" in this
subsection was substituted for "Secretary of State" because
the gubernatorial election would more accuratelr reflect a
true percentage of the total votes cast in the ast general
election, i.e., most voters are apt to cast ballots for the
Governor, while the same is usually not the case with the
Secretary of State. For instance, in the November, 1970
election, a total of 668,496 votes were cast for the Governor and Lieutenant Governor, while 630,021 votes were cast
for Secretary of State.
l

(6)

The

secretory of state shall submit all mcnsurcs

2

lnitintc<l by or referred

3

rejection

4

,etit;eR·Sk1tll-e~ftsi,t-ef-sk~et~-k1tvtHr.·-~tte~--r.eHer1tl--f~m

5

rriftted-~r-l<'r4tteH-at-tke-t"r-•kere~f-A~-~kAll-~e-de~ifl'!Ateft

6

er-rre,erike~-~y-t~e-,eeretRry-Bf-,t1ttet-~tteh-ret;tie"-!\kall

7

~e--,!r.fteH•hy-~ttAlified-eleetBr5•tft•tkeir-AW?l•rrBre,-rer,eft,

8

eHly;·t~-wkiek-,k11ll-ke-AttRehed-th~--re,;tleftee--A~Nre~s--ef

9

~ttek- •Jlersel'I- - l\fttl • - t.he-ilA te -ef- ,; r." t "'-" t ke -!'llll'e t - • Te· e11ek-ef

10

~Heh-retltieft5;-wkiek-~1ty·e""'l,t•ef-•eft~·-er••fflere--~heets 1

12

tkRt-e1tek-~irRat~re-thereeft-;,-the-,tr.Retttre-ef--tke--rer,eft

13

whe,e•-Hll!l'e--it-·rttTJ'lert,-t"-~e,-a"d-tkst-te-tke-~e,t·ef-tke

14

~ewleHr.e·Rl'ld-~elief-ef-tke-effi1tl'lt,--e1tek--ef--tke•-rer~e"'

15

5tr.fltftr.•-~ei~•-petitie"•-w1t,--at--tke--tiffle••ef--si(.l'li"r1··A

16

~HA!ifieil-eleet~r1--1'llek-retitie"-,B-verified-,k1tll-ke-rr,fflt1

17

f1teie-evlilel'lee-•h1tt-tke-sir,RRtttre,-thereeft•are--reft~t"e--Md

at

tho

to

polls ,

the

people

for adoption or

in COJ11)1linnce hcrE"~lth.
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TIie

18

tffle•·al'ld·-tkat--tke--rer!lel'\!l·,irl'lil'lr.-ike-~lll"e-ftre-"Hft}ifle~

19

eleetfl!'!lr The text of all measures to be suhmi tted sh111l ho

20

r-,ihlishccl as constltutioMl mncndmcnts arc puhlishe<l, and in

21

sumittlnr the same oncl in a ll

22

fonn of all pcti tions the secretary of state and nll other

23

officers shnll he guided by the general lnws.

24

~b~ittil'lr-•-tkis•-Mel'l~~el'lt1··"l'ltil-•ler,i!1ll'lti61'1·-!1h11ll·-he

25

esreelal}y-rrevide~-tkerefer,

l"c~tters

pertalninr.

to

the

!ll'lll--tke·-11et

Comment: Since amendatory language in subsections (2)
and (3) pennit the fonn of the initiative and referred petitions to be prescribed pursuant to law, the language outlining the detail of those petitions in the Constitution was
struck.
1

(7)

Tho style of nll
the

inltintlvo

lm,·s

2

through

shnll

he,

:S

People of the St:ito of Colornclo. ••

ncloptcd
"Ile

hy

the-

p<'Oplc

it c•n:tctc<l 1'y the

Comment: In line 2 the word •enacted" was substituted
for the word "Enacted" in order to confonn with the style of
the clause for laws enacted by the General Assembly in Article V, Section 18.
1

(8)

The initiative and rcfercndUJ'I powers

people

hy

re~c-rvC'<l

to

2

the

3

the le~lll-vete!'!I

4

eity 1 --tf'IWl'l•ft"" 111.JJliclpality as to all local AND s~inl

~

l!!ttl'lieirl'll lcr,islation. ef-every-e~ftT11eter-i11•-~!'--fer--tkeir

6

r~spcettve-•l!nUlieipftlitie5,

7

powers sk11H MAY I>¢ r,rescrihed by general lnws

8

eiti~, 1 --teWP1,-Md•l'IKl'liei~a1;t;e5-~11y·rTevtde-fer-tke-~1111l'ler

9

~f-ex~reisi11r-tke-i11itiative-11""•-referel'l"tffll••rewer,--a,--t~

10

tket!'•-IIQ:ll\ieir11l--ler.i,l11ti"''" OR llY ~UNTCTPAL LAWS IF SIJCII

11

~WJCil'J\L l/11\'"i /\Rf ~ tNOO'lSISTFNI'

12

Not 1110re

13

QJALirlf:D ELr.cmrtc; may be rcquirc<l to order t he

than

this section are hcrchy furthc-r r eserved to
Rf.GISTI:Rf.D ClJALIFirD EJ.FCTOR.<;

o(

c-vcry
Mi

TilC mnnner of c~crcisinr. said

wmt mr:

exeeJ"l·-tk11t

GENERAi,

LAW.

ten rcr cent of the ler.lll-vete!'!I !U:GlSTEREn
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referendum,

S

shall be held on the first 1\1e~day after the first Monday in

6

November in each even numherrd year, at such places in each

7

county a~ now are or hereafter m.,y be provided by law.

Comment: There is no change in this subsection from the
present Constitution.
1

(2)

l:.AQI Ml1'ffi[R OF TIit GENERAL AS.<:;DIDLY

SIIALL

BEFORE

2

rn::

3

AFFIRMATION TO surroRT 1111. CONSTlTIITIOO or- 111E UNITTlJ SfATES

4

AND OF TI IE SfATT. OF COLORAOO, AND TO FAITIIRILLY PERFORM nm

5

turIES OF

6

1711S OATII OR Af"FJRMATION SHALL RE ATMJNISTEREO IN TI!E

7

OF ll!F. 1-0JSE TO l\1IIQI TIit tIDffitR SllALL lli\Vl: BET:N ELF.CTtO.

l:NThRS UT'ON 111S OFFICIAL !UTtl:S TAKF. AN 0/\171 OR

IIIS OFFICE ACCORI11Nc. TO 111F. BEST OF IIIS ATHLITY,
flALL

Comment: Subsection (2) is the present wording of Article XII, Section 7 of the Constitution. It was felt that the
subject-matter more properly belongs in the Legislative Article rather than remaining in Article XII which pertains to
public officers in general.
1

(3)

/IITy

vacancy oc01rring in either house by death,

2

resignation, or otherwise, shall he filled in the manner

3

prescribed by law. The person appointed to fill the vacancy

4

shall be a mcmhcr of the same political party, if any, as

S ·. the person whose termination of membership in the general
6

assembly crca tcd the vacancy, AND ruar PER.SOO SI IALL FOR ALL

7

ruRPOSES OF TIIIS ARTiCLE BE DEFMF.D lO BE AN CLF.CTF.D MJJ.lllF.R.

Comment: The additional wording in lines 6 and 7
would remove all uncertainty as to the exact status of an
appointee. There has been some uncertainty in the past, for
example, as to whether an appointee who fills a vacancy is
eligible to receive the salary and expense allowances as if
he were a new member or whether he must receive such compensation at the rate received by the legislator he replaced.
By deeming him "an elected member", this problem would be
eliminated since he would be considered elected in his own
right and not considered a stand-in for another member.
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1
2

3

Section :S of article V of the constitution of the state
of Colorado is emended to read:
Section 3.

Tems of senators nnd representatives.

4

Senators shall he elected for the tenn of f~•r yenrs, exeel'lt

S

a~•ftereiftafter-rrevieed; end representatives for the tcnn of

6

two years .

Comment: The purpose of the amendment is to delete obsolete references and to accord with the modernizing amendments
to Article V, Section 5.
l
2
3

Section 4 of article V of the con st i tut ion of the state
of Colorado is aJTlended to read:

Scct1on 4.

C\1:il ifications of members.

No person shall

4

he a representative or s{'nator 1,;ho shall not

5

the aE;e of twenty-five years, who shall not

6

the United States, Al\'D who shall not

7

months next preccclinr his election, have resided within the

8

territory included in the limits of the

9

in which

10

lw shall he chosen

for at

h.1ve

attained

IY' a citizen

l,.ast

e.i,ttl'lty--er

of

h,elvP

district

rirevided; -H11\t•l\~V·)"er.. ,,l\•Wlv•

llt-tke-tiffl~•ef-tke-aeertiel'l--ef--tki~--e""'titHtt"H;·•ws,--a

Comment: The words •county or" were struck now that
Sections 45 and 46 of Article V require single member dis~
tricts. Obsolete language in lines 9 through 12 was struck.
1

2
3

Section

s of article V of the constitution of the stnte

of Colorado is amended to read:
Section S.

Classification of senators. TI!e•-~e~l\t~rs,

4

at--tkeir--first--sessie~-shall-~e-divieea·il'lte·t--eln~,e,,

S

Tl'le~e-eleeted-il'l·distriets-desil".ftated-ky-evel'l•l'ltll!lkers--skall
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15

DIVIDUl

1(1

,\S

/',,,:.'\ll

n1n

INTO

c1,,sr;r.s

C'I')

AS PIMCT ICAm.r > ·~\Y 1\1

Tl L\T ("INT.-I IA!,f. OF 11 IT:

r.msr 'J

sr•~,,rnn.c;,

nTU/Nl ,\I.I Y.

Comment: This section was rewritten to remove outdated
language and references to multi-member districts now that
Article V, Sections 45 and 46 requirP. single-member districts.
Section 6 of article V of tl1e constit11tion of the stnt<'
2

of Colorado is IU.Pf;.;\U-;n AND f<I P•JACTT1l, ll'ITII /\.'!'J:N!lllNl"!i,

3

TC:t<l:

4

~ection

6,

Salary iind

expenses

of mc,,,h<'rs.

to

Th"

5

mr.-mhcrs of the ~cncral assembly sh.111

6

nncl expense Allow;inccs ns mar he prc-scrihctl hy law, t,,rcthcr

7

with

8

paid ofter the s:imc have heen inC\1rrNI

'1

r;.ywnsr-s

rcimbursem<>nts

shnll

inclu<lr

11

to

12

cxpcn,;c allo\ancc~.

r.cneral

salnry

and

1uciitl"d.

Such

travel for attcn,lancc at C0111nittce

meet in1:s or othc-r official husinr,;s as
Nn

sw:h

of nctu:il and neccs<::iry cxr.-nses to he

10

law.

receive

authQrized

n--:;c1111,1y shnll fix

pur!'11:mt

it,; o'..-n s., 1:try or

13

~Pet;~ft-kT--~ft"'f'e"'"•tA"•~f-,..,.~~er_:T---F.ae~--~P~~er-·ef

14

rl\P•r.e"ernl-n,~P~k1y,-tt"til•Atherwi,e-rrAvi"e"·hy-law3-,kall

16

thAM,a"e-(£lA981-~"llny,-fer·PAe~-tt;e""i"l--rerii,d;--rnynhle

17

st--tke--rnte-•Af--,7,~A-rer-~ny-"ttr;nr,-hAth-tke-ref"li}ar-a"d
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21

he-rRie-after-the- ! R~e-kave-hee"-t"l'11rred-R"~--a~diteR,·-a"d

22

the•-~ai~--ffleffl~ers--;f-the-~e"eral-a,~effl~ly-~hal\ - reeeive-"~

23

ether-ee~re"sat,e";·rer~~i~ite-er--a\l~-"ee--whatev~,,---~e

24

r,e"eral-asse~hly-~hall-fiK-it,-eWl'l•eel1'J"e"~atie",

Comment: The revision removes unnecessary and obsolete
language, and attempts to clarify the meaning of the proscriptions on increasing legislative compensation.
The Committee felt that such increases should be allowed
during a holdover Senator's term of office, thereby entitling
him to receive such increases at the commencement of the next
General Assembly or at the same time as all other legislators.
Thus, amendments were made to existing Section 30 LJ>laced in
Article XII, Section l.JJ' so that all restrictions on increasing members' salaries, expense allowances, and rate of reimbursement per mile would apply only to the General Assembly
that passed them. Article V,Sections 9 and 43 are also related to the question of increasing legislative compensation,
and further comments are included thereunder.
1
2

&:>ction 7 of article V of the constitution of the s tate
of Colorndo ls amended to read:

3

Section 7.

General assC'lllhly - shnll meet when - tcnn

4

of r:icmbcrs - cOTJT1lttees.

s

rci:ular session at 10 o'clock n.m.

6

after the fl rsl Tuesday of .Jnnuary of each year, hut nt such

7

rer,ular

8

OTIIERWJSf: rROVlDED BY LAW, the g~ncral

9

enact

sessions

The ~cneral asscl'lhly sh11ll meet in

convcninr.

on the

first

Wednesday

in Ncn nurntw.rcd years, IINLf:SS
;isc:cmhly shall

not

any hi Us except thoc;e ro Ising revenue, those mah i nr.

10

appropriations , and those pcrtaininr. to suhjccts

11

in writinr. hy the r,overoor ch1rinr, the first 10 dnys of the

12

session.

13

when convened

14

h'TtITIU~ RrrufSl' OY

15

OR

16

TIIE HEMBLRS 110:REOF TO

17

SPECIFIED IN SJat 11f.QJESI'.

RY

111c general assembly sl1all

nm

in

special

m"l'.'t

at

dcsir:natcd

other

t imcs

session hy the r.ovcmor, OR BY

n,.n-rnmns OF

11n: ~!J}IT\fJl<:; OF

fAOI

,m~E

PRf$IDI NG Or-Fl Cf.R OF EAOI tnJSE AND A MAJORITY OF
CONSIDER (X-Jl .Y
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1H'1SE

smrrcrs

The tenn of service of the

18

manhcrs of the r.encral assembly shall hegin on tho convcninr.

19

of the first Teguler session of the general asscmhly next

20

after

21

assembly, unless otherwise provided by the r,encral assrmhly,

22

shall expire on the convening of the first

23

after a general election.

their election,

The ccmnittccs of the r,cncrnl

rei,ilaT session

Convnent: There are two substantive changes in Section
l} unlimited annual sessions could be provided by law; and
2) the General Assembly could call itself into special session by petition either with or without the concurrence of the
House and Senate presiding officers.

7:

(1) Removin sub ect-matter restriction for even- ear
sessiQns. Te General Assembly could, y statute, remove the
subje~t-matter restriction in even-year sessions. Hence, the
langu~ge added jn line 8 of this section would permit unlimited Mtnual sessions at such time as the General Assembly may
deem proper and provide by law.
~2) Initiating special session. As a means of making
the General Assembly a co-equal branch of government with the
executive department, the committee also recommends the adoption of the language in this section that pennits the General
Assembly to call itself into special session.

A special session could be initiated in either of two
ways -- upon petition of two-thirds of the members of both
ho~ses or upon written request of the presiding officers of
e~c~ ihause and a majority of the members of each house. The
secition further provides that, regardless of the alternative
by Which a special session was initiated, the written request
wauU..d ·specify the subject matter to be considered during the

s~on.

Such authority could be used both for reconsidering bills
n~~d by the Governor after adjournment sine die and for initiati~g special sessions if and when conditions merit such
"S es~'Ons.
~

-~
iS

Section 8 of nrticlc V of the constitution of the state
of Colorado is nmcndcd to read:
Section 8, Members precluded from holdmg

olfl(re,

No

~

~enator or representative shall, lhtYiftt-t~e-tbn,--'ft,p-~ldl

5

~~U--kftn-•keel\--eleete~;

NIILE

Sl"ltVmG Mn 'Sl!JOI, lbc

6

nppointC'd to

7

mcmhcr

8

(except

I!')

10

militia)

:inr

of conr,rc,;s ,
of

offic(' under

civil

or

oth(•r

nttorncy-nt-lnw,

under

this

J'<'rson

11otnry

,.,tntc;

and

no

holdinl"' anr office

puhlic ,

or

in

the

tho !Jnltcd ~tntl's or thi-; state, shall hen

mcmlicr nf either hou,;e durinr. his contlnnnnce in office .

Comments: The amendments to Section 8 are substantive
revisions. _The.existing provision prohibits a legislator
from resigning in order to accept an appointment to a "civil
office", i.e., an office, such as the head of an executive
d~partme~t? ;n ~hie~ the indivi?ual holding it can act upon
his own initiative in the exercise of constitutional or statutory duties. (Hudson v. Annear, 101 Colo. 550, 75 P. 2d
587.) Thus, only after his term has expired can a member of
the General Assembly accept such an appointment.
In the Annear Case, the Supreme Court did not define the
term "civil office" in a clear-cut manner; the court, instead, defined the term "civil office" only to the extent
that 11 Although an office is 'an employment,' it does not follow that every employment is an office."
It apeears, therefore, that the court attempted to make some distinction between an "employment" and an 11 office 11 , and, in effect, left each
circumstance to be judged upon its own merits.
For example, in Attorney General Opinion 2483-53, dated
April 16, 1953, it was held that an appointment of a legislator as a Game and Fish Commissioner would be in violation of
Article V, Section 8 prohibiting an appointment, but not an
election,to another civil office during the tenn as a legislator. Another Attorney General Opinion (68-4230) dated
July 17, 1968, ruled that superintendents, principals, and
teachers are employees and not officers; thus, they could
serve as members of the General Assembly.
The effect of the amendment
existing situation to the extent
Assembly can resign his seat and
another civil office rather than
term has ended before acceptance
1

2

to Section 8 changes the
that a member of the General
accept an appointment to
having to wait until his
as Section 8 now reads.

Section 9 of article V of thC" constltution of the state
of Colorado is repealed,
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s

l!llly-hnve -heeft• e leeted,-reeeive-My•-ifteTeft5e - -ef--,el1try• -"r

,6

mtle 11r,e, -~flde , - 11fly• l11w- r11,, ed-dHrtflt •"ll:lek-te l"l!l~

Comments: In conjunction with amendments made to Sections 6, 30, 43, Section 9 is recommended for repeal so that
holdover Senators will be allowed to receive increases in
salaries and mileage rate s at the same time as all other l egislators -- at the commencement of a new General Assembly.
1

Z
3

Section 10 of

article V of the constitution of the

stat e of Color ado l s omendcd to read :
Section 10 . Each house to choose its off icer s . At the

4

her.inning of t he fir st r eitUl ar

sessif:m after a general

S

election , 11nd nt such ot her t imes

6

5eP111te-shell-el eet - eRe -ef- its •111e~~ers-rre,ldeftt •rre-temrftre 1

7

Md t he house of representatives

8

mcrnhcr s as speaker, llle-rre, i eel'lt-,m,-- tefflJ'lftre-Md- ~-,.e11ker

g

AND m,:; SrNATE SIIJ\LI, ELECT ONE

as may he

necess;iry , t!ole

shall elect one of its

r)F'

ITS MIJ.ffir.RS PRESlDENT

PRO

10

ID!J'ORI; OR , TF rROVTDF.D RY !..AW TIIAT 11!1' LJF.UTFNM1' C"llVF.RNOR

11

~!ALL N(Yf nr: l'Rl;SIDl:NT OF TIit SENATE , TIIE ST:NATF. SHALi, FLrcr

12

ONt OF ITS

rnimrns

13

OJTICfPS

sha ll

1•

inst al lation of their respective successors .

15

shall choose its other of ficer s and shnl l judr,e

16

FOR JUinlf.Nt' OF

17

members.

AS rPESTDr-NT

srTVc

the

n,;

OF

such

TI rr

until

SFNATF ,

! he

/\ND

election

SI\ TO
and

Each hoose
Oil

PRnVTnr.

e lc=tion and qunllficntion of

its

Corrrnents: One effect of the amendatory language is to
have Section 10 confo:rm with Article IV, Section 14, wherein
.the Lieutenant Governor may be removed from the Senate by
law.
In addition, the Office of President Pro Tempore would
be abolished if the Lieutenant Governor were removed as the
Senate's presiding officer. In any event, he would no longer
be in the line of succession (Compare the amendatory versions
of Sections 14 and 15 of Art~cle IV above).
The insertion of language on lines 15-16 would allow
each house of the General Assembly to provide some means, if
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it so chooses, to judge the election and qualification of its
members. i.e., court, independent panel, committee of legislators, etc .
Section

1

11.

~-

A m.1jority of each house shall

2

constitute a quon.rn , hut a smaller numher may adj~.1m fr0111

3

dny to dny , and canpel the nttcndance of ahsent members.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
Section

1

2

12 of

article V of the constitution of the

state of Color ado is amcndc-d to rend:

3

Section 12.

Encl, house makec: nn<l enforces n1les.

r:ach

4

house shnll have JX'll,-c r to de t erm inc the

S

procec<lini:s and

6

its mcmhcrs e'F•fltker··J"t-r,i,l'\~

7

hch;wior

B

process; to protect its mcMhers ap.ainst violence , or offrrs

t')

of hrihcs or private solicl.tntion, w,d, with the concurrence

in

ru lcs of

its fMN

J'll41'11'k AmPT mJIXS PROVIOt~r. mNrnt.nNf OF

Its presence;

for

contempt or

disorderly

to enforce obedience

to its

10

of

two-thirds, to expel a mcmher , but not a second time for

11

t~e same cause, anrl shall hnve nll other power s

12

for the lcgi~laturc of a free state.

13

corr,,ptlon, shall not thereafter~ clip.Ihle to either house

H

o( the sa.'r.c general assemhly, and yxmlshr-ent for rnntC'TTlpt or

15

disorlerl)'

16

PRO<;r.QITI~ for the same nffcnc:e .

behavior

shall

not

nc,cssnry

A mroher , ex-pcllc<l for

har

M--t11diet111el'\t

A

Comment: The amendment to this section provides that
each house shall have the power to "adopt rules" providing
for the punishment of its members (line 5). By striking the
words "or other persons" (line 6), punishment for non-members
would have to be provided by statute. In lines 15-16, the
Committee recommended to substitute "prosecution" for aindict-ment."
1
1

2

Section 1~ of articl e V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is amended to r ead:
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3

Section 13,

Journal - Ayes and noes to be entered -

4

when.

Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedings

S

and ~ay;--ift~it!-di:eretieft;-freM-tiffle-te-ti~eJ puhlish the

6

same, except such parts as require secrecy, and the ayes nnd

7

noes on any question sh~ll, at the desire of any two

8

!"cmhci;-s, he entere<l on the journal.

Comment: This language was struck in this section in
.order to make the publication of House and Senate Journals
mandatory.
1

Section 14.

Open sessions.

The ses'sions of each

2

house, and of the c01Trnittees of the whole, shall he open,

3

unless when the business is such as rught to be kept secret.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1

Section 1S.

Adjourrunent for more than three days .

2

Neither house shall, without the consent of the other ,

3

adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other place

4

than that in which the

two

houses shall be sitting.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1
2
3

Section 16 of article V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 16.

Privileges of mcmhers . The mcmhers of the

4

general assembly shall, in all cases except treason OR

S

felony, vielatieft-ef-their-eath-ef--effiee;--Md·-~reaek--er

6

!ltrety--ef-the-~eaeeJ be privileged from arrest durinr, their

7

attendance at the session~ of their resp<'Ctive hou~es, OR

8

ANY O'.J,f.fITIEES TIIEREOF, and in going to and returning from

9

the s.une; and for any speech or debate in either house, OR
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O::MIITIEES Till:RF..OF • they shall not he questioned in any

10

MN

11

other place.

Comment: One amendment to this section extends the "privilege from arrest" to committee meetings (lines 8-10), in
addition to the sessions of the respective houses. Secondly,
"privilege from arrest" would apply to all circumstances,
except treason or felony; the other exceptions were deleted
since it was believed they were either obsolete (as the case
of "breach of surety"); vague ("breach of peace"); or without
real meaning ("violation of their oath of office").
1

Section 17, No law passed but hy bill • amendments,
law shall be passed except by bill, and no bill shall ho

2

No

3

so altered or amended on its passage through either house as

4

to chan~e its original purpose .

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1

Section 18,

Enacting cl ause. The style of the lnws of

2

this state shall be: "Re it enacted

3

of tho State of Colorado ."

by

the General Assemhly

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1
2

:>ection 19 of article V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is runcn<lcd to read:

3

Section 19, When lnws t11ko effect •

i ntroduction of

act of the general asscmhly shnll t11kc effect on

4

bills.

S

the elate PPJ:SCRlB!D ID' r.CNr.ML l.Al,'i. UNLES.<i CITTIERWlSE stated

6

in the act. er,-if-11e-eate-is- stated-411-t"e-11et,-t"e11-e11-its

7

J"l!"l"llih

8

sec;sion unless limited by 11eHe11 JOIITT ru:c:;ourrJON of the

9

general assembly.

10

An

A bi 11 111,1y ho introduced at any t imc during the

No

hill

shall he introduced hy title

only.

Comment: This section was amended so that an effective
date would not necessarily have to be placed in each bill
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passed. It would allow the General As sembly, where feasible
to fix a uniform date upon which bills would take effect.
•
Also, a technical amendment was made in line 8 to delineate the procedure followed.
1

SECTION 20,

Ilills referred to

m:

c0!11Tlittco

•

pri nted ,

2

~

3

t!l1l !ER llo.lSC OR ANY CXJ.MITTII Tilf.Rf.OF UNLrss

4

IITTRODUCT:IJ

S

eeft,ltterea-er become a law tmlcss referred to a corrmittcc

6

OF

BILL SIIJ\LL

J\PPRCM:n,

DISJ\f'Pl10Vl.D,

~nmms.

RJR USE OF TIIP.

OR AMDllJl.D BY
PRINTI.Jl AS

No bi 11 shall \ale

rllat IIOOSE AND r eturned therefrom. eP1e·rl'iP1tee·fer - t ke

Comment: This language would permit a committee to hold
hearings on a bill before it was printed but would delay formal action until printing was accompl ished. It also makes it
clear that bill printing, procedurally speaking , does not necessarily follow introduction and committee assignment •.
1

Sect ion

21.

Rill

to

cCJ11tnin

but

one suhjcct

-

2

eXJirossed in title ,

3

hills ,

4

whlch shall be clearl y expressed in its title;

S

suhje-:.t

6

expressed in thr. title, ~ud1 11ct shall l>C void only as to so

7

much t he reof os shnll not be o;o expr essed.

sholl

be

shal l

No hlll, except
pnsscd

ncneral

appropriation

containing mor e thon one subject ,

be embraced

in

hut

if any

any act which shall not be

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1

Section 22 of article V of

2

state of Col o r ado is roncnded to rea<l:

3

Section

22 ,

the constitution of

neading nnd passage of bills.

the

Eve ry b ill

4

shal l be read by title whnn intr oduced, and at l ength on t wo

S

differ ent days in e11d1 house ;

6

r eading

7

con..en t of the mcnt1ers present.

8

mado

at

l ength may he

there-to shall

r,revideer ·kewever 1 BlIT any
dispensed with upon tmanimous
All ~bstan tial

be printed for the
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11.,;c

IIJllencbncnts

of the l!IC!rOers

9

before the final vote is taken on t he bill. si,d-M NO bill

10

shall become a law except by a vote o f the majority of all

11

iromber s e lected to each house taken on two separate days

12

eaci1 house,

13

taken by ayes and noes. Md· t~e-ftBJ!le!--ef--tl\e,e--vetii,r--be

14

ei,tered--e11·•tile--;!'11tffl11h

15

JNrGRH\TION N', IS J\I)JnUi\TE

in

nor m less upon its final passage the vote he

lllE J<lJRNAL SIIALL CO.fl'\IN SUOI

m

SICW 111E

vart OF ,~or Mr:MnF.R.

Comment: As a practical matter of expediting procedure
in most cases.a previous roll call vote is used for subsequent
roll call votes on bills; it thus appears unnecessary to continually print the roll call after each vote in the Journal.
In order to eliminate this process, the Committee recommends
the amendment in lines i3 through 15 which would permit the
General Assembly to provide by rule an equally effective
method of showing votes of members.
1

.2
3

Section

23

of art icle

V of the constitution of the

state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 2 3.

arrendrn(,nts

and

rf'.'pOrt

of

4

ccmmittce .

S

conc,1rrcd in by the

6

corrrni ttcc

7

a vote of a majority of the mcrrbcrs cll"Cted thereto, taken

R

by ayes and noes . Md·t~e-A81'1e,-·ef··tke~e--vetiA~--reeeNl~d

9

ttreft•-Vl.e--;ett1"'1'1!ll- - tkel'eef,

10

No

V0te on

arrcndmcnt to any bill by one house shall he
other nor

shall

the

r eport

of any

of conference be adopted in ci ther house except by

1/IF(Jroli\TION

Tilli JOlffiNi\l. SIIAU C0Nf\IN stOI

IS AnrQJi\TE TO 91!~" lllE ~Jfl; or EAOI

f.S

~n:Mt\ER.

Comment: As in the case of Section 22, the Committee
recommended the changes in lines 8 through 10 in order to
simplify the process of recording votes in amendments to bills
by the other house and conference committee reports.

1

Section

24.

2

No law '>hnll be

3

thereof

nevival, IIJllC'ndment or extcns ion o f 1:iws.
revived ,

or anrn<led,

~x t ended or conferred by
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or

the

provisi,ms

re ferencc to its title

4

only, but so much thereof ns is revived,

nmrnc!<'<l ,

cxtC'ndcd

S

or conferred, shall be re-enacted and published nt l<'np,th.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1
2
3

Section

25

of

article

V of the constitution of the

stato of Colorndn is amcnd<'d to rend:
~C'ction

25,

Special

legislntinn prohibited.

nie

4

general a,;semhly shnll rwt pa,;s Affi locnl or special ll!WS·lll

5

My••ef··Vle•fftllfllolffl(.•eftttmerated-ea~e,,·thAt-i,-te-,ay1-fe,

6

grMtift~·diveree,1·layiftr,•eHt;·ereftiftg 1 -alteriRt•er--werki"'-

7

read!--er--"ii;,way,:--vaeatiftr,••reacl, 1 •-tffi(l'l·r~ftt,,-,treet,J

8

elley,-Md··rttblie-•grettftd,~--leefttiftr.••er--e>,a"tiftr,•-efftiftty

10

rreetiee•-ift••eAttrt,-ef-;t1-,tieet·rer;t1latirlg·tl!e•jHri,dietiffl\

11

1111d-dtttie,-ef-jt1-,tiee,-ef-tl!e-reae~;·roliee•ffl8~i,trAte,--Md

12

een,tebJe,t·•ehaftgiftg•·the·l"'tlle,-ef-evideftee-in-a~y-trial-er

13

!l'l~ttiryt·rrevifttftg•fer-a11l1\r.e,-ef-ventte-in-eivil-er-e,iJ!linal

16

,l'l'lllMniftr,•er-;~aftelinr.-r.rand-er·retit-;tt,;e,t-rrevidi,\~-fer

17

tl!e·11111ftar,eirent·ef-eel!lfflen•,e>,,,.,1,1--rer.tt1atiftt••the··rate--ef

18

ifttere,t···en••lftl'neyt··the--erenin~--Ar··ee"nHeti.l'\r,·•ef--e"y

19

eleetien 1 -er-de,ir,,,ftti"~-th~·rlftee-ef-vetingt·•t~e--,ftle--er

20

111ertgate·•ef-real-e,tate-belenr,i"~·te-ffltfters-er-ether,-ttl'lder

21

disability1-t"e-rreteetiM•ef•g!ll!l!'•er••fi,kt••v,arteriftg••er

22

lieeMinr,·••ferrie,---er-·•tell-·hridge,,--refflittiftg•·fi,\es,

23

~altie,-er-ferfeit~re,t·ereatingt·inerea,irlg-er-eeereasi.ng

24

fee, 1-rereentage-er-allewMees-ef·r~blie-effieers1--ehm,gi.l'\g

25

the-law-e£-ee,eentt·trMti"g-te·aRy-eerreratiel'l1•a,,eeiatieri

26

er--i.l'\dividHal--the--r4,;J,t·•te--lay··new1'•-railniad--traeb,
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27

~Mtiftg-te-My-eel'J"6f8tien1•ft,seeini;en-er--individttll.l·-My

28

~reeial---er--exeltt,i~--rrlvilete 1 --i.l!IHlttnity--er--franeki3e

29

wha~ever~--ln-all-etker-ea,e, 1 -wkere-a-~enernl--law--eM--be

30

fflnde-arrlitcllble-ne-3reeial·law-sknll-be-eMeted~ ACf IN /\J\Y

31

CASE hlfl'.Rf; /\ c;fJ\JlJW, /\CT C/\J\J DE H\lll. J\PPLTC/\iiLE.

Comment: This section was redrafted in shortened form,
and would, the Committee believes, accomplish the same objectives as under the existing provision.
However, the Colorado Municipal League raised some questions as to whether the removal of the specific prohibitions
mentioned in the current provision would allow the General
Assembly to enact legislation in the areas specifically excluded and that municipalities may, as a result, have to rely
on whatever protection may be afforded them by general law.
Thus, the Municipal League requested,and the Committee concurs,
that the following addendum be made in the Commi ttr•e' s report:
ttThe question has arisen whether Section 25 of Article V,

as amended, prohibiting special legislation, is intended or

might be construed as a substantive change or modification of
the prohibition on special legislation now appearing in Section 25, even though the purpose of amendments are to modernize the language and to eliminate unnecessary verbi.age.
"consequently, the Committee on Legislative Procedures
recommends that Section 25 be amended as shown in this report,
but with the added comment that the amendatory version does
not,and is not intended,to substantively narrow or restrict the
prohibition imposed by the original draft of Section 25 of
Article V. ''
1
2

Section

25a of article

V of the constitution of the

state of Colora<lo is ·repealed.

3

i;:;eetieA--25a,---F.it;ht--hettr--emrleyme]tl:,---n.e--ieneral

4

a,,el!ll,ly--sksll-rrevide-by-law,·aAd•shall-rre,erike-sttttRhle

5

renalties•·fer--fke--vie}atien··thereef1 --£~r--a-•~ried--ef

6

emrle}'fflenl•--Aet--te--exeeed--eitkt--f8➔ ·-heHr,--witkin••ftAY

7

h-'eftty-feMr-ta4}-kettr,-(exeert-ift-ea3e5-ef--efflergeAey--wkere

8

life--er--~rer,erey--is-·111-•ilffllineAt·-daA~er);••fer-·rersoa3

9

e111f1leyed·iM-t111eer~et111a•ffliftes-er-etker-tlJ'ldergretffld-werktAg, 1
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11

ether·-~raneh-ef-i11dtt,try-er-laker-thnt-the-r,erierRl-as:,efflKly

12

fflRy-een,id~r-injMriett:,-er-dnn~erett~-t~·heRlth,-life-er-lii,J,,

Comment: It is recommended that this section be re peal~·
its provisions are already covered more inclusively by federal
and state statutes and regulations and it is, therefore, no
longer required to retain this provision in the Constitution.
1

2
3

Section 26 of article V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is aircn<lC'<l to read:
Section 26.

~ignink of hills.

TI1c pl"C'si<ling officer

4

of each holL'-C shall in-the-rre~Ptee-ef-the-hetl-'e-ever--~;e.11

S

he--pre:,ide,, sir11 all hills and joint re,;olution.s pa,;scd by

6

the general asscnll)', after-tJ,ei r- -t iHe,--skall- -have· -kee11

7

r,ts),liely--read;·•lll'fflediately-befere-~ir.ninr.1 and the fact of

8

signing shill 1 he entered on on ,\PPU,1lrn TO the journal.

Comment: The amendments to this section, as a whole,
would eliminate the necessity for members to return to Denver
to witness bill signing after the traditional recess at the
end of sessions. This would enable the General Assembly to
adjourn sine die at the completion of business, instead of
waiting untilaTl work on bills is completed preparatory to
their submission to the Governor, including the witnessing of
bill signing. The fact of signing those bills remaining to
be signed after final adjournment would be appended to the
Journals. Pursuant to this latter provision, procedures could
be set up as safeguards against the possibility of a presiding
officer refusing to sign a particular bill.
1

Section 27 of acticle V of the

2

state of Color;ido is amended to r ead:

3

Section 27.

Officers

and

constitutiott

law on m' JOINT

The general osscml.>ly shall prescribe hy

5

Rl'SOWrI~ the

6

i\Pl'OINTJ:D officers and employees of each hou~e

7

two houses ,

8

treasury, or be in any war authorized to any

duties

and no payioont
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tho

e11]1loyces - compel\Sation •.

4

nunher,

of

and compenc;otion of
and of

the
the

shall be made from the s t.1te
person

except

9
10

to an

11eti1't officer

or employee elee:ted-er appointed i.l'I

fltl?!ltUll'lee-~f ,\NO ACTJr,.r, PlJRSUN..ff TO law OR ,JOJNf llliSOIJTfIOI\,

Comment: The words "or by joint resolution" were added
to this section so that the General Assembly is permitted to
provide for the hiring of its officers and employees and the
fixing of their compensation in any manner it desires, since
these are matters properly falling within the jurisdiction of
a legislative assembly. These changes would thus accord with
the present situation, wherein the number and compensation of
House and Senate employees are now fixed by Joint Resolution
at the start of each General Assembly.
Section 28 or 11rticlc V or the constitution of the

l

2

<;tatc of Colorado is rurcnde<l to read:
<;(-ction

3

28.

Extra COll]'Cn--.-ition to officers, e'Tlo)'l'es

4

or cn,,tract'lr~ forbidden,

5

any

6

employee, ngent or oontrnctor,

7

bem

8

payment of any claim mnde nr,ninst the state without previous

9

authority of l,iw.

e~tra compen.'-at ion

No

hil 1 sh;ill

be passed J!ivinJ!

to any 1,1hl ic officcr1 -,eFYer1t or

rendered or contrnct

after services shall
made ,

have

nor providing for the

Comment: In order to modernize this section, the obsolete word "servant" (line 5) was struck.
1

Section 29 of article V of

2

state of Colorado is airended to read:

3

Section

29,

Contracts

for

the constitution of tho

facilities and supplies,

4

All--!tatiei,ery,--pri.J\ti.J\g1 --paper--Md--f~el--tc1ed--t.J\••the

5

leti!l11tive•·lllld--etl\er-·depa,t111er1t!•-ef-geveffll'Jleftt-!hall-he

6

nt'l'l'li!hedt·Md-the·prh\ting-Md-hilldil!.g-ar1d-distri~tiftg·-~f

7

the--laws,--;e~fflftls1•fiepa,tfflett-,eJ!6Pts1•Md-ethe•-rrintiftg

8

1111d-aiftdiftgf•Md-tl\e-repairiftg•Md•fHffli!hiftg-the-kal-l!--aftd

9

ree""•·tc1ed--fer-tne-ineeting-ef-tl\e-gefteral-a5,effll,ly-iu,d-its

10

eelllllittees,-sh11ll-ae-perfel'Jlled-tmder-eefttPaet 1 -te--he--giveft

11

te••the--l~e,t-re!i,eit!il,le-hidder,-helew-9Me.ft-1MXV11t1111·priee
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·nIE

1Z

ftftcl- tt,de,-9tte.)\ -Fegt1lat:lel'I!-~ -My-1,e-l're 9eril!ed-hy- lt1w,

13

GcNrnAL ASS11-IDLY SIIALL PROVIDE BY LAW POR Tl![; A~ISITin~ OF

14

FACI LI TIES A~D SUPPLIES ,

15

LCGISLATI YE,

16

CWf:Ri~ , ANO F.AOI SUOI OON!Tu\CT SHALL BI.! A'.'IARDCD TO

17

La\'rST Hf:SJ'(1'1::ill3LE BIDUF.R.

18

dcpartl11ent "£-the-teve1"ftllleftl shall l>e in any way interested

19

in any

ZO

!ltth;ecl-t,o- tke-lll'l'reval -ef- the-ge ver,1er-aftd-!ltale-trea91trer,

,11d1

EXEOJTIVE,

ruRSU1\NT TO CCM'RACT ,

FOR TI IE

AND .ruDlCIAL DI;PAR'DIENTS OF STATE

me

No nember or officer of any SJOt

cont racq--1u1el--aH- -9tt~ - -eeftt ntet!l--!1haH.--e e

Cormnent: The revision of this section reflects general
provisions of existing law which empower the Di vision of
Purchasing in the Department of Administration to negotiate
and enter into contracts for printing, services. and supplies
for all departments of state government.
Convnencing with the language after the s emicolon in line
6 and extending through the period in line 12, section 29 cur' rently lists the specific legislative items that must be performed under contract awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.
But the overall effect of the amendatory language is to
require the General Assembly to provide by law for the acquisition of all facilities and supplies for state government,
pursuant to contract. Each such contract shall be awarded to
the lowest responsible bidder.
The language deleted (line 4 through line 6 before the
semicolon) was considered archaic and was struck.
The provision in lines 19 and 20 providing that each contract is subject to approval of the Governor and State Treasurer was deleted. Under existing law, the Governor plus the
Co~troller, head of the contracting department, State Purchasing Agent, and Attomey General must sign all contracts.
The Committee could see no good reason for continuing to require the Treasurer to approve contracts.
Section 30 of

1

2

st ate

3

N-lHNlllcNTS , to r ead:

4
S

of

article
is

Col or ado

Section 30,
publ ic officers ,

V of the c:onstituticn of the

REPFALB>

AND

RE™\CTED,

Wtnl

Salary and t erm of office of el ective
No

law shall
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ext end thl

t enn of any

I

6

clf'ctcd puhlic officer

afte r hi!! election or nppolntroont.

7

nor shnll the

8

lncrcac;ed

9

he wns elected. axccpt tl1at

salary of nny elected plM le officc-r be

or dccrcnsed during tho term of office for which

RCncrnl

senator!! scrvinr,

in

two

10

!lucccssivo

o__c;srnihlics shall r c-ccivc the salary and

11

cxpcMe All~,ianccs provided by l/tW for rnc>mhers of ead1 such

12

Acncral n.,;c;rmbly.

13

t;ioetieJ'I• - ~A ,--!;11hry-ef -ceve l'Ml'•8J'lft• ;Hdt;e"I • ti,-1,e- H11ed.

14

~y-Je~i,l11tHr~ -----tem··J11et·-te--~e--exte""M··er--,11l11rie,

15

iJ11err11~ed--J11r--dee1"11~~,--~e-,el11rie,-ef-t1'1e-r,J11Vel'J'ler,-tke

16

r,evernerl5-5eeretery1•11J11d-t1'1e··j~dr.e~--ef--tke•·"'Hrre~~--lll'ld

17

di,triet--e~rt1--ef-•he-,t11te-,kllll-he-flxed-l,y-leti"'letive

18

e1'1aetffleJ11tt·rrevitled 1-tk11t··t1'1e·-,11larie,--ef--,eid--effieer,

1g

keretefere-£ixed-by•the-eeJ11,titHtieJ11-,k!lll·e6l'ltlftHe•iJ11· ferce

20

tmtil-etke?Wi!e-rrevided-fer-by-le~i,l11tive-e,i11et~J11t,--

21

rle•-l1D1-,k11ll-exteJ11d-t1'1e - tem-ef•lll'IY·J'll:lelie-effieer,-er

22

lfteree,e·er-decre11,e--ki,--,alary,--11fter--ki,-·eleetieJ11•·er

23

arr,ei,.unei,t,-11,-fixed-by-legi,lative·el'leetlfteitt•

.

Comment: When introduced in bill fo.rm, Section 30 of
Article V will be repealed. Howeveri a redrafted and shortened version (lines 4 through 12) wi l be added to Article
XII, Section 11. Since both the new and old version deals
with the salary and terms of office of all elected public officers, relocating this section in Article XII, which pertains to public officers in general, was believed desirable.
The following is a list of the substantive changes to
Section 30:

(1) Holdover Senators would be allowed to have increases in their salaries at the same time as all other members of
the General Assembly, instead of having to wait until the
start of a new tenn of office -- lines 9-12 -- (See also Sections 6, 9, and 43).
The proposed rewording deletes references to the
salary of the Governor's Secretary and other outdated references (line 16).
(2)

(3) To clarify the meaning of "public officer" and make
this section consistent with Article VI, Section 18 (the
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Judicial Article), as amended in 1966, PUQlic officer was
changed to mean "elected public offic€rh {lines 6-7).
For instancet questions were raised as to whether the
existing prohibition against extending the tenn or increasing
or decreasing a "public officer's" salary, also applied tC'
appointive civil service or non-civil service heads of departments, divisions, boards, and commissions, such as the

P.u.c.

Article VI, Section 16 provides that salaries "may be
increased but may not be decreased" during the tenn of office
of a judge or justice. Further, a judge or justice is no
longer considered an elective officer under the Judicial Art•
icle, as amended. Thus, the rewritten section ls consistent
with existing circumstances and provisions.
1

Section 31.

P.evcni.c bills.

All bills for raising

Z

revenue shall originate in the hruse of )'ep resentat Ives: but

3

the senate rnay propose

4

hills.

an-cncincnts,

a~

in

case of other

Comment: The Committee recommended that the members of
the General Assembly should detennine whether Section 31
should be repealed. This section, therefore, will be introduced in its present fonn.
.
...
•\.'

' 1
2
3

Section 32

of article -

;r of the cons ti tution of tho

state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 32,

f\ppropriation bills,

eill

4

appropriation

S

appropriations

6

legislative,

7

institutions, interest on the pwlic debt,

8

sd1ools.

9

bills, each embracing but one subject,

for

IlILLS
tJie

and judicial

shall

TI\e-~er1eral

GENERAL

'embrace nothing but

e,q,eP1!le•••ef---tJile

exeo.itivc,

d~'{lart111Cnts of the state, state
and fer Jl-lhlic

All other appropriations shall be made by separate

Comments: The word "bills" was substituted for "bill"
to sanction the introduction ot more than one appropriation
bill. Also, the change would accord with the reference to
appropriation bill~ in Section 21.
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The words "expense of the" was struck, sinc e it does not
now include capital outlay and capital construction in accounting terminology.
Section

1

:n

of

art icle V of t he constitution of t he

c;tatc of Col o r ado is rcpeal c<l.

2
3

Fiee tiM•! !,--f)i,kH?,e111e"t-e£-rt:d! lie-•!l!f\"ey,··-Ne--111e"ey

4

,h8ll-~e-raid·e~t-ef-the- trea,Hl')'•exeert·Hre"•arrri:>priati~"'

5

JMde•-~y-•1tnt 1 •aftd•eft•warra"t·draWl'l•~y-th~·rrere, 01f•eer·ift

Comment: Article V, Section 33 is repealed, and its
wording, with some modernizing changes, is included in the
amended version of Article IV, Section 16, since it was believed that the directive is intended for the executive
branch and properly belongs in the Article pertaining t .o the
Executive Department. (See page 50 , lines 11 .. 20).
1

Section 34 .

Appropria tions

to private

i n~t.tution5

2

forhidckn.

No

aprrorriation shall be made for charltabl c ,

3

industrial ,

educational

4

per5on ,

S

cxintrol of the s t nte , nor to any denominational or sectarian

6

ins titution or IL'-c;ociation.

corpor ation or

or

benevolent

purposes

c.omnunity not

to

any

tmcler t he ohsolute

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
Sect ion JS .

1

not

Oclegation of po1,~r.

delf~l\te

t o any specinl

l11t' tcneral as~cmhl y

2

shall

3

corporaq 90 q r ~ssoci at lon, any po~er to

4

in ter fe r e with any nun i cipal improvement , inon~y , pr oper ty or

S

effects , whether he ld i n tnist

<,

taxes o r pc r fonn any mtmlcipnl funct i on wh:itever,

or

co1JT11i£.slo11. privnte
ni:i.kc>,

othcrwi s<'•

supervise o r

or

t o levy

Comment: The re is no change in this section from the
pre sent Constitution.
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l

2

Sccticn

36 of article V of the constitution of the

state of Col o rado i~ rc!Xlaled.

3

SeeHel'l-3&,- •haw:, ·l'll'I· investfflellt•eE .. try;it .. ftmd.:,, ...The

4

,-eP1er~l-·as,el!'nly--:,hall1·•fre~--til!le--te--ti~e,--eP1aet•l11W,

S

rre,eri~i,,r,-·l)'l'C!··el'••ela,se,--ef-•il'IVC!tffll!l'lt9-••fer-·-the

6

iRve:,t111eP1•·-ef--f~d,--held--ey•-exeeltter, 1 --adi!!il'li!trater,,

7

i,tat'dia"'1·e8l'l!!el"Vllte"·Md·ether-tnsstee,,-whese-•f!f1Wer--ef

8

i"ve,t!l'le"l··i,--net--,et--eMt·iR-the-iMt~"'t-e,eatint,•t1!e

9

trtt,h

Comment: The Committee recommends the repeal of this
section because the protection of such funds as firemen's retirement funds are so thoroughly ingrained in Colorado law
that this section is considered superfluous.
1

2

Section 37 of article V of the cons ti tut ion of the
state of Colorado is r epealed.

3

!.eetieP1--;1,--~~ange-ef-ve"Me,--The•)'8Wer•te-ehM~e-the

4

ve11Me · i" ·dvH-aP1d·el'H11i11al -ea9e:,-:,hail- -ee· -vested-• iJ\- •the

5

eeMt't91··te-·ee--exereisee--iP1-·!HU1·-8--M8"1'1er--a9-9hs}}·ee

6

rn,vided-ey-law,

Comment: The Supreme Court has the power to change
venue under Article VI, Section 21, as amended, and the Court
has no objections to its repeal; thus, the Committee recommends its repeal.
1

2
3

Section 38 of article V of the constitutiell of the
state of Colorado is lll'IICnded to read:
Section 38.

No liobility exd1ongcd or released.

No

4

obligation or liability of any person,

5

corporation, held or c,.,med by the state, or any 111.JJlicipa.l

6

corporation therein, shall evor be exchanged,

7

remi ttcd, released or postponed, or in any way diminished by

8

the general assenbly, oor shall such li@ility or ohligaticn

9

he extinguished except by payment thereof into the proper

10

treasury.

nits SECTICl'I

association or

transferred,

g-!Af.L !'OT J:ROIIBIT TIIE \'/RITn-OFF OR
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1
11

12

llliLl:ASE

or- I.NCOLLT:CTAllLl.l ACCO.m s

/IS f'ROVIDEn BY GENtTu\L

LA)'/.

Comment: The Committee recommends the repeal of this
section on the recommendation of the Legislative Audit Committee which reported that as long as it is retained, it is
not possible to write-off old, uncollectable accounts presently on the books.
The last sentence, however, was added and would implement the Audit Committee's recommendations.
1

2

Section 39 of article V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is r epealed.

3

'>eelieft---;9,-- -?rder,--ard--re!!eltttieM•-rre,eRted- -te

4

g,t'lvemt1r,--~¥e,Y•erfteP 1 -re,eltttien--er--vete--te--w>ueh--tke

5

eeRett!PeRee--ef--l,et1\-hett'le9·1My·be·Reee,,aey 1-exee~t-eft-t1'1e

6

~tte!tieft••ef--adjM11'1\11\e?1t1•-er--relatiJl~---,elely---te---t1\e

7

trll1\9aetlei,---e£--bK!ine99--e£--tJ,e--twe--he1:tse,1 --,kall--be

8

~re,eRted-~-tke-nevel'ft"r,•Md-befere-it-,hall-take--effeet,

9

be-~~reved-by-hiJl\1 -er-beinr,-di,aJ'l?!reved,-,kall-be-l'e•)'ll99ed

10

by--twe-t.kird,--ef--1,eth·-kett,e,,-aeeerd~•te-tJ,e-ntle,-!ll'ld

11

lWtatiei,,-~re9eribed-i11-eftse-ef-a-bill,

Comment: This section is recommended for repeal, since
the practice of presenting all Joint Resolutions to the Governor has not been followed consistently and would be impractical if it were.
1

Section 40 of article V or

2

state of Colorado is amended to read:

3

;,cction 40,

J'lrihcry

U,e constitution of the

l.n f\<'ncral

a.c;sembly,

If-My

4

r,er,eft•eleeted-te-eltker-kett,e-~f-thP•gefteral-a,,e111bly-,kal}

5

effer-~r-rre~ise -te-glve-ki9-~te-~r-i"fl~eftee-hl--faver--e£

6

er-11g11ift,t •afty-111easttre-er•pre~, \ t .;~ •reftd ifti-er-}'re~,ed-te

7

~e--ifttredNeed··hl--tke-~efteral-a!~eiMly-hl-eeft!tderatien-er

8

l!J'('R·eeftditien-tkat-My-ether-~r,~R--eleeted--te--tiie--,ue

9

gefteral·ll99elllbly-will -give-er-will-rr8llli!e-er-a,,e"t -te-give
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10

ki5--vete--er--iftflMeftee--il'l--faver--ef-er-ftr,aift!t-My-et~er

11

111eft!MPe-e,-,,ere,itktft•rmdiftr,-er-rrere,~d-te-be--ifttredttee-d

12

ift••!ttek--r,efterlll:·-~l!efflbly 1 -the-rer!eft-fflftkiftr,-,Mek-effer-er

13

rreffli,e 1 -,hell-1,e-deefflt'd•~ilty-ef-,el;eitetieft•ef--hrihery,

14

lf-ft")'·llle...,er-~f-the-tefteral-1!3!eMly-,hell-r.ive-hi,-vete·er ·

1S

iefltteftee--fer-er-ar,ai11,t-afty-111ea,Hre-er-rrere,itieft•reediftr.

16

ift·!tteh·teMerel-A!!em,ly,·er-effer,-r"'ffli,e-er-e,,eftt•,e--te

17

de,··ttre11--eeftditte11-tkat-My-etker•l!lefflber-will-r,ive-er-will

18

rreffli,e-er-a.1,ei,t-te-r,ive-ki,-vete-er•iftfltt!!'ftee-i.Pl-fever--ef

19

er--ar,aift,t··ftfty--ether-•111el!..!\ttre--er••rrere,itieft-reftdil'lr,-er

20

rrere,ee-te-be-ifttP~Meed-il'l·!HCh·r,eP1eral--8!l!elllbly,--er--ift

21

eeft!ideratieft••thst··MY•etker•ffleffll,er-hetk-iiveft·ki,-vete-er

22

iftfltteftee-fer-er-aeeift,t-sny-ether·Mea,ttre-er-rrere,itieft-ift

23

!Mek-r,eMrel -e.,i,ellll,ly 1 -he-5k11.U-be-dee!1ed•tlfil ty-ef·bPiheryt

24

lfflft•MY•fflell'J,er-ef•the-r,efteral-a,sefflbly,--er--per.teft••eleeted

2S

therete 1 --wke--,hall--he-•g11!lty--ef-either-ef-!lteh-effeft,e!

26

,hall-be-eiq,eiled 1 -Md-shell•ftet-he•thereafter--eli~ible--te

27

the•!ftlM•r,efteral-al!5ell'J,iyt-a11d,•eft•eeftvieti8ft•thereef-i11-the

?.8

eivil-eettrts,-,h11ll-l,e-}iiu,le-te-,ttek·fttrlher-peMlty-a,-llllly

29

be•-rre,erU,ed••by--hw, AfN ~llt-ffiCR OF

30

l'110, /IT

31

INFWENrn

32

BE

33

111E PRO•HSE OR GIVING OF A VO'fU OF N-KmlER l,011H:R OF TIIE

34

CT:NrnAL /\SSl:MllLY rm OR /\G,-\ll'-6T

35

~IEASUlE OR

36

PRO,HSE TIIERIDF, 1S illILTY OF BRIBERY AND SUJlJIJCT TO

37

PllHSIIMINr mEREroR AS

LAW.

/\NY sum

38

MB.ffiER OF 1HE GENERAL /\SSIMlll,Y, UPCJ,I CONVICTlOO OF

BRIBERY,

39

SJW,L

40

r.tNERAL ASSIMBLY.

TIMIJ, 0ITI:RS, PRO-IISfS, OR GIYrS HIS \IOTt OR

/IN(

roR OR AGAINST AfN ~EASllRI: PIJIDING OR PR0IU>ED TO

rnrnroocrn

BE

nm Ga,IEW, J\SSIJ.1BLY

IN

nrn GJ.i.lI:RAL /\SSH-IDLY,

IN CO~IOCRATIQ'-1 FOR

nm SAME ffi AfN

CTI11ER $.JOI

IN CONSIOCRATJON OF 00 1Hl~ OF VAUJE OR TIIE

IS

PllliSCRIBlID nY

sum

INELIGIBLE TO SERVU TIIPJIB/1.PTER /1.S A MIJ.IBER OF
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nm

Comment: This section was redrafted in a shortened and
streamlinedfonn and would, the Committee believes, accomplish
the. same purposes as prescribed in the existing section.
1

Section 41 of article V of the

2

~tate of f.olorndo is mnended to read:

'3

amstitution

Bribery of public officer.

Section 41.

of

the

Any person who

4

shall directly or indirectly offer, give, or promise any

5

money or thing of value,

6

pett,e!\lli•·adva!\te.te to any HIJU\ER OF 111E Gr.NEML i\SST7'mLY OR

7

TO AfN cmlJ:R Pl.ffiLlC OPFICEn IN

8

eHieer--er- -ll'e.,..i,e,- -e£· -tlte· ·gel'ler11l ·8sselllbly DEPARTHf:NT OF

9

STATE GOVEmO*,

te,tiffle1'ial,

to influence

nm
him

OR priviicgc, er

executive or

judicial

in the pcrfonnancc of any

10

of hi,; puhlic or official l"Ol'IERS OR duties, skall-l,e--deel!led

11

IS ·f!l.lilty of bribery and ee-J'lffli,l'led-il'l-!1:lek-1!111Mer-~-,k11H

12

be

13

f'Rl~CHJI\Ell by law,

SUHJTICT

TO

SUOI

PUNISIIMl3-IT

'TI!llUTOR

/'5

IS 1m,vlded

Comment: For the purposes of this final report, Article
V, Section 41 is amended; however, when considered as a concurrent resolution, Section 41 will be repealed and the version
shown here will be placed in Article XII, Section 7 (1).
Existing Article XII, Section 7 will be repealed and reenacted and the wording will become part of Article V, Section 2
(2). (See page 60.)
.
In addition to clarifring language, the words "personal
advantage" was struck in l ne 6 because the Committee believed the language is too broad. Should it be considered
bribery, for example, if a labor group promises a member of
the General Assembly its support in the next election if he
wo~ld support labor legislation?
1

Section 42 of article V of

2

state of Colorado ls llllcnded to read:

3

Section

42,

Corrupt

tho

constitution

of. the

solicitation of nx:mhcrs

and

4

officers. The offense of corrupt solicitation of merroers of

s

the general asscrrbly or of ~>lie ·officers of the

6

of any l!'lfflieipsl•dlvi,ieft POLITICAL SUBOIVISTCN thereof, and
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state

or

7

nny

ocrupation or practice of solicitatioo of such ITK'lllber s

8

or officers to influence their

9

defined

hy

lm, ,

nnd shall

official

action, sh.ill

be JUtished hy

finC',

be
Md

imprisoorrcnt, OR OOTII.

10

Comment: For the purposes of . this final report, Article
V, Section 42 is amended; however, when introduced, Section
42 will be repealed and the amended version shown above will
become Article XII, Section 7 (2), since it pertains to officers in general. Existing Article XII, Section 7, on oath
of office for legislators, will become part of Article V,
Section 2 (2). lSee page 60.)
The amendment in line 6, in which "political subdivision"
is substituted for "municipal division", broadens the scope
of covereage of this section. In lines 9 and 10, the amendmend changes the punishment for corrupt solicitation to fine,
imprisonment, or both, rather than just fine and imprisonment.
1

2
3

Section 43 of article V of the constitution of t ho
state of Colomdo is 1111cndcd to read:
Sect ion

~~mber

43.

interested

sha ll

not

vote.

A

4

mcni>er who has a personal or pt'ivate interest in any rreasure

5

or bi 11 propo~ed or pending before

6

shall disclose

7

rrcmher, and 9l,aH-11et-vete· -tnet'e~,

8

VOTING

9

FR<J,I VITTtNG TO FIX

10

the

TIIERID'I.

fact

to

the

general

a~scmbly,

the house of which he is a
MJ\Y

BE

EXOJSED

FRCJ.f

11ltS PROV1S10N 91ALL 001' CXOJSE J\ SENJ\Tffi
TIil:

SALARY

OR

EXFmiE ALL<l'fANCf.S

or

~iDlllEJt<i OF A SlIDStQUINT GrNERJ\L NiSl~ffiLY.

Comment: The amendments to Section 43 address themselves
to the two problems discussed below pertaining to conflict of
interest.
(1) Conflict of Interest in General. There is need to
modify the present absolute prohibition on voting when a member has a "personal or private" interest in a bill.
For example, the existing language of Section 43 requires
all members to disclose "personal or private interests" in
measures before the General Assembly and to refrain from voting on such measures. However, the Committee believes these
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prohibitions may be too inflexible and
stance, the provision could be carried
bidding all legislators from voting on
they happen to be taxpayers and, thus,
ests in the outcome.

unrealistic. For into the extreme of fora tax-bill because
have personal inter-

More realistically, however, the inflexibility of the
provision does not allow a member to differentiate between
obvious conflicts of interest, i.e., voting for or against a
bill because personal monetary gain or loss is at stake, and
the more nebulous areas which constantly confront part-time
legislatorso An example of the latter is the legislator who
also happens to be a school teacher. Does this circumstance
mean that he must refrain from voting on a bill which may
grant school teachers the right to enter into collective barg~i~ing agre~ments with local school boards? Obviously, forb1d1nq a legislator to vote on this basis would be extreme.
But similar questions have been raised due to the existence of
this section.
The amendatory language -- "MAY BE EXCUSED FROM VOTING
THEREON." (lines 7-8) -- would not necessarily prohibit individual legislators from voting in such instances; instead, a
realistic determination could be made based on individual circumstances rather than an inflexible constitutional provision.
Legislative rule could spell out areas of conflict or provide
procedures for determining when conflicts exist.
(2) Conflict lfhen Holdover Senators Vote Own Salary
Increases. The intent of the amendments to Sections 6 and 30
and the repeal of Section 9 is to permit all legislators to
realize salary and expense allowance increases at the commencement of each new General Assembly, and not tie such increases to their tenns of office as at present.
The problem of conflict of interests arise if holdover
Senators are allowed to vote their own increases in compensation, effective at the commencement of a new General Assembly.
However, under the recommended amendatory language by the Committee ~the last sentence), holdover Senators would be required to vote such increases, which would expressly provide
that holdover Senators not only can vote on bills for such
increases, but cannot be excused from voting. The Committee's
action is further substantiated by an opinion from the Colorado Attorney General.
In a written opinion submitted to the Committee on the
question of whether a conflict of interest would exist if
holdover Senators voted their own increases in compensation,
Mr. Dunbar ruled that such situations would not represent
conflicts of interest if the electorate removed such restric-
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tions by adopting Section 30, as amended. However, Mr. Dunbar
said that specific language authorizing holdover Senators to
vote on such questions would be advisable for two reasons:
(1) It would eliminate any doubt as to whether
withdrawal of the negative prohibition carried with
it the concommittant affinnative power to so act;
(2) It would overcome the fear that the legislators were 11 trying to pull a fast one." (Attorney
General's Opinion 71-4625).
1
2

Section

of article V of Ute constitution of the

44

state of Colorado is amcnclcd to r ead:
Section 44.

3

Hc-pre'-<.'Jttativcs

congre<;s,

in

4

n~'l't',eAtative-ll'l-lfte-eeA~r~~,-ef-t'ke-Yftited-State,-,hall-1,e

5

eleeted--freffl•lfte-,tate-at-larr.e-at-tke-fir,t-eleetieft-~Ader

6

thi,-e~a,•it~tieft1 •aAd-tl\erea£ter-at-,tteh•t\Jlle!•·Md-·plaee,

7

Md--iA-!Heh-l!lllN!e~-a,-IM)'-~e-~re,eribed-ey-law, 111E GF~~ERAL

8

J\5SDD3LY SHALL DIVIDE TIIE STATI: It-ITO /\5

g

msr1crs

/\5

TIIERE

Mt

~IA'N

CCNmt.55100\1,

ru:rRESENrATivr:S

IN

coNrnFAss

10

1\ProrrrrnNED

11

STATI:S

12

FROM EACTI IHSmICT. · When a nei~ apport ionmcnt shall

13

by congress the general assembly shall divide the state lnto

14

congrc~sional districts accordingly.

Comment:
modernized.
1

TO 1111S STATI! IW 111E CONGRESS

or- lllE llNITID

RlR 111E I:.U:CTTON OF ONE REPRESINTATIVE TO CCNGIU:SS
~

made

Obsolete language was struck and the section
Section

45.

General

as~c-irbly,

The general assenoly

2

shall consist of not more than thirty-five members of the

3

senate and of not more than sixty-five members of the house

4

of representatives, one to be elected from each senatorial

S

and ead1 representative district, respectively,

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
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1

46,

Section

Senatorial and representative districts.

2

The state shal 1 be divided

3

representative districts as there are members of the senate

4

and house of representatives respectively, each district

5

each house having a population as nearly equal as may be, as

.~.

into

as

many -senatorial

and

in

required by the constitution of the United States.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
Section

1

Col11}10sition of districts.

47,

Ead1 district

2

shall he as compact in area as possible and shall consist of

3

contiguous whole general election precincts.

4

the

5

the general assEJnbly to

6

population requirements of section 46, no part of one county

7

shall

8

districts.

9

if any, in legislative districts, shall be as prescribed by

10

sane house shall not overlap.

be

Districts

of

I.:x.ccpt when declared

be necessary

to meet

by

the equal

added to all or part of another cotmty in forming
When cot.nty boundaries are changed, adjustments,

law.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1
Z

3

Section

48 of 11rticle V of the constitution of the

state of C:olorndo is ;imcndcd to rc11d:
Section 48.

Revision ru1cl altcr:itinn of districts.

ri

Ji.l'O:ll{J\U:LY following official rohlication of

7

cnuncrntion of the

populittion of

8

or=r:1cJJ\L J:N\It,.Il]u\Tm~

DISmtcr A:~n

~

r,cncral

a~semhly sh.111

lO

hound;irics

11

according

s tatc •

fr,lcral
lNCUlfllNG

IJLOCK STATISTIC',,

the

establish or revise and alter the

of senatorial
to

the

ead1

(1)

and

:representative

districts

the provisions of sections 46 and 47, RlIT TIIE
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'>IIAl.L

FOl.t.r \m:<;

Cl.Nl ltAL /1!>.',IJ.ijll,Y

n

II.Ill Ui\l,

1•1

',Ttlfl .. ,\ftcr forty-five dny,; fron the hc{!inning of c-nd1 c:uch

IS

r c-r,11 l nr c:c-;-;ion , no ll'K.'mhcr of the r.cncr.il nc;c:cmhly shnll

111

rnt it led

17

receive ;my pnymcnt for snlnry or cxpcnscc:,

IR

rnc,nhc-r he clir,ihle to c:uccced himself In office , unJc-c:,; and

J'l

tmtil such revision ancl alteration shnll have b<'C'n m:ide ,

JO

SO fl,IJ.Y

ry,;CJ:

12

Jllr.1;-.rHAI, I.NUIUJV\J'lnN OF TIii.

to

or

cnm

IJ\Cl I

,~)ltllATJ()~ fll· ·n1r.

ho

nn}' co1111cnc:ntion for hf,; c:crviccc: or

nor

shnl 1

:tfl)'

Comment: In order to eliminate some of the recent confusion as to when redistricting must be completed and the
type of data needed, the Committee recommends the clarifying
language found in lines ~-8.
Additionally, the new wording in lines 11-14 provides
that the General Assembly shall redistrict only once following the federal dicennial enumeration; however, it would not
prevent a court from so doing.

-l

(2) Each parngraph , sentc-nce and clau.c;c of sections 45,

2

~6, 47 and '18 shnl 1 be deemed to be severable from all other

3

ports thereof and shall be intl'rpreted to prcsc-l"V'C ,

4

p r imary ~ · ; e

5

districts.

6

jtter,meftt• -el'· ·:IM<'liei11 I· -deehratieft• -rert11 ,,dnr,--te-,~ dell~

, 7

"ereby-,erellle,lvrieP·t'l-l~-h Ut:tPe·ef-1!lu,-F-t11te-eE-€ele1'11tle-te

tJ1croof,

Nothing in

the

soid sections eentainedJ--neP--My

eenthset-11-ee11,1-1~•i11-l81l&-11nd-,td,!lef1Ht111t-ye11r, 1 shall

9

the

the

tJ1c

creation of slm:lc mrnbcr

8

validity of l:ll"!I

as

at

affect

any tiirc enacted hy the general

1(1

nsscmhl y or by

rcoplc on any

subject not directly

11

pertaining to legisl ative districting or opportionmcnt.

Comment: The deleted language on lines 5-8 eliminates
obsolete language.
Article V, Section 49 was divided into three subsections.
1

2

Section

49 of article V of the constitutioo of the

state of Colorado is amended to read:
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~

Section 49,

Appointment of

state auditor •

term •

4

qualifications

5

majority vote of tl1e members electrd to and setving in each

6

house,

7

affiliation, a state auditor, who

8

public accnuntant

9

seJVe for a tenn of five years and until

shnll

•

<lutics.

11,e general asseJli)ly, by a

(1)

appoint,

without

licensed

and qualified.

to

regard
shall be

to political
a

certified

practice in this state, to
his

successor is

10

appointed

11

ll!'J!eifttJ!leftt·a!·!tate~aHditeP•fe,-Me,e-thM·•twe--eel'l!e~t!ve

12

teP1'19y•-eP•·£e,--al'fl9ifttJllent-eP election to any other p.ilillc

13

office in this state

14

1-1hile serving as state auditor. Md-feP·t'Wl'l-yen!•feHewll'lf,

15 ·

the-temi1iaHel'l·eE-hb·!lertiee!l·a!-!lf~-state-•aHdH.e,,

16

may be ranovcd for cause at any time by a two·tldrds vote of

17

the mcmhers elected to and serving in each house.

lie

shell

from which

be ineligible

for

CC111pensation ls derived

lie

Comment: The effect of the amendments to Section 49 (1)
are to remove the two term limitation for the State Auditor
(lines 11, 12, 14, and 15) and to pennit the State Auditor to
be hired by the state upon leaving office.

The Committee believes the current restrictions should
no longer apply.
1

It

(Z)

shell be hi! 111E duty Of 111E STA'rr: AlffilTOH to

Z

cnnduct post audits of all financial

3

accounts

4

and

S

o<i.tcational

6

section 14 of article

7

perform similar or related <luties with respect to sud,

8

political subdivisions of the state es shall

9

ture be rB4uired of him by law.

Comment:
guage.

transoction,;

end

kept by or for all departments, offlc«:-s, agencies,

institution.,;

o!

the

state

government,

including

institutions notwithstanding the provisions of
IX of

tl1i,; constitution,

and to

from time to

The new wording on line 1 is clarifying lan-
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l

(3)

Not ll'Ore

than three meniJers of the s tnff of the

2

state auditor shall be exempt £ran the ela95ified- -eivi1

3

!eP'Viee Pf.RS~CL f.YSTIJ.1 OP TI II! STATE.

Comment: The words "personnel system of the state" was
substituted for "civil service" to accord with the constitutional provision adopted in November, 1970.

ARTICLE X
l
2

Secti on

12 of article X of the constitution of t he

state of Colorado is rcpcaloo.

3

Seetieft•l~,--R~J'!?Pl-ef-5tate-treasMrer, --lM--treasMrer

4

shall-keep-a-sepa,ate-aeeel:ll'lt·ef-eaeh-fl:ll'ld•ift•lus-hafte.,f•aftd

5

,nall;·at-the•eftd~f-eaek•ett1arter-ef-the-fiseal•yea,,-,epert

6

te--tke--ieveffler--i"·Wl'it:lftt,•ti11der-eath1•the-8111eMP1t-ef-all

7

lll!lfteys-ift-hi,-hMe.s-te-the-eredit-ef-every•-stteh--ftffld 1 --aftd

8

V'le--plaee•-lfflere--tlle--saJ11e•-are-kert-er-deJ'8Sited,-Md-tke

9

fttilffler-Md•affl61:fflt-ef-eve-ry-wana"t-reeeivedy-Md-t1'1e•-fttflffler

10

Md••!lffl8ttftt--e£--every--warraftt--paid--tkerefrem--clttriftg-tke

11

~ttarter,--Swearin~-false}y--te--afty--5ttM·-repert-·skall--be

12

deeP11ed--perjtt-ryr• ·l'he-~vel'l'leP·shall-eattse-every-stteh-Pepert

13

te-be•-ifflffll!diately--pttbli!hed--in--at--least-•efte••fte~parer

14

priftted--at--the--seat--ef--gevel"l'll!leftt1•aftd•ethentise-as-tJ,e

15

ge11eral-asseffll,ly-1114y--reqtiire,•·•The--r,efterlll•-asse11bly~-JMY

16

previde--by--law-ftfl'tl'ler-,e~atieM-fer-the-safekeeping-aftd

17

Mll!\ageJ11eftt--ef--the--pttl,lie--md.,--i:ft--the--hane.s--ef---the

18

treasttreP,--h~t,•·Mtwith!tMdiftt••My--,tte.h•replstiel'll•the

19

treastrrer-arid-his--,ttreties•-shu1--ift•-al1•-ell5e9••be•-held

Comment: Article X, Section 12 is repealed, and that
wording, with some modernizing changes; is included in Article IV, Section 16 (See page 50, lines 4-16).
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ARTICLE XII
1

Section

7 of

of Colorado

2

state

3

Af,8:t.J11'VITS , to re ad:

4

~cctJon

7.

article
is

XI I of the con~dtutJon of the

l!f:Pl./\Ll:D

/\NO

Jll.lNACfTD,

(1} Any

Bribery - corn.rpt -;olicitation.

S

person who shall directly or

6

pronisc

7

mrmher of the

8

officer in tJic cxeo1tive or judicial department of the stntc

9

i:ovcrmirnt,

any money

10

his pt~>lic or

11

bribery

12

prescribed by law.

1

assC'mhly or

to

any

other

official

J10l1crs
to

or

dutil'<; ,

such p,11ic;hmcnt

Is

p.1blic

r,11\lty

tJ1ercfnr

of

as; 1';

The offense of corrupt solicitation of ITW..'!l'flers of

2

the

P,cncrnl

3

of

4

prnct ice of solid tAtion of such

S

influence their official actloo, sh:tll

6

Md shnll he punished by fine, imprisonment, nr both.

MY

or

influence him in tlic F,rfom.111cc of nny of

and sub j ect

(Z}

givt',

or thing of value, or privilege, to any

general

to

indiroctly offer,

WI111

a<;sanhly or of puhlic officers of the state or

rolitlcnl -;uhdivision thereof, .,nd any ora.rpntloo or
rrcmhers or officcrc; to
he

defined by

lnw,

1

~Pet ie11- ~,•-~II ~1,-,,f •fflt'llllH•J'!l •llf• tePI• Ptl l · ll!l'lt'~,l,,i,rr • -rYe'P)'

2

l!le!N'ler•·11f--l>,e-r.er1e,11l-a,,elllkly-,k11Jl-~~f11rP•ke-~•"'~-M?"'"

3

ki!l-effteilll-dMties-tnke-aft•eal>,-e?-affi1'111At;lffl--te-•!lttrJ'lf'IPt

4

the--eeMtitMtieft--ef--the-~ited-~tate,-111\d-e~-the-,tAte-~f

s

~}erade 1 -Md•te - fnithtttlly-rerfe1'1!1-t~~ -d~tie!l•ef-ki~-~ff ♦ee

6

seeerdiftt••te--tke--l,e!lt•-ef--ki!l··s~jlity,---Tki~--~11th--eP

7

sffiP1118tie11--!lkllll--&e•edidfti,Mred-iJl-tke-hsl)-ef-the-heM!!e

8

te-wkieJii-the-lN!~e?-!lkall-kAve-~ef'ft•e}eeted.

Comment: The present wording of this section was dele•
ted and moved to Article V, Section 2 (2) (page 60) because.
it was f~lt that the subject-matter more properly belongs in
the Legislative Article rather than remaining in Article XII
which pertains to public officers in general.
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The amendatory langUage in this section is the existing
wording of Article V, Section 41 (see page 83) which is now
Section 7 (1) and Article V, Section 42 (see page 83) which
is now Section 7 (2).
These sections, as is the case of the
existing Section 7, were moved to Article XII because it was
felt that the subject-matter of these provisions applie~ t o
public officials in general, and should not remain in the
Legislative Article.
~ctlon 11 of article XI I of the constitut iCI\ of the

1

2

state of rolorado is 11mcndcd to read:

3

:,cctJ on

11 .

mectc<l puhl le officcr~ - tenn - sal11ry -

t.n !AW SII/\IJ, EXTI:NO 111f! Tl:RM OF

4

vacancy.

5

Of'FIO]l J\F11:R IIIS F.LECTl ON Oil

6

SAfJ\lff

7

m~mr:ASP.D f"(JRING

8

r.Lrr.rED,

nr

NN

J\l'l'Ol NTI-ENT,

[LF.cn:o PUIIL IC OFFicrn
ll(E TF.J'-1 or Of'flCL

EXr.lJYr lllAT SP.NJ\TORS

F.LI.:cmo IUUL[C

NN

Nm

BP.

~IJ\LL

nm

11'-K:RfA'iF.n <lR

FOR MUOI (IE W/15

SERVING SERVING

I N mo

•9

SJCClSSIVE cmrr:RAL A.')-51"1-IBLIES SHALL Rf;(HVE TIIE

10

EXPENSE J\l,1..()1•/MCES PRC\/ mm BY Lt\W FCJl. MIMltRS OF ti\O I sua I

11

f.lNl:RAL ./\SSl.}llLY .

12

to

13

term w r ing _w hich the vacai:icy oco1rred ,

nn

SAlJ\RY AND

Tho term of office of any of fice r elected

a vacancy !ihall tcnninatc at the e,qiiratia,

of

the

The amendato.ry language to Article XII, Section
Article V, Section 30, as
For comment on the substantive changes to Section 30,

Comment~

11 is basically the language of

amended.

see page 76.

EFFECIIVE DATE
1

This lllllCn<lment shall

take effect Jamiory 1,

197S ;

2

except

that the amendments to section 16 of article IV nn<l

3

sections 19 and 29 of art i cl e V, an<l the r epeal of section

4

33 of art icle V end section 12 of articl e X, shall take

S

effect July 1, 197S,

Comment: The amendments to Article V, Sections 19 and 29
have an effective date of July l, 1975, because both sections
require legislation to be passed to become operative~ ~ Se ct ion
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19 (uniform effective date for bills) and Section 29 (acquisition of facilities pursuant to contract). The amendment to
Article IV, Section ¥6 and the repeal of Article V, Section 33
and Article X, Section 12 have an effective date of July 1,
1975, in order to confo:nn with the fiscal year. A new version
of Article IV, Section 16 changes the financial reporting practices of the state. Organizationally speaking, the revised
Section 16 includes the present language of Article V, Section
33 and Article X, Section 12.
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Citizen's Conference on Colorado Legislature
The Citizen's Conference on Colorado Legislature (CCCL)
is a non-profit Colorado Corporation founded in 1972 for the
purpose of helping to improve the legislative process in
Colorado.
The Board of Directors of the CCCL adopted a resolution
earlier this fall containing recommendations on what it believes to be some needed changes in the Colorado legislative
process. The Board's recommendations are preliminary to the
principal report which is to be made available possibly by
January, 1973. The text of the nine recommendations follow.
The Committee recommends that six of the nine items (3,
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) be included as part of the Committee's 1972
final report. Committee coimnents under the remaining iteu
(1, 2, and 4) are inserted.
ing:

The Citizen's Conference recommendations are the follow11

1.

The Colorado General Assembly be asked to provide

adequate facilities for all essential legislative

puxposes.

With exception to the legislative leaders,
there is a serious lack of facilitie s for
individual legislators. They have only
their desk in the House and the Senate
Chambers. They have no phones, little
privacy and are subject to much interference. Too many seek the privacy of public places for conferences, which does not,
in all cases, contribute to constructive
legislation. Colorado should provide adequate facilities for the legislators and
required staff. The legislators should
provide the time, effort and know how to
deal more efficiently with our legislative challenges.

<DMMITTEE RESFONSE:

The Committee has
been and is working on this problem, as
evidenced from its space recommendations
in this report.
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11

2.

The CoJorado General Assembly be asked to amend
its rocedures to rovide for more re resentative
an respons ve egis at ve part c pa
e
&:idget process.
Too few control too much.
The six members of the Joint Budget Committee cannot
be fully infonned on all aspects of all
state programs and expenditures. The
work load of the six committee members is
too great to provide qualified decisions
in the period of time allowed. The Committee needs to benefit through greater
participation of the legislative body;
either through additional members or sharing the work load with the Standing Reference Committees.

Q)MMITTEE RESPONSE: IA.lring the 1973 Session, the Senate is going to attempt to
involve its members in the budgetary process to a g reater extent by having each
standing committee review its subjectmatter area of the budget and make appropriate recommendations t o the Joint
Budget Committee.
11

3.

The Colorado General Assembly be asked to amend
its procedures to rerire a minimum of two ieglsIative days notice o the agendas for committee
meetings and hearings.
The posting of time and places for co11111ittee meetings is an improvement, but the
lack of adequate time discourages citizens
from remote areas of the state to participate. Two days is a minimum to provide
people in such places as Durango and Meeker, equal opportunity for legislative
input to these committee hearings.

"4.

The Colorado General Assemblv be asked to amend its
~rocedure to regui re the use of an Electric Roll
all Recorder in each House.
An Electric Recorder would save time on
voting and would provide an error free
record on each roll call. A majority of
the states have already adopted such
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methods of recording votes and so far, as
we can determine, no state has stopped
using this method of recording votes.

(X)MMITTEE RESPONSE: More financial data
should be presented before a final decision can be made. The Committee on Legislative Procedures previously studied
this matter in 1969, including the costs
involved.!/
"5.

The Colorado General
ures to re
The committee votes are often highly important. Constituents have a right to
know how their representative votes on
any question. Recording committee votes
would have a tendency to open up the legislative process.

"6.

The Colorado General Assembly be asked to amend its
rocedures to require Parallel Standing Committees
n each House.

1

This would reduce the complexity of the
legislature and aid in the coordination
of legislative activities between the
counter parts in both houses. It could
provide for joint interim committee activities which would more directly result
in greater productivity at less cost.
Provisions could also be made to reduce
the committee assignments for the individual legislator, and for the reduction
in the number of members, making up each
commjttee.

y

Legislative Procedures in Colorado, Part IV, Colorado
Legislative Council, Research Publication No. 1~6, pp. xx,
23 and 24.
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"7.

The Colorado House of Re resentatives be asked to
amen its roce res to erm1t a ma or t o
e
mem ers O any committee to rero1re t e
airman
to place any committee bill beore the committee
for consideration within a reasonable period of
time.

We believe that the committee, as a whole,
should have a greater influence in the
management of the committee's activities.
We do not believe that a bill should be
pocketed at the discretion of the Chairman alone.
11

8.

The Colorado House of Representatives be asked to
amend its procedures of the Rules Committee to
provide that all bills referred to the Rules Committee be referred for action by the House of
Representatives in an orderly manner and in any
event within the session of the legislature in
which such bill was referred to the Rules Commit~•

Number 7 above calling for the majority
rule within a committee could, of course,
have a great influence on any committee,
not excluding the Rules Committee; however, we felt that every bill should be
placed before the legislative body as a
whole. We believe that the Rules Committee should have at its discretion, the
right to determine how best to orderly
manage the calendar, and therefore, we
avoided the automatic calendar. We believe that every bill should be introduced within a reasonable period of time
at the same session of the legislature in
which the subject bill was referred to
the Rules Committee. This recommendation,
here again, avoids the pocket veto, but
leaves the Rules Corrmittee the right to
detennine, within reason, when any given
bill is to be heard.
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"9.

That the Colorado General Assembly be asked to
refer to the people a Constitutional Amendment
relieving the Lt. Governor of any legislative
responsi ilities.
The Lt. Governor's position in the Senate
restricts his legislative activities, and
also handicaps the leadership within the
Senate. We believe the Lt. Governor can
better serve the people of the state directing his time and efforts to the administrative phase of the government and
that the Senate could be more productive
if it could determine its own leadership.
The executive branch of govemment can
better detennine its own liaison with the
legislative branch. Action should be
taken in the next session of the legislature in order to get the Constitutional
Amendment on the ballot in 1974.
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I

"Colorado Sunshine Act of 1972"
The voters of the State of Colorado adopted the "Colorado Sunshine Act of 1972" at the General Election held on
November 7, 1972.
The Act is intended to accomplish three things; one, to
require public officials to disclose their financial interests;
two, to regulate lobbyists and those who hire lobbyists; and,
three, to expand existing statutory requirements for conducting govemmental business at open meetings.
A number of questions and problems were raised conceming the Act by many interested parties. Therefore, the Committee submitted the following letter to the Attorney General
for his opinion:
"November 29, 1972
"Mr. Duke W. Dunbar
Attorney General
104 State Capitol
Denver, Colorado 80203
"Dear Mr. Dunbar:
"On behalf of the Legislative Council Committee on Legislative
Procedures, I respectfully request your opinion on the following questions concerning the 'Colorado Sunshine Act of 1972':
"l. Is there an invasion of a right of privacy by the
requirement that the specified public officials disclose the
income, property, business and financial interests, offices
and fiduciary relationships, creditors, and interests in businesses doing business with the state as pertains to the spouse
and any child, especially where the spouse and/or child may
have acquired the same independently of the official?
"2. Does the tenn •court of record' apply to municipal
'courts of record', including municipal courts in home-rule
cities and towns which maintain records of proceedings?
"3. If the answer to question No. 2 is in the affirmative, does the disclosure requirement pertain to part-time
municipal judges of 'courts of record'?
4. Does the omission of disclosure of a child's interest in any business that does business with the state create
an 'unequal treatment' of the laws situation which would inval11
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idate either that paragraph or the entire field of disclosure
of interests, etc., other than as to the public official?
5. Does the requirement that the official disclose the
names of principals for whom his associate is an agent for
compensated lobbying purposes if the official derives any benefit, directly or indirectly, modify the law of agency or the
attorney-client confidential relationship, or does it require
the performance of an unlawful or impossible act on the part
of the official, and therefore invalid?
11

"6. Does the disclosure of property in this stSote violate the 'unequal treatment' provision of tne~.
nstitution when it does not also require such a disclosure of property outside this state?
"7. Under the regulation of lobbyists, do the provisions
of 63-8-2 {l), which apply to persons receiving contributions
or making expenditures for lobbying, control over the provisions of subsection {3) thereof, which apply only to persons
soliciting, collecting, or receiving money or other things of
value for lobbying?
8 . Is a lobbyist who makes expenditures for lobbying
purposes required to file statements under 63-8-2 as well as
registering and filing statements under 63-8-4?
11

"9. Does the provision on lobbying, which is the portion
which applies to influencing decisions, etc., of any board or
commission delegated rule-making authority 'by the general
assembly• apply to influencing of the Public Utilities Commission (as an example) which has been granted rule-making authority by the state constitution?
"10. Does that same provision violate the 'equal protection' clause since it does not apply to a single officer having rule-making power - such as the Executive Director of the
Department of Revenue, the Insurance Commissioner, the Savings and Loan Commissioner, etc.?
ll. Is a person making a contribution, which is an
•expenditure' by definition, to an organization which must
file under 63-8-2, also required to make a filing as to his
'expendi tuns'?
11

"12. Do the provisions of 63-8-2 (3) apply to newspapers
and other portions of the media, in view of the fact they solicit and collect money (subscriptions) to be used directly or
indirectly for influencing legislation (through editorials,
columnists, and local or syndicated writers)?
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"13. Although a 'political committee' is exempt under
63-8-2 (3) from filing statements of contributions and expenditures, is a member or an employee of the political committee
subject to the requirements of 63-8-4?
"14. Although a state official or an elected public official is exempt from registration under 63-8-4, is he subject to 63-8-2 if he receives money (such as reimbursement of
travel expenses) to aid in or influence the passage or defeat
of legislation, etc.?
"15. Do the disclosure requirements of 63-8-4 modify
the law of agency and/or the attorney-client confidential relationship and, if so, are either of such requirements thereby invalid?
16. Does 63-8-6 apply to the employment of a previously
full-time state employee, rather than a state employee working
full-time at the time the employment agreement is made?
11

"17. Does 63-8-6 require the filing of a statement if a
lobbyist, after a session, employs a person who was employed
by the general assembly only during a session?
"18. Do the two references to •employee' in 63-8-6 exclude those persons who are 'officers' under the definitions
thereof by the Colorado Supreme Court?
"19. If the answer to the prior question is in the affirmative, does this constitute a violation of the •equal protection' clause?
"20. Comparing the language of 63-8-8 and 63-8-2 (3) (c},
does 63-8-8 permit a contingent agreement on the defeat of any
rule, standard, rate, or decision of a board or commission?
"21. Does 63-8-8 prohibit private contracts {not connec ted with lobbying) which may be contingent on the passage
or defeat of proposed legislation, such as the purchase of
land contingent upon the passage or defeat of land use legislation or the obtaining of a permit, or the like by a rulemaking board or commission.?
11

22.

Do the provisions of 3-33-2 of the Open Meetings

Law:

"a. P.rohibit any two legislators from discussing at any
time or at any place public business (such as a bill before
the general assembly} in private and without giving prior
notice and otherwise complying with the other provisions of
the section?
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b. Prohibit a department or division head, or the governor or lieutenant governor, from discussing public business
with his staff or taking fonnal action in private and without
public notice, etc.?
11

c. Prohibit the attorney general, or his deputy or any
assistant from discussing legal matters or strategy with any
state agency in private and without public notice, etc.?
11

"d. Prohibit the Supreme Court or any other judicial
body from conducting conferences, discussing pending cases,
and the like in private and without such compliance?
e. Prohibit any grand jury from conducting its proceedings and taking evidence in private and without such compliance?
11

"f. Prohibit a political caucus of legislators and/or
other public officials to discuss political strategy or to
discuss partisan politics and policies behind closed doors
and without such compliance?

9. Supersede any provisions of the 'Open Records Law',
being Article 2 of Chapter 113, C.R.S. 1963 (1969 Supp.), relative to confidential records?
11

h. Require the recording (whether by electronic means,
court reporter, or shorthand steno notes) and the transcription of the same for public inspection?
11

"i.

Re qui re the keeping of verbatim or summary minutes?

23. If the minutes must be transcribed, are they subject to the provisions of section 113-2-5 (1969 Supp.), relating to copying, etc.?
11

"24. Does this Open Meetings Law supersede in all respects 3-19-1 (the 1963 Public Meetings Law) as to state agencies?
11
25. Does this Open Meetings Law apply to any unit of
local government or to school districts?

26. Under 3-33-2 (b) and (c), what time period constitutes 'timely' and 'reasonable advance• notice?
11

"27. Does 3-33-2 (f) grant jurisdiction to municipal
courts of record jurisdiction to issue injunctions to enforce
this law against state agencies?
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"28. Under 3-32-2 ( l) ( b), how specifically must a source
of income be identified (for example, is a public official who
is a member of a partnership required to disclose only the
partnership as the source or must each customer, client, patient, etc., be named)1
29. What constitutes a 'financial interest' in any insurance policy which must be disclosed if in excess of $5,000?
Does this term apply to the amount of coverage (as in term
life, fire, casualty insurance) or the prepaid premium amount
(such as fidelity, fire, etc.), or only to a cash surrender
value (as in ordinary or 20-year life insurance)?
11

30. Is an act which takes effect January 1, 1973, retrospective in its operation where it requires disclosure of 1972
contributions, income, and expenditures?
11

31. What is the meaning of the phrase •forty-five days
after the passage of this article'? Does the 'passage' refer
to the November 7 general election, the date of the governor's
proclamation, or the January l, 1973 effective date?
11

"We will appreciate your opinion on these questions as
soon as possible, and, under the circumstances, we would appreciate your opinions first on Question 31 and the Open Meetings
Law, then the Public Official's Disclosure Law, and then the
Regulation of Lobbyists Law if you prefer to issue separate
opinions.
"Yours very truly,

/ s/ Harold

L.

Chainnan"
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"A Model Act Relatinq to Interference
with the Legislative Process'
At the National Legislative Conference (NLC)
meeting in Salt Lake City in 1970, attention was
focused on the problems of security arrangements
in legislatures. As a result of this concem, an
NLC Committee on Legislative Security was appointed to draft a model act relating to legislative security. After two years of work, •A Model
Act Relating to Interference with the Legislative
Process" was approved this fall by the Conmittee
which is chaired by Colorado Senator Fred Anderson.
The NLC Committee on Legislative Security
prepared comments explaining the intent of the
majority of subsections of the model act. The
act and the comments were presented to the Committee on Legislative Procedures for review. The
Committee recommends the bill to the General Assembly. The following is a text of the bill
along with comments.
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A lHLL FOR AN ACT

I

CONCERN ING H-ITERFERLNCE WITII TIIE LEGISLATIVE PllOCESS.
Be it enac ted

~

SECl'ION 1.

the General Assembly of the Stat e of Colorado:
Chapt er 63, Colorado Revised St atutes

1963 ,

as

ame11dccl, is ame11clc<l UY Tl □2 ADDITION Or: A NEW ARTICLH t o read:

ARTICLE 10
INTEIU:ERENCE WITH TIO: LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
63-10-1.

mi sc.lcmeanors,

Interference
(1)

with

the

legislative

Prevention of meetin13 .

with

others

i11tcrfcre11cc ,

frau<l,

i.J1<lcpe11<le11tly

1.01lawfu l

will fully

either

i.Jttimidation,
act

or

-

A person is guilty of

interfering with the l egislative process when
concert

process

by
by

he alone or

in

force ,

physical

means

of

any

pr events or attempts to prev~nt the

gc11eral assembly, e ither house thereqf, or any coJTJnittee

of

the

1:encral assembly or ei thcr house thereof from roocting .

Comment: This section would apply
only to legislative meetings as distinguished from the typical penal statute
which is applicable to all lawful meetings. The phrase "attempts to prevent"
is intended to cover situations where
the meeting was not prevented but was
delayed or made more difficult.
(2)

Disturbance of

meeting.

(a)

A person is guilty of

i.J1tcrferil11_! with the lc£islative process when
co11ccrt with

alone

or

in

others willfully distur bs , disrupts, or interferes

with, or attempts to disturb, disrupt,
sessi on ,

he

mceti.11g ,

or

interfere with,

any

or proceeding of the general assembly , either
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house thereof, or any corrnnittee of the general assembly or either
house thereof, whether within or outside the presence of the
general assembly, either house thereof, or any such committee by
and of the following acts:
Engaging in violent,

(b)

tumultuous,

or

threatening

behavior;
Using abusive or obscene language or making an obscene

(c)
gesture;

(d) Making tmreasonable noise;
Congregating with other persons and refusing to comply

(e)

with a lawful order of the police or security officer to
disperse;
(f)

Perfonning any other act which disturbs, disrupts,

interferes with,

or

or is likely to disturb, disrupt, of interfere

with, any such session, meeting, or proceeding.
Comment: The prohibited conduct
would also constitute disorderly conduct
under the typical general penal statute.
The particular acts specified cover the
most common types of disruption and a
catch-all clause is also included. This
section is also intended to cover situations where the meeting was not prevented
but was delayed or made more difficult.
(3)

Destruction of documents.

A person is

r.uilty of

interfering with tlw legislative process when he alone or in
concert with others willfully and without legal authority takes,
obtains, ~~thholds,

destroys,

defaces, or alters any official

document or record of the general assembly, either house thereof,
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or any colTllli.ttee of the general assembly or either house thereof,
which disrupts or interferes with the ftn1ctioning of the general
assembly or either house or comnittee thereof.

Comment: This section would apply
only to official documents or records of
the legislative body and its committee,
as distinguished from the records of individual legislators. Damage or destruction of the latter ordinarily would not
disrupt the functioning of the body or
its committees and, in any event, would
be covered by the general penal statutes
relating to vandalism, larceny, malicious
mischief, etc.
(4)

Destruction of other property. A person is guilty of

interfering with the legislative process when he alone or in
concert with others and without legal authority takes, obtains,
withholds, possesses, destroys, or defaces any real or personal
property owned or used by the general assembly, either house
thereof, or any COTI'ITlittee or agency of the general assembly or
either house thereof.
~

Comment: This section would put legislative property in a special category
from other state or private property.
The word 11 agency" is intended to include
legislative reference services, bill
drafting commissions, research bureaus,
or any body performing similar services
for the legislature.
(5)

Unauthorized stay or conduct. A person is guilty of

interfering with the legislative process when he,

alone or in

concert with others and without ·l egal authority or proper
authorization, refuses to leave any part of the
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chamber,

galleries,

or offices

of

the general assemhly or either house

thereof or building in ,,hich sud1 chamber, galleries, or any such
office is located, or

remains withit1

or upon

any office

or

residence of any member of the general assembly or within or upon
any room or building in which a ler,islntive hearinr, or meeting is
being conducted upon a lawful order of the police or a sccuri ty
officer to disperse, leave, or move to an area he desir1,natcs.

Comment: The purpose of this section
is to cover building or room seizures and
sit-ins, even though not violent or disorderly. Derived from Calif. Penal Code
171 f {l) which was enacted after a Black
Panther incident in 1967.
(6)

Picketing.

A person is r,uilty of interfednr, with

legislative process ,-men
\<dllfully pickets inside
galleries,

or offices

he

alone or

any building
of

the

in concert with others
in which

the

chamber,

the r,eneral assembly or either house

thereof is located, or in \\hich the office or residence

of

member of the

which a

general

assembly

is

located,

or

in

any

legislative hearing or meetinr. is bcinr conducted.

Comment: Only picketing within a
building would be prohibited. Picketing
on the street or elsewhere outside the
building would not be affected. Derived
from Calif. Penal Code 171 f (3); that
section, however, merely prohibits picketing "within the State Capitol."
(7)
of this

Penalty.

A person who violates any of

the

provisions

section is r,..iilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction

thereof, shall be ptmished by imprisonment in the cmmty jail for
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a period not exceeding one year or by a f i.ne not

cxcecdinr, one

thousand dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

63-10-2.

Interference with the

felonies.

(1)

officers,

or employees of

legislative

process

Preve11tine pcrformc1nce of duties by members,
tho

general assembly.

/\ person is

guilty of interferinr, with the lccislative process when he
or

-

alone

in concert with others willfully either by force, physical

il1terference,

frau<l,

ll1timidation,

independently t.01law(ul

or

by

means

of

auy

act prevents or attempts to prevent nny

mcJT1l>er, officer, or employee

of the

general

assembly,

either

house thereof, or any corranittee of the geueral assembly or either
house

thereof

from

perfonning any of his official fw1ctions,

powers, or <luties.

Comment: Since the conduct prohibited by this section would be directed at
individuals rather than a collective body
there would probably be some overlapping
with the general penal statutes relating
to assault, intimidation, coercion, etc.
(2)

Coercing perfonnance of duties hy members, officers, or

employees of

the

general

assembly.

coercing perfonnance when he
willfully either
intimidations,

or

by

alone

force,

by ~ans

A

person

is

guilty

of

or in concert with others

physical

interference,

fraud,

of any iJ1dependcntly t.01lawful act

compels or induces

any member,

general

either house thereof, or any committee of the

asserrbly,

officer,

or

employee

of the

general assembly or either house thereof to perform any of his
official ftmctions, powers, or duties.
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Comment: For both (1) and (2) above
the te:rm "any independently unlawful act"
is intended to cover non-physical types
of interference, e.g., bribery or the
general use of corrupt practice.
Possession

(3)

of firearms.

A person, other than a peace

officer, security officer, or a peace officer of any other state

I

or the federal eovem.ment who is carryi11r, out official <luties iii'
this state , or any person sLDmtoncd by any such officer to assist,
in making

arrests

or preserving the peace while he is actually

engaged in assistillg such officer, is nuil ty of ititerfC'ring with
tho

legislative

process when he alone or i11 concert with others

willfully nn<l without legal

authority or proper authorization

brings a firearm or any explosive, incendiary, or other d;mp,erous
device into, or possesses a firearm or any explosive, incendiary, ·
or other daJ1gcrous

device with in,

any buil <lillf, in which the

chamber of either house of the i:encral assembly is located or
which

in·

the official office of any rrcndJer, officer, or employee of

the general assembly or

the

office

of ~my

col"ll'lli ttee

general assembly or either house thereof is locate<l.

Comment: Derived from Calif. Penal
Code 171c, 171d and 17le. Calif . provisions are limited to loaded firearms,
deem a firea:rm loaded if the person possessing it also possesses ammunition and
gives police the right to inspect firea:rms to determine whether loaded. The
proposed section would go much further
and prohibit all firea:rms within the
building, whether loaded or not. It would
also cover explosive or -incendiary devices such as bombs, grenades and Molotov
cocktails. It is suggested that all peace
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of

the

officers and federal government officers
authorized to carry weapons check in with
the Capitol Police in order to avoid confusion and possible embarrassment.
'

Penalty.

(4)

of this section is
thereof,

shall

penitentiary for
exceed

A person who violates any of the provisions
cuilty of a
be

felony

punished by

:md,

upon

imprisonment

in

conviction
the

state

, or by a fine not to
---------dollars, or by both such fine nnd imprisonment.

-----

Comment: Model act suggests that it
may be desirable to grade the various offenses and punishments differently.
63-10-3.

Legislative security officers.

(1)

Tho prcsirline

officer of each house of the general assembly may appoint a d1ief
security

officer for his respective house ;md, within ftmds made

available therefor, appoi11t such additional security officers
he may deem advisable

to ensure the orderly operation of such

house anJ committees thereof.
responsible

to

as

Such security

their respective

officers

shall

be

appointing officer and shall

serve under his direction or the direction of one or more members
or officers of such house designated by him for
[Model Act

suggests

that

the

appropriate

such purpose.

specific titles be

substituted for the tenn ''presiding officer".
(2)

Such security officers

are

hereby designated

to be

peace officers and shall have jurisdiction to act as such in the
perfonnance of their duties anywhere within the state.
(3) .Each house may adopt rules regarding the
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organization,

supervision,
the

:mtl opcratio11s

4ualifications,

officers

anJ

all

trni11it1g ,

of its security staff, prcscrihing
ruid

<luties

of

t.J·eir security

other matters relatinp. to the performance of

their responsibilities .

Comment: The general term "presiding
officer" is used in this and other sections of the model law and rules but the
designation most appropriate to each
state should be substituted, whether it
be the speaker, majority leader, president,president pro tern or otherwise. Appointments would be made by the presiding
officers of each house and they would be
vested with the ultimate authority over
the security staff but could delegate the
day-to-day operations to other members or
officers of such house. The question of
whether the position of chief security
officer should replace that of the traditional sergeant at arms is left open to
be covered by house rules. The preferable plan would be to eliminate the office
of sergeant at arms as being an anachronism and vest all of his functions in the
chief security officer and his staff;
however,
where for reasons of tradition,
political considerations or otherwise it
is desired to retain the office of sergeant at anns, the house rules could
delineate the respective responsibilities
of the chief security officer and the
sergeant at arms to such functions as
tending doors at times when security is
not as involved, summoning members to the
floor, supervising the galleries, etc.
If so, he should be subject to general
supervision of the chief security officer
and be available to assist him if necessary. Security officers would be given
the same powers as police officers and
have authority to act anywhere within the
state. This would enable them to serve
at legislative hearings or other proceedings outside of the capitol city. Also,
by having state-wide jurisdiction the
problem of defining the area of their au-
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'

thority to certain buildings, portions
of the capital city, etc., would be
avoided. Matters such as whether the
security staff should be uniformed, carry guns or clubs, etc., would be left to
house rules or the determination of the
app_o inting officer.
63-10-4.

I

IndeITD1ification of members, officers and employees

of the legislature.

(1)

indemnify all members,

The state

officers,

assembly, either house thereof,

shall

save hannless

and

arn1 employees of the general

or corranittees of the general

assembly or either house thereof from f i.nancial loss arising out
of any claim, demand, suit, or judgment by reason of aller.cd
negligence or other act by such member, officer, or employee, as
long as such member, officer, or employee at the ti.Me dmnares
were sustained was performing duties relating to the maintenance
of order in connection with the operation of the general
assembly,

either house thereof, or any corrani.ttee of the general

assembly or either house thereof,

or involving the security,

health, or safety of any member, officer, or employee of the
general assembly, either house of
general public,

a

comnittec thereof,

or the

and as long as such damaee did not result form

the willful and wrongful act or gross negligence of such memher,
officer,

or employee;

except that such member, officer, or

employee shall, within five days after the time he is served with
any sunmons, complaint, process,

notice,

demand, or pleading,

deliver the original or a copy thereof to the atton1ey general.
(2)

Upon such deli.very the attorney general may assume
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control of
employee.

the
Such

representation
member,

of

officer,

such mefTlher,
or

officer,

or

employee shall cooperate

fully with tho attorney general's defense.
l11is section shall not in any way

(3)
modify

impair,

limit,

or

the rights or obligations of any insurer w1dcr any policy

of i11surru1ce.
The benefits of this section shall inure only

(4)
members,

off iccrs,

and

errployees

ru1<l

shall

to

not enlarge

such
or

diminish the rights of any other party.

Comment: Derived from N.Y. Public
Officers Law 17 which covers all state
officers and employees acting in the discharge of their duties and within the
scope of their employment. The above
proposed section, however, is limited to
the legislature and to claims arising
out of the performance of security functions. It is believed that this type of
indemnification statute is preferable to
an alternate approach used by some states
in which the public officer or employee
is made immune from suit. That approach
could have the effect of depriving a
wrongfully injured party of his right to
seek damages. The above proposal would
preserve that right but require the state
to indemnify the officer or employee so
long as his act was not willful or grossly negligent.
63-10-5.

Legislative

rules

\

(1)

and reculations.

111c

senate ru1d the house of representatives sho.11 each h:wc the power
to

adopt

rules

for

the

or<lerly conduct of its affairs and to

preserve and protect the

heal th,

members,

employees

officers,

official duties, as

and
well

as

safety,

that
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and welfare

of

its

in

the pcrfonnance of their

of

the

general

public

in

I

connection therewith,

and to preserve and protect property and

records LD1der the jurisdiction of the general assembly or either
house thereof,

consistent with public convenience, the public-'s

rights of freedom of expression and

to peaceably assemble

and

and the established democratic concepts of

petition goverrurent,

the openness of the legislative process.
In lieu of or in

(2)

rules,

addition to the adoption of such

the senate and the house of representatives may each, by

rule, authorize its presiding officer to promulgate regulations
for any or all such purposes.
(3) (a)

Rules or regulations

ma}'

be adopted hi th respect to

the following matters, among others, without limitation by reason
of sud1 specification:
(b)

Regulating

admission to

~1e

legislative

galleries, 1 lobbies, offices, an<l other areas

char.hers,

of the buildings

,,herein they are located which provide access thereto;
(c)

Limiting the size of groups of persons pcmittetl ,·: ithi11

such areas, for reasons of health and safety and in case of fire
or other emergency;
(d)
banners,

Prohibiting or restricting the brinr,ing of signs,
placards,

or other display materials

into any such

areas, or possessing them therein, without proper authorization;
(e)

Prohibiting or restricting the bringing of radio or

television equipr.ient,

recordinP, equipment,

sound-making

or

arnplifyi11g equipment,

and photographic equipment into any sud1

areas, or possessing them therein, without proper authorization;
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Prohibiting or restricting the bringinr, or packares,

(f)

bags, baggage, or briefcases into any such areas, or possessing
them thercirt, without proper authorization;
(g)

Establishing rules of conduct for visitors to the

galleries;
(h)

Authorizing the clearing of the public form the

chambers,

lobbies,

and galleries or froJ11 any room in which a

public legislative hearing or meeting is being conducted

in

the

event of any disturbance therein which disrupts legislative
proceedings or endangers any member, officer , or employee of the
general assembly or the general public, or where reasonah] e
grounds exist for believing that such a disturbance or danger may
occur; except that duly accredited representatives of the news
media

not participatinp. iJ1

pennitted to remain therein.

any

such disturbance shall be

The closing of such areas to the

public shall continue only so long as necessary to avoid
disruption of th~ legislative proceedings or to preserve and
protect the safety of the members, officers, or employees of the
general assembly or the general public;
(i)

Authorizing the construction of safety barriers and

other protective measures for the galleries and other areas under
the . jurisdiction of the general assembly and the acquisition of

security equipment, all within the funds made available therefor;
(j)

Protecting the records

and property of the general

assembly from unlawful damage or destruction;
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(k)

Al1y

and

all

other matter s which may be necessary or

appropriate to the orderly conduct of the affairs of the
assembly and the protection of the heal th, safety, ~m<l
the

general

,ve- 1fare

'"r

members', officers, and employees of the general ilSsembly Md

the general public in cmmectio11 therewith.
In lieu of or in addition to the adoption

(4)

rules,

the

senate

and the

of

s{:\paratc

house of representatives may a<lopt

joint rules applicable to both houses .
1n lieu of

(5)

separate

or

regulations,

in
the

the house of representatives

addition

to

the

pranulr,ation

of

presiding officers of the senate and
may

prorrrulr,ate

joint rcr,ufations

applicable to both houses,
All

(6)

such

rules

of

the

senate

and

the

house

representatives or either house and regulations of the

of

presidinn

officers of the senate and the house of representatives shall be
filed in the offices of the clerks thereof, and a
rules

copy

of

sud1

and regulations shall be made available to any person upon

request, without charge .
(7)

Sud1 rules and regulations shall

effect of

law.

have

the

forcl"'

and

AJ1y person who willfully violates any such rule

or regulation is guilty of a

misdemeanor

a:n<l, upon conviction

thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for

a

period not

exceeding thirty days, or by a fine not excecdiilg

one hundred dollars. or by both such fine and imprisonment.
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Comment~ ThE.' pow(' r to adop l n1lcs
coven.ng most , j f not. .ill, pf the ma t ters
listed is probably implicit in t he qeneral authority of th~ lP~islatur0 to govern
itc; own affai rs. Many leqi 5la1 11r,'s have
dealt with such mat LPrs in ihe past on an
ad hoc or .i.ntormal lit.1sis wi thoul any
formal rule. llowever , in vie w of the sensitive matters and the po~sibiJity of
1JrPaler challenge
to I.he lf'gal autho rity
ot thP ]Pqislature Lo imp()'-,E' s0c1irit y
m,i;)surrs , iL is feJf tl1at lhP most significa11L areac; should b0 c.ovP1ed by specific.. slatutory authori t.y which should
hel r con f i rm the l P<J i s Latlne ' s authority
in this J·pspect , drljr,e its bounds and
discouraqn frivolouc-, , hal Jc,riqes to such
authority. ThP p1011111Jq<1tion of regulations by the prPsi.di11 1 offiters is also
authorized to pHJJld•· qrer¼L1•r f lexibi .lity
and a means for r1 •r111 I .1t inq , rn1d11cl , etc .,
i n situations 1101
rPip111ir1q the fonnality
of status of a leuisl,1liv,"' rule. This
section wou Ld be i rnp I "lll•'r I I r>d by detailed
rules and/or n~si11Lalin11s wl 1ii; li would
specify such thirlfJ'"· il<; th0 1wrsons enI i t 1 pd LO a (lrn i c; s i (I 11 I 11 t h" r l n () r . i Tl Cl u dl 11 q provi.c,lc111 101 it!i>1iliiii .itic 11 c ards if
d<'r m"d dcr.irablP; <Jdmis">io,, tn the qal1

1

1

1,,11,•c;, i111, JudirH1 th;• i•,s11.11pr• 11f pass
l'<h ; conduL I ill I 11" f,"1] I 1• Ii pr, such as
1101s,,, ,:1p1d,v1s0 , ~Ii i 11111' t.iki1111, smokiny ,
etc .; thP ctiPcldnq o~ p.1d. i1q••s, baggage ,
etc., outside th<' yalle1ies and other
C.,l

sensitive area s ; mnki119 exceptions for
duly authorized pPrsons su~h as a ccredited members of the news media, government
officials, etc . It is probably desirable
to make the violation of legislative
n.1les and requlations unlawful but it is
questionable -whether violation should be
made a crime . While some violations involving violence might be fairly serious,
such a c ts would probably al so violate the
penal statutes and could be prosecuted
t he reu nder but many violations of the
rules or regula tions could be of a relatively minor nature such as applause or
noise in the galleries, unauthori zed picture taking, unauthorized entry in a
prohibited area, etc . In addition to the
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requirement for the filing of the rules
and re9ulations with the clerk of each
house lpar. h) consideration should also
be given to a requirement for filing in
the central state filing office such as
the Secretary of State, or wherever the
rules and regulations of state agencies
are filed.
63-10-6.

either

InjLUlctions.

(1)

If

the

prcsidinr.

I

officer of

the sC'pate or the house of representatives has reasonable

groLU,ds

for

co11tnitting

bclicvil1r,
an to1lawful

i11terferi.ng or wi 11
business

of

the

that

any person

or persons

is

then

act or is about to do so, which act is

interfere with

any proceedings

or other

ceneral assembly, ei thcr house thereof, or any

corrrnittee of the general assembly or either house thereof, he may
petition any court of
dirccti11c

competent

juris<liction

for

order

mi

such person or persons to cease and desist from the

commission of such tuilawful act or

restraining

such persou

or

persons from colTl!litti11g such an act in the future.
(2)
facts

Such petition shall be verified and shall set forth ti1e

upon which

it

is

based.

The senate and the house of

representatives may each, by rule, empower the presiding
thereof to designate one
house

to make

designation

such a

officer

or more members or officers of such

petition

011

his behalf.

Any

such

shall be file<l with the clerk of such house, and, if

a petition is made by any person named in
certified copy

of

such designation

court together with the petition.
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such

designation,

a

shall he suhmitted to the

(3)

If a court to which such a

petition

is

presented

is

sn tisf ied that the petition sets forth a prima facie case for the
granting

of the relief requested and that irreparable <lamare may

occur unless such relief if
grant

a

tenporary

whole or in part,
matter

after

court may

the

the ultimate

notice and hearing.

determination

of

the

<late

of

the

A copy of such tcnriornry

order and of the petition upon which it is based,
notice

forthwith

injunction granting the relief requested, in

pending

due

granted,

torether with

and place of a hearinr, to he held thereon,

shall be given to such persons within

such

time

and

in

such

manner as the court shall direct,
(4)

Such

temporary

pennanent injw1ction which
petition

following

a

injtmction

and

thereafter may

hearing

thereon

any preliminary
he

granted

011

or
the

shall be enforc-eahle by

contempt proceedings, or other enforcement proceedings,

iii

the

same mrumcr as other orders of the court.
(5)

Except

as otheTh'ise specified in this section, all of

the provisions of law applicable to the
relief

by

the

presented shall

court
apply

r,ranting

of

injunctive

to which a petition un<ler this section is
to proceedings

instituted under

section.

Comment: The "presiding officers" of
the legislature and other government officials would probably have common law or
statutory authority to seek injunctive
relief in most, if not all, states without this specific authority. However, it
is felt that such a provision would be
desirable to eliminate any question as to
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their authority to act in the case of an
emergency. InJunctions have been effective tools in coping with certain aspects
of civil disobedience and demonstrations
such as the sit-ins and building takeovers on college campuses and elsewhere.
The injunction has the advantage of providing a legal mandate, frequently with
a rigid deadline, with enforcement by
contempt of court proceedings as well as
action by law enforcement agencies. Although the unlawful conduct sought to be
enjoined also subj~cts the offender to
arrest and prosecution for violation of a
penal statute, the immediacy of the court
order frequently has a greater psychological impact and also avoids the dilemma which a law enforcement agency faces
in attempting to stonn a building and
make mass arre~ts, with the accompanying
confrontation and violence. Because the
civil procedures goveming the issuance
of injunctions vary from state to state
the approach utilized here is to spell
out the basic authority for the issuance
of an injunction in this type of case
and then to incorporate by reference the
procedures generally applicable to the
granting of injunctive relief in the particular state.
63-10-7. Contempt of either house.

(1)

The senate and the

house of representatives may each ptmish by imprisonment not
extending beyond the same ses sion of the general assembly, as and
for a contempt, disorderly conduct of its members,
employees,

officers,

or others COl111li tted in the immediate view of the

senate or the house of representatives and tending to interrupt
its proceedings:

Imprisonment £or contempt shall be effected by

a warrai1t in the name of the people of the state, sign~ by the
presiding officer of the house in which the conterrqJt occurred,
directed to the chief security officer of such house or the stat~
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police and ordering the apprehension of
delivery of

him

to

the

the

sheriff of the

contentlor and

comty in which the

contempt occurred for detention by said sheriff

with such warrant.

A finding

therefor shall not constitute a

of
bar

the

in

accordance

contempt and imprisonment
to

any other

proceeding,

civil or criminal, for the sruoo act.
(2)

(a)

Notice of the proposed contempt citation shall be

published in a resolution of the
occurred

house

in which

the

contempt

approved first by a majority of a COITTl]ittee and then of

the house itself.

If the contempt is corrrni tted before the house

itself rather than a corranittee thereof, a resolution of the house
itself

shall

be sufficient.

l'ersons

actually named

resolution shall be either personally served or
given

notice

in

the

in the

otherwise

be

srure manner as is provided by law ,md the

Colorado rules of civil procedure for acquisition of jurisdiction
over the person in civil actions.
(b)

The notice shall incl uclc:

A statement of the terms or substru,ce of the offense or

offenses \o,hich caused the citation to be issued;
(c)

A statement of the time and place of the hearing before

the corranittee which
before
be.
he

first passed

the

contempt

resolutio11

or

the house in which the contempt occurred, as the cas<' may

The person to be cited shall be required to show

should not be

found

in

contempt.

hearing shall allow reasonable time to
cited notice

of

the

charges

The time and place for

give

against him

appropriate defense concerning them.
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cause why

the
and

person

to

be

to prepare an

I

(3)

The contempt hearing shall give the person to he cited

an opportwdty for an oral presentation before the corruni ttee or
before the house in whid1 the

contempt

occurred,

whichever

is

holding the hearing, for submissio11 of written arr,umcnts, and for
the right to coLD1sel at the hearing.
( 4)

A person to

be cited sha 11 be found in contempt and

shall be punished therefor only after a majority of the corrmi ttcc
which initiated the contempt procceclillg finds, after notice and a
hearing which satisfies the provisions of subsections (2) and (3)
of this section, that the person to be cited has failed
cause why he should not be held in contempt.
state

to

show

The conunittee shall

in a report to tJ1e full house tJ1e reasons for its finding.

The full house shall then affinn by majority vote the finding

of

the committee.
(S)

If

the contempt

citation is initiated by the house

itself because of a contempt corrunitted before
person

to be

the

house,

the

cited shall be punished for contempt if the house

itself, by a majority vote, after notice
satisfies

the

provisions

of subsections

an<l
(2)

a

hcarinr. which
and (3) of this

section, that the perso11 to be cited failed to show cause why he
should not be punished for contempt.

Comment: This provision for legislative contempt has been included although
it may be of questionable value in helping to maintain legislative order. Legislative contempt has been resorted to
for the purpose of compelling recalcitrant witnesses to appear before legislative bodies, but seldom has been used in
cases of disorderly conduct. However,
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since this power of legislative bodies is
firmly entrenched in our systems of governments and recently was reaffinned by
the Supreme Court of the United States
in the case of Groppi v. Leslie 404 U.S.
496, decided January 13, 1972 it has been
included here. It should be noted that
in invalidating the particular contempt
proceeding involved in the Gro~pi case
the Supreme Court did not inva 1date legislative contempt proceedings in general.
On the contrary, the Court expressly
recognized the power of legislative
bodies to punish contemptuous conduct
committed in their presence. In the
Groppi case the Court merely held that
such proceeding taken two days after the
commission of the act and without providing the otfender with notice and an opportunity to be heard in his defense
violated his constitutional rights under
the due process c lause. The Supreme
Court intentionally declined "to define
or delineate precisely what process is
due and must be accorded to a contemnor
prior to the legislative imposition of
punishment tor contemptuous conduct." In
refusing to lay down any hard and fast
rule the Court did recognize that a "legislature, like a court, must, of necessity, possess the power to act 'immediately'
and 'instantly' to quell disorder in the
chamber if it is to be able to maintain
its authority and continue with the proper dispatch of its business." Also,
while pointing out that a legislative
body has no obligation 11 to afford a conternnor a forum to expound his political ,
economic or social views" this "does not
mean that some brief period to present
matter specifically in defense, extenuation, or mitigation is not required . 11
The nub of the Court ' s opinion in confirming the basic concept of legislative contempt while invalidating this particular
proceeding can be found in the following
paragraph therefrom: "The function of
the contempt process by a legislative
body is perhaps more related to deterrence
of those disposed to create disorder than
to restoring order. But the deterrence
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function can equally be served -- perhaps
even better -- by giving notice and
bringing the contemnor before the body
and giving opportunity to be heard before
being declared in contempt and sentenced."
A review of legislative contempt,
provisions for a hearing, and an outline
of procedures of due process in legislative contempt situations are included in
the attached material.

SECr ION 2.

finds ,

Safety clause.

detcnnincs,

an<l

the irm1cdia tc pr escrva tion

The

r.cncral

assembly

hereby

declares that this act ig 11eccssary for
of

the

safety.
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Other Recommendations
The Committee also made recommendations in the following areas: 1) improvement of basic census data; 2) air conditioning of the Capitol Building; 3) legislative administrative operations; and 4) continuation of the Committee on
Legislative Procedures for the 1973-74 biennium.
l.

Improving Basic Census Data

Due to the passage of S.J.R. No. 8 during the 1972 Session, a new subject area was added to the Committee's agenda.
S.J.R. No. 8 emphasizes the need to improve basic census data
for purposes of achieving compactness and contiguity of legislative districts.
The resolution provides that the Legislative Council
should establish communications with the United States Census
Bureau, the United States Congress (Colorado delegation and
appropriate committees), the National Legislative Conference
special committee in this area, the National Conference of
State Legislative Leaders, the other 49 states, and other interested groups. The Legislative Council designated the Committee on Legislative Procedures as the committee to work with
the above-mentioned organizations and segments of government.
The Committee recommends that a letter be sent to the
United States Census Bureau in Washington, D. C. by the Legislative Council outlining possible improvements in the gathering of basic census data. The Committee also recommends that
Legislative Council staff comment on some possible improvements since the staff worked directly with the basic census
material during the 1972 reapportionment in Colorado. The procedure of drafting a letter was suggested by the Census Bureau
after the Committee had made contact with it in September,
suggesting that a representative from the Committee and from
the Legislative Council staff meet and discuss possible improvements of basic census data in Washington, D. c.
2.

Air Condition the Capitol Building

The Committee recommends that the following areas of
the Capitol Building be air conditioned:
(1)

The House of Representatives chamber;

(2)

The Senate chamber;
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(3)

The House committee rooms;

(4)

The Senate committee rooms;

(5)

The Office of the Lieutenant Governor;

(6)

The offices on each side of the House of
Representatives chamber; and

(7)

The offices between the House of Representtatives chamber and the Senate chamber.

The Committee recommends in Bill C that $635,950 be
appropriated for the project, of which $344,000 would be used
for a one thousand ton chiller unit and $291,950 would be
used to air condition the above-mentioned areas of the Capitol
Building. The figures may need to be revised upward.
In 1971, the Committee recommended that the House and
Senate chamber~ and committee rooms be air conditioned. Last
year the Committee noted in its final report that virtually
every other office and chamber in the Capitol Building has air
conditioning.
3.

Review of Legislative Audit Committee Letter

An outside CPA firm audited the Legislative Department
for the Legislative Audit Committee and recommended changes in
several areas of legislative administrative operations. Those
recommendations were contained in a letter dated July 11, 1972
sent to the Committee by the Legislative Audit Committee. The
Committee acted upon each recommendation in the letter as
listed below.

Inventory of fixed assets. Presently, there is no formal data and control on fixed asset inventories of the House
and the Senate.
In discussing the inventory problem with the State
Auditor, it was learned that the Legislative Council did take
an inventory when something was purchased or removed, but
there was a lack of a sufficient check during the time "in between".
The Committee recommends that the inventory procedure
remain the same with the exception of having better follow-up
inventories by the Legislative Council. Also, copies of the
inventories should be sent to the Secretary of the Senate and
the Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives.
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nin vouchers for le islative
encies. Expenses o legs ative serv ce agenc es, inclu ing sa ar1es and
expenses of employees, are signed by the directors of the
Audit and Joint Budget Committees, while the Chairmen of the
Legislative Council and the Legal Services Committee sign for
such expenses. The Committee recommends that all chainnen of
governing committees sign such vouchers on the basis that this
appears to be a better procedure.
To make the procedure unifonn among legislative service
agencies, the Committee recommends Bill D which pennits the
Chainnan of the Legislative Audit Committee to sign expense
and payroll vouchers for all expenses incurred by the office
of the State Auditor, except that any voucher may be signed by
the State Auditor if it does not exceed one thousand dollars.
The Committee also recommends that the Chainuan of the Joint
Budget Committee sign all expense vouchers of that Committee.
Pa~ent of legislative exeenses. According to the CPA
Report, te Speaker approves reimbursable expenditures for
House members on an informal basis, but there is no central
control of such approval in the Senate. The report also noted
that the function of signing the payroll for legislators is
done by the Director of Research of the Legislative Council,
but is accomplished without statutory authorization.
The Committee rec ommends in Bill E that the majority
leader of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives are to grant prior approval for payment of expenses for
members of the Genezal Assembly, except for:

(1) Travel expenses incurred in traveling to the State
Capitol for one round trip for each regular or special session
of the General Assembly;
(2) Payroll vouchers and vouchers for per diem and
travel expenses incurred in connection with attendance at meetings described in subsection (5) (b) of C.R.S. 63-2-7. Y
(3) Monies paid to the members of the Joint Budget
Comm:iJ.tee while the General Assembly is not in session;

y

Com ensation of members. (5) (b) ••• for necessary attendance

whi1e the general assembly is not in session at meetings of

the legislati ve council, or committees established by the
legislative council, or interim committees authorized bylaw
or by joint resolution of the two houses, •••
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(4) Monies paid to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the Senate and House majority and minority
leaders for necessary attendance at matters concerning the
General Assembly when the legislature is not in session; and
(5) Attendance at functions with groups that the State
of Colorado officially belongs to.
The Committee further recommends that the Director of
Research of the Legislative Council shall approve payroll
vouchers and vouchers for per diem payments incurred by the
members of the General Assembly while attending meetings of
the Committees of the four legislative service agencies, the
Commission on Interstate Cooperation, the Commission onUniform
State Laws, or any committee of any of those agencies or any
interim committee authorized by law or resolution (joint or
single house). This section of the bill would formalize present practice.
In recommending this bill, there would be some sanction
for expenses not covered by the vouchers signed by Committee
chairmen of the various legislative service agencies. The requirement of prior approval by the Speaker and the Senate
majority leader is to prevent potential abuses of expense allowances. The authority to grant prior approval was given to
the Speaker and the Senate majority leader because both are
well infonned on the events of the House and the Senate.
Approval of legislative contracts. The letter from the
Audit Committee pointed out that the number of people who have
to sign legislative contracts should be limited as much as
possible. Presently, the director of each legislative service
agency approves contracts affecting his agency and the Speaker
and the President of the Senate approve contracts for the
House and Senate, respectively. Chairmen of committees created by law or resolution sign their contracts.
The Committee recommends in Bill F that the procedure
for approval of legislative contracts be clarified.
First, according to the bill, the Speaker of the House
of Representatives must approve contracts concerning the House
and the majority leader of the Senate must approve contracts
concerning the Senate; however, both must approve contracts
involving the Senate and the House, such as the joint printing
contract.
Secondly, following present procedure, the bill also
provides that the Attorney General approve all Legislative Department contracts as to fo:rm; that the contract must be ap-
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proved and registered by the State Purchasing Agent; and that
the Controller must also approve the contract.
Finally, in a departure from present procedure the bill
requires that a Legislative Department contract concerning
automated data processing operations or equipment be submitted
to the Executive Director of the Department of Administration
or his designee for approval as to whether or not the provisions of the contract are compatible with existing or planned
hardware and software systems. Under present procedure, if a
contract involves ADP, the contract must be approved by the
Department of Administration. Such a provision in the law, as
recommended by the Committee, would place the General Assembly
in a better position to govern legislative ADP policy.
Use of telephone credit cards by legislators. It was
pointed out in the July 11, 1972 letter that no formal authorization exists for extended use of telephone credit cards between legislative sessions.
Therefore, the Committee recommends that each member
of the General Assembly be entitled to a telephone credit card
for use in connection with his official duties during his tenn
of office. This authorization would be contained in a new
joint rule. See Resolution A for the draft of this new Joint
Rule No. 27.
Members of the Committee believed that legislators are
entitled to the use of a telephone credit card and that the
use of the card should be self-policing.
4.

Continuation of Committee

It is the Committee's belief that it is necessary to
have a vehicle for legislative self-examination and self-criticism; therefore, it is recommended that the General Assembly
reconstitute the Committee on Legislative Procedures for the
1973-74 biennium.
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APPENDIX A

CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER
DEPARTMENT OF PI.ANNINt;

OFFICE OF OIRF.CTOR
ROOM 300

1445 <..I.EVELAND PL;\Ll:.
DENVJ:R, COLORADO 80202

December 5, 1972
:-IE~101:.AlWIJM

1'0:

Members of the· Ad-lloc CommitlN· on the Civic C:C'11tcr .incl
State Capitol Col!lplcx

FROM:

Denver Planniug Office Task Force , Jay Geiger, Doug Goedert
Margaret Sperling, an<l Fred Wolfe

SUBJECT:

Civic Center-State Capilol Complex Development Plans

As n resuJt of a request by the A<l-l!oc Commiltee on the Civic Center and
State Capitol Complex , a task force was formed within the Denver Planning
Office to review and contn<'nt on scvcrnJ proposals prest'ntcd to the A<l-lloc
Co:nmHtec for future dev<..!lopn:cnt of the Civic Cenlcr .!\rca.

Spedfically,

Lhrcc alternntivcs w~re considered:
(1)

Altern.:iljvc A, the existing Slate Plan, calling for location of
the Supreme Court Building on the block bounded by Logan, Pennsylvania , 14Lh Avenue and Colfax , and connected to the site of the
State Capitol by open space development on the intervening block
bound ed by Logan, Grant, 14th Avenue and Colfax; location of the
executive office buildings on State owned land between 13th and
14th Avenues, Sherman and Broadway ;

(2)

Alternative B, the plan proposed by the Civic Center Association,
c~lling (or location of a Supreme Court Building on a site at
20th Avenue and Sherman Street .ind two executive office buildings
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MEMOl{1\NIJU~f

December 4 , 1972

] oc.il<'<I along
(3)

AJ

(:t,.llll

Slrc'(•l from 17th Avenue to 20L11 Ave-nu,·;

Lt!rnaL i vt• C '.,111~e.e~;t s J nco1l io11 of a Supn·111P Co111-t Build i 11r and

olhcr pos~il.ilc, St.1Le devC'lt•pnic-nt on thl' block bounded by Colfax,
16th Avenue, tlroadway anrl Lincoln , aud as formul:ited by the Lask
force , Executive office buildings on four alternative sites, two
north o( Colfax and two between 14th AvE'uue and 13th Avcnu"' ;ilong
Lincoln Street .
In addition , lhe Denver PlannJng Office , examined proposals for expansion of
the headquarters of the State Historicnl Society of Colorado on botl1 its
exisling siLe and a new Aile in the Civic Center Area .
The Task Force did uol specifically examine proposnls for a new legislative
offic0 bujlding but cnJorGe propos,1ls that the cxlstlng Stale Office Building
and possibly the State Museum BuiJding be closely examined for uses as State
legislative offic~s .
In order to evaluate the various proposals, the Planning Office Task Force established a set of seven criteri~ by which to judge the merits of each alternative , they a r c :
(1)

The effect of State development on the housing supply;

(2)

The effect

0[

State development on existing viable private

d evelopment;
(3)

Proximity of proposed ~t~te devel opment to mass transit both bus
and proposed fixed guidcway systems ;

(4)

The amount of open space provided or encouraged by proposed Stale
development;
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MLM(ll::,:;1>u·-t

DrcrrnLer ~. )972

('>)

The l;c>ncral hnp.-iet on the neighborhood of Stntc development,

including its affect on (ururc redevcl0pmcnt or increased
deterioration;
(6)

The lrJf(ic impact of State development, including circulation

;ind p.:1rking (both related to the inJivjdual bujlding and to
the wholr Ct>nlrc.11 J;u::;inc~s Di:trict);
(7)

The U1·bun Dc!dgn and aesthL·Lic consJdcrntions of such
dcvclopmvnL;

(8)

Tl1c funcl ional rel c1tionships of such devcl0pml>nt to existing
State facilities; and

(9)

The land costs associated ..,,j th the dcvL·lopnu.:nt .

ALL:1c-lt1·cl ;11c pn1~1,1m rc>qui1c:ncnts of the individ11nl bujldings, evaluations of

tlic-s1· al Lei n:1t i Vl•::; wi tl1 review and c0nn11011Ls by the Pl ,nning Office Task Force,

and copie>s of l11P origin;1l testimony ;ind pLms suhmittcd to the Ad-Hoc
CommiLLee on whiclt Lhc Planning O(fire R~·view is based .
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PROGl<Afl

A.

10::ciu lKEMl•:N'J.'S
St:itc Supreme Court
1.

2.

Procrnm of Requirements

I

a.

Supreme Court

b.

Intermediate Court of Appeals

c.

Court Administrator

d.

L;iw Lj br:i.ry

e.

Attorney General - (possibility)

Extern~! Relationships
Although Lhc court must be maintained :is a separate branch of
government, theroordination of legislative action with judicial
and the acc~ssibility of the Governor's Office to the judicial
branch and the Attorney General's Office to the legislative and
executive functions are important relationships to maintain and
further develop.

3.

Symbolic Considerations
While maintaining the judicial as a separate branch of government,

there is a very strong need that the courts continue to function
as &n accessible, contemporary and living institution, where
critical decisions are made which affect everyday life.

The use

of the nee-classic , Greek Temple as the expressions of the home of
the court belies the real-world research and preparation behind
every court decision.

The need for a publicly accessible and con-

venient location reflects the nature of the court ' s work.

Thus,

"monumentality" should be confined to the expression of a separate
government branch, and the scholarly basis of decisions, made in
the ?Ublic realm.
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B.

J~xecutive Office Fnciliticu

1.

Program of Re.qui rcml~Otfl

Var1ous s,•rvicc depnrtinc>nt s and .:1gencics will be accommod~ted _;

approximatdy 700,000 sq. ft. of building space is projected

to handle space needs of the State until 1995.

2.

External RelationshiQ!
The executive office facilities must be convenient to existing
State offices and convenient to transportation.

J.

Symbolic Considerations
The increasing chnllenge. to governmental agencies is to provide
innovative approaclws to the basic needs of society.

The accom-

modations should e,:prc:c;s o responsive attitude rather than a rigid,

uniform wall of regulations.
Consonant with the idea that these departments are serving the public.

a feeling of openness should be established.
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C.

Stntc llh:tor J ci11 Musr•um

1.

Program of Requlrc:ments

a.

exhibition

b.

research and learning.

c.

support

174,990 sq. ft. not including parking
2.

External Relationships
In addition to provid.ing a major educational resource to the general

public, the museum program also represents a resea,rcb source for in;,_
dividuals and educational institutions; programs tied tQ the changing
curricula of various i,nstitutions help to promote a contemporary museum

program.

In these roles, the museum has a very real functional relation-

ship to the State Archive.a 1:1nd the Western 1:li$tory Collection of the
Denver Public Library.

3.

Symbolic Consideration~

Rather than merely a repository for information and artifacts, the
museum must be developed as a monitor of continuing history and as a
learning resource from. which people may gain an increasingly broad

perspective about their past.

Further, the basic value: of history as a

societal guide must be promoted.

1:he accessibility of the museum is an

important symbolic criteria which affects the basic scope of influence
that the museum has.
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Alternative A
Four sites for the locatjon of new developments are proposed by the State.
1'he Sup rem<.• Court Bu Ud ing is ptopo~l•d to be lo,·11 L<~d on t lw entire hloc k

bounded l>y l'cnnsylvania 1 Logan, 14Ll1 .:1nd Colfax.

The block bounded by Logan,

Grant, 14th and Colfax is to be the site for a legislative office building,
the exist:tng First Church of Christ Science, and a mall to t:ie the Supreme
Court site to the Capitol.

A site along 13th Avenue between Sherman and

Lincoln is proposed as the site for State Office Buildi.ng "A" and a site
along Lincoln, between 13th and lltth is proposed as the site for State
Office Building
1.

11

c11 •

Ef feet ·on Housing Supply

The State plan would remove 765 dwelling units.
these are decent and functionally viable,

The major portion of

Project Rehab has initiated

programs in the area leading to maintaining attractive. units and adding
a substantial amount of additional living units over time in the Capitol
lUll Area, including some of these units proposed to be eliminated,
.

2.

Effect on Existing, Viable, Private Development
Assuming that the Supreme Court development would leave the First Church
of Christ Science, no private development, other than housir1sg, would be
affected.

The two proposed sit-es for State offices ~ould eliminate

sites for probable private office development.

Expansion of the Colorado

Historical Society at its present location, however, would eliminate
the Pillar of Fire Complex on the same block.
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3.

Proximity to Mass Transit
The general area of these prnposf!d sites is served by seven bus
routes, serving the four quadrants of thn cit.y.

'J'h<' proposed 1'cffsonal }Wpj\l l'nmsit J..Jn~ runs north of the

nrt!n.

The closest terminal would be 2 blocks from the proposed Supreme
Court Building site and 4 blocks from the proposed State Office
Buildings.

4.

Provision of Open Space
The mall concept to the east of the Capitol Building would provide
open space as would the site of the Supreme Court,

These spaces

would be of minor importance in terms of neighborhood use because of
the already existing open space in the Capitol Complex Area.

The

proposed mall would f~_rtl1_p.r pc s1,1rx;ou11d.cd by off;lce e.nd h)st:1.tutional
usc1::t which would isolate the space from the neighborhood durins the

day, and cause it to become

11

dcad 11 space. nfter termination of the

workday.

5.

Neighborhood Impact
This plan's suggest.ed location for a Supreme Court Building encroaches

into the Capitol Rill Neighborhood and further endangers the viability
of this neighborhood by removing housing and prohibiting additional
daytime-only uses in the ai;-ea.

Such development. would not only directly

remove residential uses but also would do little to encourage closer
contact. between the neighborhood and the central business district.
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The residents of Capitol Hill perceive their nc1.ghbo;rhood os

;:i

vlal.il<? working un It, and rc:sL•nt intrusion by State builclingH ns

much as a c.0111munity in the ~;outh!'ast ,,.,.ould protest against t11e
incursion of E:UC.h uses.

sh!}uld not be used

as

The proximHy o( the ncighborhoo<l to downt.o\-m

an excuse to use Capitol Hill land in a way

that. would not be compatible with a residential neig,hborhood,

6.

Traffic Impact
This plan wquld place all proposed development along already existing

one-way stre~ts.
As in other proposals, all buildings should provide for adequate parking

for employees of the buildings.

An overall parking strategy is needed

to coordinate existing and future developments.

Furthqr proliferation

of surface parking, especially eest of Grant, is unwanted.
7.

Urban Design and Aesthetics
It appears that the Supreme Court Building would not become an extension

of the design of Civic Center as intended; the building might in fact,

appear to be an after thought.

It will be hard to psychologJcally extend

the Civic Center open space past the State Capitol Building, which no-w

forms an edge, especially in view of a relatively small low-profile
building proposed to house the Supreme Court.

In addition, Brown's

Ridge seems to serve as a visual edge on either side of the State Capitol
Building_.

A buildins beyond this crest would not achieve the visual

ptoni.Ineii.c::e

tirom.lsea

ori ·other sites.
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I
The Supreme Court Building on this site would be visible only from

the edge of the site, being a focal point from the mall to the west
o.ud the State C:upilol llu:ildfng.

8.

Functional Relatlonships to Existing Facilities

All facilities in this site plan would fulfill

the functional re-

lationships that the State has indicated as desirable.

That is, that

the State executive agencies should remain in close proximity to one

another for efficiency and public convenience.

The new office buildings

planned here would be in close proximity to the existing State offices

on both sides of the Civic Center and the executiv,e of(ices iq the
Capitol Building.

In addition the Supreme Court Building vould remain

close to both the Legislature and the Executive Branches.
9.

Land Costs for this plan are as follows:
Supreme Court Site

- $2,951 1 900 of which the State already
owns land totalling $703,600 leaving
a balance of $2,248,300

State Office Building sites - already owned.
No cost is included for office space beyond 1980 nor for the
State Historical Society expansion.
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Alternative B
Three sites north of 17th Avenue wurc propo$ed by the Civic Center
Association as an alternative to the State's plans:

the State Supreme

Court at 20th and Sherman Streets; Executive QgfJ,,c~ Building! on Grant
Stre.<.'!t between 17th a.11d 18th Avenues; Executive Office Building II.

The

two E'Xecutivc. office buildJ.ng sites are large enough to accommodate the

space n!:'t>ds of the four etQcutive office bujldings proposed in the State
plan At Build in gs "A" t

19

811 t

11

c

11

'

and

11

11

D

•

Evaluation of these sites in tenns of the criteria established by the
Planning Office Task Force follows:
1.

Effect on Housing SupJ:llY

This set of proposals wou.ld remove a total of 259 housing units:
155 on the Supreme Court site, 104 on the Executive Office Building

tr

site, none on the Executi,ve Office Building

r

site.

The housing

units on the proposed Supreme Court site arc in an advanced state of
disrepair; those on the Ex~cutive Building II site are in much better

shape, and while slightly deteriorating could be profitably rehabilitated.

2.

Effect on Existing Viable Private Development
'rhis set_ pf prpp_q_sal,.~ wqul<i remo_ve ~ minimum of viable i;>rivate busine$&~

A11 the businesses on the Supreme Court site might be called

ruarginal

with the exception of the Carpenter's Hall (for the A.F. of t.)and the
Holy Spirit Neighborhood Family Services.

Remain:l.ng businesses on the

site are Systems Reproduction, Inc., a laundry, Denver Alarm Company
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(which is vacartt), Day Radiator Company, Gilbert Realty Company,
Speedy Copy Sc.•rvlcc nnd Ms. V's lHncr.

The Supreme Cou1:t: site would. however, surround St. Andrews Church 1
which provides transients with food and shelter.

The pastor at St.

Andrews Church, Father John, favors renewal of the area, but is unsure
whether location of the Supreme Court here will further this goal~

He

also indicated that the Supreme Court location might help to preserve
St. Andrews as a structure, but might also influence

a change in the

functions of the church.
The only other business affected is a filling station on the Executive
Office Building I site, as both executive office building sites are
primarily in parking use.
J.

Proximity to Mass l'ransit
A.

Bus Routes

Th~ i.mmediate area is served by only two bus routes, the number 40
which runs east a!__ong 17th and west along 18th Avenues, and the
nwuber 50 which runs along 19th and 20th Avenues.

The number 28

runs along Welton Street and could service the Supreme Court site.
,Bus routing could probably be changed to more adequately service
the area if the buildings were located here as proposed.

B.

PRT Lines
The proposed Personal Rapid Transit line would run right through
the area, offering excellent service.
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One PRT stop is proposed on

17th Avert UC! betwel~n Gr nut und T~oza n 1 ano th(~ r on the corn e 1: of
L lncc/ln nntl 19 l h AVl•n m•:,,

'r h1~iw

:;tnp H

:i I itl

ln f a.<.·t thf' P!ff l 11l r

this far::tor.

4.

Provision of Open Space
This plan provides for minimal addition of open space, primarily

for design purposes rather than co.mmunity use.

From CCA graphics it

appears that: the open space framed by the Executive Office Building 1
site wt11 be dedicated as a plrtta. and that p"'rt ·of the Executive
Of [ice Building

t:r

sit c, south of 19th Avtihue t will be s,iildlarly us:ed.

Sfiffl• 1ffiH'i !'.;J''tit~.tr W:ill be associ.ited with the Supreme Court sita.

In talking to Conunun.ity Renc>wal Program planners for the area 1 howcvc-r 1
it was pointed out th,1t the Supreme? Court !'lite is planned J1,s a buffer

area in the CRP plans, and that if the Suprc-1ne Court w~re to be located

the.re, additi~nal cpcn space. should be acquired possibly including the
site and Ebert School be acquired to conform to CRP.

This open space

could be used both for recreational play area and as a buffer between

the areas to the no,:'thwest of 20th Avenue and the proposed NOP area to
the east.

S.

Neighborllood Impact

From the ou1;.~e.t i.t. w:a.J; thoug].l~ b;y t}le task force that to have any impact
on the community as a whole, the three sites would have to be considered

as a total package.

The Supreme Court Building alone because of its

scale and its small amount of patronage, would by itself effect no change
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in the community; nnd th<2 office bul]c]jngl:i would have no reason
to locat:e in the area without the presence of the Supreme Court.

Opinion of these plans was sought of the two persons prinu,rily

concerned with the future of the neighborhood:

Pete_r Dobert, CRr

neighborhood planner for the East Side, and Howard Converse, Direetor of the entire CRP Program.

According to Doi>'ert, the East Side

Plan has no specific development plotted for this area,

He made

only two specific points with rc&ards to the location of the Supreme
Court Building:

1)

parking should be on-site and underground,

Parking takes up a tremendous amount of the surface area already.
2)

Any ancillary businesses associated with the Supreme Court

should be discouraged because of the need to preserve the existing
housing supply and the need to discourage any additional proliferation of s.urface. parking.

Mr. Converse explained plans for the area in mor~ detail.

Generally,

the area north of 23rd and Welton Street will probably remain in
commercial use.

The area south of 20th Avenue he hopes t:o see de-

velo~cd as a moderate to high income residential area.

The spot in

between, and the one on which the Supreme Court might be located. he
thought of as a buffer zone, most desirable in open space, but
certainly neither in residential or comm.etcial use.

The Task Force

investigated a plan whereby the Supreme Court and office building
sites could be integrated with housing of the type desired.

The

current R-4 zoning in the area, which is intended to produce precisely t:his kind of residential and office mix, }las failed in its
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purpose, ·due to the fact that more parking and open space :Is
dc•m:u1tll·fl uuclt•1· n•!1l1h•ntt.il 1•,,1wtruct.lo11 tl1:1;n o(flcc com:tn1ctlt1n 1

and tlwrcfon· it f s chc.Jpc1· to bulld off 1Cl's.

Second l,y, il w,1s

thought that by providing space bonuses for residential cpnstruction, the City might encpu>;ag_~ that 1<-i:n.d_ of use.

It was found,

however, that FAR's are already so generaous under the R-4, that

additional bonuses could not be profitably used by developers since
the¥ rarely build up to the floor area maximum already allowed under

the 'R-4.
The Task Force thought: of pos-sibly rezoning the area to encourage
the kind of mixed use desired under the plans.

Again we found

that unless the entire a1:ea were rezoned to R-3, residential use
would not occur, and thAt the R-3 itself does not; allow for office
use, one of the primary provisions of the CCA plan.
The. possibility -of government construction spurring the· growth of

new building was examined as a possible favorable side result of
the siting of State buildings here.

In examining similar ne,;;r gov-

ernmental construction around the City, the Federal office complex 1
for E!):::a,mple, we found n9_evidence of such filtering and had to
discount the validity of this argument. ·Statements have also been

made that the proposed construction would serve to-define the Central
:Business Edge and add to the compactness of the downtown area.
was found :aot to be true 1 and will be discussed under section 7.
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This

6.

Traffic Impact
A.

Circ:ul.1Uon - This c,(•t o( proposnl t~ would prnk1bly not arfect

Tlw nclr,11 111, r s Lo Lill' t',ll;L,

!;Ln·t•L:; ,1rc' now (llli'-wn y.

in tlll'

1'-bdtown nrecJ , ln fa c l complain thaL the one-way str e ets a rc

a divisivP influence on Lhcir community and that in fact, no
''ne ighborhood" exisLs.

To the ext('nt that locating gov e rnment

offices and th e Supreme Court here, would reinforce that kind
of divisiveness, they would be unwelcome.
B.

Parking - -The two executive office buildings and to a lesser

extent the Supr me Court Building would remove a great dea l of
parking, most of which is CBD related.

If the buildings were

to locate hctc, not only would sufficient pn-sitc parkinc have
to be provjdcd to take care of in-ltouse needs, but altern~tivQ
parking sites ~ould havr to be found to take care of the CBD
related p~rking needs.

i :~
The T••k force examined the possibili~y of setting up a parking
distTict to consolidate such uses within the neighborhood and

make md,•~surface land available for other uses.

The only way

to iroplemep.t such a plan ;,•ould be to eliminate commercial parking
as a use~by-right in the R-4, but this alternative would likely
meet oppOBition.

It was found to be unt enable as well from an

urban design standpoint.

The prospect of a number of blocks

needed to consolidate parking uses was not encouraging from a
visual standpoint and certainly would have been a barrier wherever
it was placed.

,....,..:~
;.

~-'

t •
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7.

Urh;:in

DcsJgn :ind

Acsth~Lics

One of the maJn arguments tendered in support of locating the
Supreme Court. at 20th and Sherman Streets was tbe statement that

the location is the foc.:i.l point for {ivc st.tcets, and thttt the
structure coul<l act as a visual landmark within the community.
The Supt'emc Court building, however, because of its relatively
small size requb:ements, woulcl probably at most be the equivalent

of four storie.s.

An existing three story structure, almost com-

parable to the proposed SC structiire I is _im;i g11ificant TQorc than
a few block~ away,

In cont;rast, tbe size of the proposed office buildings ·would be
totally out of scale with the surrounding ne:f.ghborho-0d, to the
cast..

No bui1din.gs there are mort'.:l than 4 stories high.

The main

problem with the-se structures would be their enormous bulk, and
out of scale-rclatedn!'.!"SS to the neighborhood.
In an~wer to thC?- stateLl'i(~nt th.1t thC? proposed buildings

,.
as a group

would form au eastern edge to the Central Business bistrict, it
was found that because of the zone district changes 3nd the intense:

development along Broadw.'.ly, and to some extent along Lincoln, t:hat
these streets or perhaps the alley between Lincoln and Sherman

forms a physical and psychological edge to. the CBD~
In addition the crest of Browns R.idge is to the west of the proposed

buildings further decreasing their importance as a visual focus.
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8.

Jltinc: t J.011t11 RL' 1.n 1- i on~l 1 l \l l (, I•'.;, I u t inp, F.i c J] 1 l 1 ('S

Chief JustkL' PrinGl.c or tliC' Colorndq Supr,:..rn\u Court iR opposed to

this possihlc Suprc•me Court location for several reasons.

Ideolog-

ic~lly, he. fee.ls that the image of the courts i.n this County is a
poor one at the. moment, and that locating a Supreme Court at 20th
and Sherman wouJ,d be tantamount to tucking i t a.way.

The site, in

his opinion, is not a monumental one.
Functionally, a great number of attorneys do not u~e the Supreme

Court, and the appellate attorneys -who do, appear on:y an average
of fou:r t;Lmes a year.

Locating the covrt nearer to attorneys

offices is, in his opinion, not nearly as important as locating
the building nec.1r people who use it fteq_µently.

Those pe.op.le in-

clude the legislators and legislative staffs who use the State law
library within the Supreme Court.

He definitely favors location of

th~ Court i~ an area close to the State Capitol.
Also~ Pringle often confers with the Gover-~or on legal matters and
needs to be close to the Govero.or's offices,

It is Pringle's feeling

that the State of Colorado has fostered a greater degree of coopera-

tion among the branches of government because of the proximity o.f
offices and the greater
them.

degree of exchange that takes place among

He stresses that it is importa,:nt to maintain these ties.

It: was felt that the executive office. buildings would be more s.elfcontained than the Supreme Court, and that location of these buildings
-was not as crucial, exc~pt to the extent that all such offices shQuld

be fairly close to each other for public and adm.inisttative convenience
and efficiency.
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9.

I.and C.t.,!-:U.;
Land cu!:Ls for I ht• prupn::c•d :II l t•:: nnrt h of l7l h AvC'l1\lt' .:1n•

significantly lower than thosti e,wt of the CapHol BtJilding,

Actual valuation for the sites proposed are:
Supreme Court site
Executive Building I

698,000

Executive Building II

727,000

TOTAL
Those figures do
space

$636,360

$2,061,360

not include the acquisition of additional open

around the Supreme Cou.rt site, nor a site ;for expansion of

the Stute JHstorlcal Museum.
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ALTJm.NATlVE C
Five sites for the locotions of i1&w <1cvelopments are proposed in this
altcrnn.tive.

The block bounde<J by Colfax, 16th, Broadway and Lincolt1 is

propoi:;cd as the site for the Suprcml.! Court Rulli.ling and possible othe:i:State development.

:Four alternative sites are proposed for locations of

the State office buildings-j a site at the northwest corner of 16th and

Sherman, a site along Grant between 17th and 18th and two sites on either
side of Lincoln between 13th and 14th,
The Task Force further reconmends that the Ad-Hoc Committee investigate
the possibility of locating the State Historical Society on the same site

as the Supreme Court Building -- the block bounded by Colfax, 16th Avenue,
Broadway and Lincoln.

Factors favoring this recommendation are:

L

The monumentality of the site.

2.

The size of the site - easily accommodating two important uses
in a dense urban setting.

3.

The maximum visibility and accessibility of the site - to both uses.

4.

The proximity of the site to the Civic Center - allowing both uaes
to remain close to existing development.

s.

The possibility of joint use of parkin~, open space and front~&e of

Civic Center Park.
6.

1.

The effective sharing of a high-cost site.

Impact on Housing Supply
The Cory Hotel on the northwest comer of the Supreme Court-Historical
Society site is the only residential type use which would be removed by
this alternative.
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2.

lfffcct on Existing Viable Pdval"C' l>cvelopmcnt
1'lm SUprr.mc• Courl--St.nLe llis1orr1•;1I M11~c•11m ~.itl· is now ,·ovcr<•-ll pr.imarlly
hy ouc .r11d two ~;l\1ry bulldf111::; 1,: 11 !1'11 t:11111.1ti11 i;ni.:111 J't•l:1IL sLor(•1,, i\

rcstnurm1t, nn

i"l.11 t·o

lire slur~~, parking gHr,1r,cs, and

i:1

b(ltel as noted

p rev iou&),y.

The existing small re.tail shops v.10uld be elimi.nated with the development
of this site..

weigh the

Howcv~r~ the gains to the core area of the CBD would out-

loss of these use.~ from the ar~a, and the probability that

these uses will remain much longer on this site (in view of the possibility of private dev<?lopment) is slight.
With the exception 0£ a filling station (discussed under Alten1ative B)
no private dc.velopmcrtt exists t.;rithin the sites proposed for office de-

velopment.
3.

Proximity to ~ass '£ ransit
The Supreme: Court site and the office building sites north of Colfax

are well served by Denver Metro Transit.

Lincoln Street ca.rries 5 in-

bound bus lines and Broadway 5 outboWld lines.

2 inbound and outbound lines.

Colfax Avenue carries

All of the other dowtown bus routes are

within 6 blocks of the Lincoln-16th Avenue intersection.

A DART route

borders the site on both Lincoln and 16th Avenue.

The proposed RTD Demonstration Project route is on 17t~ Avenue, one
block north of the proposed Supreme Court: site and within one block of
the proposed office sites with a station proposed to be located at 17th

Avenue and Grant Street.

The proposed office building sites south of

CoHnx. Avenue- arc adjacent to five bus· routes aJ,J.d within one block of two
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additionttl routes~

4.

The clc>scat PR1' stat.ion would be 4 blocks away.

Provision of Open Speice
Development of the Broadway and Colfax Site with buildings 1a,rg'.e ·enough

to accommodate the requirements of the Supreme Court and the State
H'.Lstorical Society w-ould lcc1ve a large portion of the site available

as opon space, whicb could s ,:-veto link the proposf!d 16th Street Mall
with the Civic C<!nter.
No significant new open spaco is felt to be needed in conjunction with
the proposed office spaces because of their proximity to Civic Center
Park.
5.

Neighborhood Imp:i:ct
The Co_u:r:ts Building will be a relatively quiet and. self-contained
activity generating little traffic in and of itself,

The impact of

development of State buildings on the Colfax-Broadway block would be
to restrict the number of employees and visitors to that block, relative
to private development which is now possible on the tame block.

If

developed for private office building use this block would likely attain
an cmployee level of about 3,000 to 4,000 people with associated auto
traffic volumes and parking requirements.

This office development could

probably be more easily accommodated near other streets wi.thin the B-5
zone and not adjacent to the existing majot high volume arterials of
Colfax, Broadway,. and Lincoln.

Tbe development of State offictr buildings

on the sites mentioneft in Alternative C would minimize the loss
private development and take no existing housing units.

of viable

Thes~ sites are

more desirable for middle-sized office building development than for
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-

rcsidtmtinl ust•s, due to their proximity to htgh-vollDlle traffic
artnrlnls.

llc-vl'lopnteul of these sj tcs for Stntc buHdings could

also prcsctvc- the openness Of the Slate owned portion of Civic

Canter Park.
Although two sites are sout:h of 14th /\venue, their location along
Lin<;oln Stree.t would not have the ef feet of encroaching into the

Capitol Hill neighborhood.

If the State were to dispose of these

sites, they most likely would be. developed as private office fac-

ilities at a hlgher density than that proposed for State development.

In any case, no expansion of these· or other State facilities should
occ.ur sout:h of 13th Avenue or east of Sherman Street,
Becaus-e of the locati.on of the majority of neighborhood activity to
the cast, State development of thes:e sites along Lincolu should not
create a barrier to_ -ql;!.ig_h"bor~.,ood access to the. downtown.

6.

Traffic Impact
The location of the courts Building and the Historical Museum on the

Colfax-Broadway block would have a low impact on existing traffic circulation and parking.

There are 102 commercial J?arking spaces now

prqvided on this block plus the parking associated with the Goodyear

Tire and retail store. It is expected that the parking requirements
for the

Courts Building could easily i,e accommodated in a below ground

parking facility on the site.

A very large nt.r..:ber of parking spaces,

500 or more, either serving public buildings or of a commercial nature

should not be provided on this site, due to the traffic congestion that

'
could
result on the adjacent arterials of Colfax, Broadway and Lincoln
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SttcC'ts.

l'hc loratlon of Lhl' off ice l,uildingr:t ns shown ln Alten1.:1t Ive C

could tend to diffuse the impact of trafric and parking requi.rc>ments;

The parking requirements for each bf the. four sites could be distributed
both over time and oveT space4

Each of the buildings should provide

some employee ~ind visitors parking.

These sites arc' well served by

e~isting arterials and the b1Hlding size requirements are not so large

as to cause a rsignificant tmpac-t on these arterials,

7.

Urban Design, Aes·thetics
1

The Colfax-Broadway Aite satisfies the desire of the Sta:te !or a highly
visible site, capable of presrinting buildings which are to be monumental in nature, if not in size, c.lo!le to the Capitol Building but
not being c!ominated by the Capitol, and e:mphasizing a brancn of tll,e
State government as separate yet related to the other tna.jor governmental
functions.

The site would afford the buildings' architects with maximum

opportunity to serve all of the above criteria, while reinforcing the
desirable urban design considerations of the CBD core area.

Design o!

this block could provide a visu.:11 terminus of t.he south c:nd of the
proposed 16th Street Mall, making visible from the mall the Courts Bu:l,lding,
the State Museum, the Capitol, and a pedestrian walkway through the block.

The proposed 16th Street Mall could thus be solidly -anchored between
Skyline Park at the northwest and the open space provided on this block,
at the southeast.

The height limitation controversy would be eliminated,

concerning this block, and the vulnerability of the Capitol and Civic
Center being dominated by a high office building on this block would end.
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Tht! dlstartcc of this block from the Capitol nppc-ars appropriate relative

to the scale of. Lhc proposed Coutts BuHdlng and State Museum.

The

ex.isting opcri Hp.lee provided in Civic CC?ntcr piirk ;icross Colfax also
o.ods to the dostniblc setting of this block for these building~.

The

site relates very well to existing State owned land to the ea~tt across
Lincoln Street:.

These two p~.rtels could be linked, both functionally

and visually to the advantage of both.
The site is large enough, 500' x 266' 1 to accommodate the Courts Building
and another State building.
Musc1im.

One consideration is the State Histotical

On prelimin~ry investigation it appears that these two struc-

tures could be lQcated on this block, with their related employee

parking facilities. and still provide adequate open space and a pedestrian walkway oric.ntcd toward the State Capitol, from the proposed 16th
Street Mall.
The placement of Stat-e office bliildings on either of the sites in Alter-

native C, with the exception of the Grant St:i;-eet sHe, would preserve
the openness of the State owned portion of Civic Center park.

The two sites south of 14th Avenue would not act as barriers to the
neighborhood and if design were coordinated by a public agency a more
desirable Lincoln Street gateway to the Civic Center could be developed.

The building sites in Alternative C would serve to strengthen the development of the core area of the Central Business District, by grouping

these buildinss in a more compact arrangement toward the Downtown area
Tathcr than away from it., as in the other two _",.lternatives.
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B,

Functional Relationshi('l to J,;xisting FacilHies:
As stated <tttrlier there oppc1Jrs to be a fairly strong working relationship between the St:1tc Suprcmt• C:ourt nm] tlw oLhi!r br:mdtC'S

governm. nt.

or

the St:itc

This i.s probably unjqua to the Slate government of Colorado,

however~ the Task Force £eels that these relationships should be' preserved by locating physical facilities of the tbr;ea br:anches in close

proximity.

The members of the State ·Legislature and the le,gislative

staff make frequent use of the law library, t·o be located in the proposed

Courts Building.

F-requcnt toJit.iicts are also made between the Governor's

Office and the Office of the Chief Justice.

The State has a desire to

maintain the proximity of the three branches of State government and
to further e~press and de.fine the p_hysical facilities of these branches.

The location of the Courts Building on the Colfax-BroJ::u::lway blqck would
help to fulfJ.11 these functional criteria.

The Colfax-Broadway block relates well to the other sites in Alternative
C, which could become ait:cs for other State office buildings.

Because

of the rcla:lively high cost of acquiring this block, the State should consider using land whicl\ is already in State ownership, and which is not

developed for expansion of State office needs, particularly vacant land

which is outside of the B-5 zone district.
Use of the four alternative sites would meet the State criteria for close

proximity of office, legislative, executive, and courts functions, while

satisfying the City's criteria of minimizing State expansion to the

southeast of Civic Center and the taking of existing housing i,n this
area.
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Alternati.vc C proposes a fairly close clustering of the proposed
Supreme Court

Building and the proposed office buildings on sites

in close proximity to the Capitol, and the center of downtown.

9.

Lond Costs
The cost of acquisition of the block bounded by Colfax, Lincoln, 16th

Avenut.? 1 and Bron<lway, is the. highest of any of the three proposed
Supreme Court

Building sites,

'rhc. City Assessors Office sho"'7s an

"actual taxable value 11 on this site of $4,249,400.

This figure_ is

probably slightly lower than "market value•' or thti expected selling
price of this block and its buildings.

this cost: must 'be viewed

relative to the benefits t.o the State and to the City~ tba,t can be

derived from the Courts Building an~ possibly an additional State

building, being located on this block.
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